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Preface
Due to the growth of computer technologies and web technologies, we can easily collect and
store large amounts of text data. We can believe that the data includes useful knowledge.
Text mining techniques have been studied aggressively in order to extract the knowledge
from the data since late 1990s. Even if many important techniques are developed, the text
mining research field continues to expand for needs arising from various application fields.
This book introduces representative works based on the latest trend of advanced text
mining techniques. It is composed of 9 chapters.
In Chapter 1, Sung-Pil Choi et al. survey methods that extract relations between keywords
(or key phrases) described in texts. This chapter focuses on the kernel-based relation
extraction methods and introduces some representative methods. They are compared based
on their characteristics and performance. This chapter summarizes their advantages and
disadvantages.
In Chapter 2, Hidenao Abe focuses on a method that extracts temporal patterns of terms
from temporally published documents. The method is composed of automatic term
extraction, term importance indices, and temporal clustering. Medical research documents
related to migraine drug therapy are analyzed based on the method. The validity of
extracted temporal patterns is evaluated.
In Chapter 3, Alan L. Porter et al. introduce a stepwise method that compiles lists of
informative terms and phrases. The method includes field selection, removal of stop words
and common terms, term manipulation, cleaning and removal of noise terms, and term
consolidation. They apply it to Science, Technology and Innovative (ST&I) information sets
and present case results based on each process.
In Chapter 4, Alessio Leoncini et al. tackle on two issues which are required for the analysis
of web pages. One is text summarization and the other is page segmentation. Semantic
networks are introduced for these issues. They map natural language into an abstract
representation. Their effectiveness is shown by applying them to the topic extraction task
from the benchmark data set.
In Chapter 5, Hiep Luong et al. present an acquisition method of domain-specific ontology.
The method uses two key techniques. One is lexical expansion based on WordNet. It
extracts new vocabulary words from data sources. The other is text mining from domain-
specific literature. It enriches concepts of the words. Experimental results of an amphibian
morphology ontology show the validity of acquired ontology.
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networks are introduced for these issues. They map natural language into an abstract
representation. Their effectiveness is shown by applying them to the topic extraction task
from the benchmark data set.
In Chapter 5, Hiep Luong et al. present an acquisition method of domain-specific ontology.
The method uses two key techniques. One is lexical expansion based on WordNet. It
extracts new vocabulary words from data sources. The other is text mining from domain-
specific literature. It enriches concepts of the words. Experimental results of an amphibian
morphology ontology show the validity of acquired ontology.
In Chapter 6, Hidetsugu Nanba et al. overview the latest research and services related to the
automatic compilation of travel information. Especially, they elaborately overview
automatic construction of database for travel information, travelers' behavior analysis,
recommendation of travel information, interfaces accessing travel information, and available
linguistic resources.
In Chapter 7, Masaomi Kimura tackles on the task which safely uses drug based on text
mining techniques. The word-link method and the dependency-link method are introduced
for this task. This chapter shows results applying them to three data sets: the package insert
for medical care, a questionnaire for therapeutic classification mark printed on patches, and
reports of medical near-miss cases related to medicines.
In Chapter 8, David Campos et al. survey machine learning-based tools for biomedical
named entity recognition. Firstly, sub-processes composing of the tools and techniques for
the sub-processes are introduced. Next, representative tools for gene and protein names,
chemical names, and disorders names are introduced. They are compared to the resources,
the techniques, and the performance results.
In Chapter 9, Fadoua Ataa Allah presents strategies which enhance under or less resourced
language. Especially, this chapter focuses on the issues related to Amazigh language, where
it is a branch of the Afro-Asiatic languages and is spoken in the northern part of Africa. It
introduces the linguistic features, the problems realizing for computer language processing,
and the primary experiments.
I believe that these chapters will give new knowledge in text mining fields. Also, I believe
that they helpsmany readers open their research fields.
Lastly, I would like to express my sincere gratitude to this book project team in InTech.
Especially, I would like to thank Publishing Process Managers Adriana Pecar and Marina
Jozipovic. They have guided me through step by step and supported me during this project.
In addition, my gratitude goes to my wife Sachiko Sakurai for her constant support and
encouragement.
Shigeaki Sakurai
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1. Introduction
Relation extraction refers to the method of efficient detection and identification of prede‐
fined semantic relationships within a set of entities in text documents (Zelenco, Aone, & Ri‐
chardella, 2003; Zhang, Zhou, and Aiti, 2008). The importance of this method was
recognized first at the Message Understanding Conference (MUC, 2001) that had been held
from 1987 to 1997 under the supervision of DARPA1. After that, the Automatic Content Ex‐
traction (ACE, 2009) Workshop facilitated numerous researches that from 1999 to 2008 had
been promoted by NIST2 as a new project. Currently, the workshop is held every year being
the greatest world forum for comparison and evaluation of new technology in the field of
information extraction such as named entity recognition, relation extraction, event extrac‐
tion, and temporal information extraction. This workshop is conducted as a sub-field of Text
Analytics Conference (TAC, 2012) which is currently under the supervision of NIST.
According to ACE, an entity in the text is a representation for naming a real object. Exempla‐
ry entities include the names of persons, locations, facilities and organizations. A sentence
including these entities can express the semantic relationships in between them. For exam‐
ple, in the sentence “President Clinton was in Washington today,” there is the “Located” relation
between “Clinton” and “Washington”. In the sentence “Steve Balmer, CEO of Microsoft, said…”
the relation of “Role (CEO, Microsoft)” can be extracted.
Many relation extraction techniques have been developed in the framework of various tech‐
nological workshops mentioned above. Most relation extraction methods developed so far
are based on supervised learning that requires learning collections. These methods are clas‐
1 Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency of the U.S.
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sified into feature-based methods, semi-supervised learning methods, bootstrapping meth‐
ods, and kernel-based methods (Bach & Badaskar, 2007; Choi, Jeong, Choi, and Myaeng,
2009). Feature-based methods rely on classification models for automatically specifying the
category where a relevant feature vector belongs. At that, surrounding contextual features
are used to identify semantic relations between the two entities in a specific sentence and
represent them as a feature vector. The major drawback of the supervised learning-based
methods, however, is that they require learning collections. Semi-supervised learning and
bootstrapping methods, on the other hand, use a large corpora or web documents, based on
reduced learning collections that are progressively expanded to overcome the above disad‐
vantage. Kernel-based methods (Collins & Duffy, 2001), in turn, devise kernel functions that
are most appropriate for relation extraction and apply them for learning in the form of a ker‐
nel set optimized for syntactic analysis and part-of-speech tagging. The kernel function itself
is used for measuring the similarity between two instances, which are the main objects of
machine learning. General kernel-based models will be discussed in detail in Section 3.
As one representative approach of the feature-based methods, (Kambhatla, 2004) combines
various types of lexical, syntactic, and semantic features required for relation extraction by
using maximum entropy model. Although it is based on the same type of composite features
as that proposed by Kambhatla (2004), Zhou, Su, Zhang, and Zhang (2005) make the use of
support vector machines for relation extraction that allows flexible kernel combination.
Zhao and Grishman (2005) have classified all features available by that point in time in or‐
der to create individual linear kernels, and attempted relation extraction by using composite
kernels made of individual linear kernels. Most feature-based methods aim at applying fea‐
ture engineering algorithms for selecting optimal features for relation extraction, and appli‐
cation of syntactic structures was very limited.
Exemplary semi-supervised learning and bootstrapping methods are Snowball (Agichtein &
Gravano, 2000) and DIPRE (Brin, 1999). They rely on a few learning collections for making the
use of bootstrapping methods similar to the Yarowsky algorithm (Yarowsky, 1995) for gather‐
ing various syntactic patterns that denote relations between the two entities in a large web-
based  text  corpus.  Recent  developments  include  KnowItAll  (Etzioni,  et  al.,  2005)  and
TextRunner (Yates, et al., 2007) methods for automatically collecting lexical patterns of target
relations and entity pairs based on ample web resources. Although this approach does not re‐
quire large learning collections, its disadvantage is that many incorrect patterns are detected
through expanding pattern collections, and that only one relation can be handled at a time.
Kernel-based relation extraction methods were first attempted by Zelenco, et al. (2003). Ze‐
lenco, et al., devised contiguous subtree kernels and sparse subtree kernels for recursively
measuring similarity of two parse trees in order to apply them to binary relation extraction
that demonstrated relatively high performance. After that, a variety of kernel functions for
relation extraction have been suggested, e.g., dependency parse trees (Culotta and Sorensen,
2004), convolution parse tree kernels (Zhang, Zhang and Su, 2006), and composite kernels
(Choi et al., 2009; Zhang, Zhang, Su and Zhou, 2006), which show even better performance.
In this chapter, case analysis was carried out for kernel-based relation extraction methods,
which are considered to be the most successful approach so far. Of course, some previous
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survey papers based on the importance and effect of the methodology have been published
(Bach and Badaskar, 2007; Moncecchi, Minel and Wonsever, 2010). However, they fail to
fully analyze particular functional principles or characteristics of the kernel-based relation
extraction models announced so far, and just cite the contents of individual articles or de‐
scribe limited analysis. Although the performance of most kernel-based relation extraction
methods has been demonstrated on the basis of ACE evaluation collections, comparison and
analysis of the overall performance has not been made so far.
This chapter, unlike existing case studies, makes a close analysis of operation principles and
individual characteristics of five kernel-based relation extraction methods starting from Ze‐
lenco, et al. (2003) which is the source of kernel-based relation extraction studies, to the com‐
posite kernel, which is considered the most advanced kernel-based relation method (Choi, et
al., 2009; Zhang, Zhang, Su, et al., 2006). The focus will be laid on the ACE collection to com‐
pare the overall performance of each method. We hope this study will contribute to further
research of kernel-based relation extraction of even higher performance and to high-level
general kernel studies for linguistic processing and text mining.
Section 2 outlines supervised learning-based relation extraction methods and in section 3 we
discuss kernel-based machine learning. Section 4 closely analyzes five exemplary kernel-
based relation extraction methods. As mentioned above, Section 5 also compares the per‐
formance of these methods to analyze advantages and disadvantages of each method.
Section 6 draws a conclusion.
2. Supervised learning-based relation extraction
As discussed above,  relation extraction methods are  classified into three categories.  The
difference  between  feature-based  and  kernel-based  methods  is  shown  in  the  following
Figure 1. With respect to machine learning procedure, these two are different from semi-
supervised learning methods.
On the left of Figure 1, individual sentences that make up a learning collection have at least
two entities (black square) of which the relation is manually extracted and predefined. Since
most relation extraction methods studied so far work with binary relations, learning exam‐
ples are modified for convenient relation extraction from the pair of entities by preprocess‐
ing the original learning collection. These modified learning examples are referred to as
relation instance. The relation instance is defined as an element of the learning collection
modified so that it can be efficiently applied to the relevant relation extraction methods on
the basis of specific sentence that contains at least two entities.
The aforementioned modification is closely related to feature information used in relation
extraction.  Since  most  supervised learning-based methods use  both the  entity  itself  and
the contextual information about the entity, it is important to collect contextual informa‐
tion efficiently for improving performance. Linguistic processing (part-of-speech tagging,
base  phrase recognition,  syntactic  analysis,  etc.)  for  individual  learning sentences  in  the
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pre-processing step contributes to making a base for effective feature selection and extrac‐
tion. For example, when one sentence shown in the above Figure 1 goes through syntactic
analysis, one relation instance is composed of a parse tree and the locations of entities in‐
dicated  in  the  parse  tree  (Fundel,  Küffner,  &  Zimmer,  2007;  Zhang,  et  al.,  2008;  Zhou,
Zhang, Ji,  and Zhu, 2007).  A single sentence can be represented as a feature vector or a
syntactic  graph  (Jiang  and  Zhai,  2007;  W.  Li,  Zhang,  Wei,  Hou,  and  Lu,  2008;  Zhang,
Zhang, and Su, 2006). The type of such relation instances depends on the relation extrac‐
tion methods, and can involve various preprocessing tasks as well (D. P. T. Nguyen, Mat‐
suo, and Ishizuka, 2007; Zhang, Zhang, and Su, 2006).
Figure 1. Learning process for supervised learning-based relation extraction.
In general, feature-based relation extraction methods follow the procedures shown in the
upper part of Figure 1. That is, feature collections that “can express individual learning ex‐
amples the best” are extracted (feature extraction.)  The learning examples are feature-vec‐
torized, and inductive learning is carried out using selected machine learning models. On
the contrary, kernel-based relation extraction shown in the lower part of Figure 1 devises
a kernel function that “can calculate similarity of any two learning examples the most effective‐
ly” to replace feature extraction process. Here, the measurement of similarity between the
learning examples is  not general  similarity measurement in a general sense.  That is,  the
function for enhancing similarity between the two sentences or instances that express the
same relation is the most effective kernel function from the viewpoint of relation extrac‐
tion. For example, two sentences “Washington is in the U.S.” and “Seoul is located in Korea”
use different object entities but feature the same relation (“located.”) Therefore, an efficient
kernel function would detect a high similarity between these two sentences. On the other
hand, since the sentences “Washington is the capital of the United States” and “Washington is
located in the United States” express the same object entities but different relations, the sim‐
ilarity between them should be determined as very low. As such, in kernel-based relation
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extraction methods, the selection and creation of kernel functions are the most fundamen‐
tal part that affects the overall performance.
As shown in the Figure 1, kernel functions (linear, polynomial, and sigmoid) can be used in
feature-based methods as well. They are, however, functions applied only to instances ex‐
pressed with vectors. On the other hand, kernel-based methods are not limited in terms of
the type of the instance, and thus can contain various kernel functions.
3. Overview of kernel-based machine learning methods
Most machine learning methods are carried out on a feature basis. That is, each instance to
which an answer (label) is attached, is modified into a feature sequence or N-dimensional
vector f1, f2, …, fN to be used in the learning process. For example, important features for
identifying the relation between two entities in a single sentence are entity type, contextual
information between, before and after entities’ occurrence, part-of-speech information for
contextual words, and dependency relation path information for the two entities (Choi et al.,
2009; Kambhatla, 2004; W. Li, Zhang, et al., 2008; Zhang, Zhang, and Su, 2006). These data
are selected as a single feature, respectively, to be represented with a vector for automatic
classification of the relation between the entities.
In section 2, we discussed that the essence of feature-based methods is to create a feature
vector that can best express individual learning examples. However, in many cases, it  is
not possible to express the feature vector reasonably. For example, a feature space is re‐
quired for expressing syntactic information3 of a specific sentence as a feature vector, and
it is almost impossible to express it  as a feature vector in a limited space in some cases
(Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor,  2000).  Kernel-based methods are for learning by calculat‐
ing kernel functions between two examples while keeping the original learning example
without  additional  feature  expression  (Cristianini  and  Shawe-Taylor,  2000).  The  kernel
function is defined as the mapping K :Χ ×Χ→ 0, ∞) from the input space Χ  to the simi‐
larity score ϕ(x)⋅ϕ(y)=∑
i
ϕi(x)ϕi(y).  Here,  ϕ(x)  is  the mapping function from learning
examples in the input space υ to the multidimensional feature space. The kernel function
is symmetric,  and exhibits  positive semi-definite features.  With the kernel  function,  it  is
not necessary to calculate all features one by one, and machine learning can thus be car‐
ried  out  based  only  on  similarity  between  two  learning  examples.  Exemplary  models
where learning is carried out on the basis of all similarity matrices between learning ex‐
amples  include  Perceptron  (Rosenblatt,  1958),  Voted  Perceptron  (Freund  and  Schapire,
1999),  and Support Vector Machines (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995) (Moncecchi,  et al.,  2010).
Recently, kernel-based matching learning methods draw increasingly more attention, and
are widely used for pattern recognition, data and text mining, and web mining. The per‐
3 Dependency grammar relation, parse tree, etc. between words in a sentence.
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formance of kernel methods, however, depends to a great extent on kernel function selec‐
tion or configuration (J. Li, Zhang, Li, and Chen, 2008).
Kernel-based learning methods are used also for natural language processing. Linear, poly‐
nomial and Gaussian kernels are typical in simple feature vector-based machine learning.
Convolutional kernel (Collins & Duffy, 2001) is used for efficient learning of structural data
such as trees or graphs. The convolution kernel is a type of kernel function featuring the
idea of sequence kernels (Lodhi, Saunders, Shawe-Taylor, Cristianini, & Watkins, 2002), tree
kernels (Culotta & Sorensen, 2004; Reichartz, Korte, & Paass, 2009; Zelenco, et al., 2003;
Zhang, Zhang, & Su, 2006; Zhang, et al., 2008), and graph kernels (Gartner, Flach, & Wrobel,
2003). The convolutional kernel can measure the overall similarity by defining “sub-kernels”
for measuring similarity between the components of an individual entity and calculating
similarity convolution among the components. For example, the sequence kernel divides the
relevant sequence into subsequences for measuring similarity of two sequences to calculate
overall similarity by means of similarity measurement between the subsequences. Likewise,
the tree kernel divides a tree into its sub-trees to calculate similarity between them and then
it calculates the convolution of these similarities.
As described above, another advantage of the kernel methods is that learning is possible
as  a  single  kernel  function for  input  instance collections of  different  type.  For  example,
(Choi et al.,  2009; Zhang, Zhang, Su, et al.,  2006) have demonstrated a composite kernel
for which the convolutional parse tree kernel is combined with the entity kernel for high-
performance relation extraction.
4. Kernel-based relation extraction
The most prominent characteristic of the relation extraction models derived so far is that lin‐
guistic analysis is used to carefully identify relation expressions and syntactic structures di‐
rectly and indirectly expressed in specific sentences. In this section, five important research
results are discussed and analyzed. Of course, there are many other important studies that
have drawn much attention due to their high performance. Most of approaches, however,
just modify or supplement the five basic methods discussed below. Therefore, this study can
be an important reference for supplementing existing research results in the future or study‐
ing new mechanisms for relation extraction, by intuitively explaining the details of major
studies. Firstly, tree kernel methods originally proposed by Zelenco, et al. (2003) are covered
in detail. Then, the method proposed by Culotta & Sorensen (2004) is covered where the de‐
pendency tree kernel was used for the first time. Also, kernel-based relation extraction (Bu‐
nescu & Mooney, 2005) using dependency path between two entities in a specific sentence
on the basis of similar dependency trees is discussed. Additionally, the subsequence kernel-
based relation extraction method proposed by (Bunescu & Mooney (2006) is explained. Fi‐
nally, the relation extraction models (Zhang, Zhang, Su, et al., 2006) based on the composite
kernel for which various kernels are combined on the basis of the convolution parse tree
kernel proposed by Collins & Duffy (2001) are covered in detail.
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4.1. Tree kernel-based method (Zelenco, et al., 2003)
This study is known as the first application of kernel method to relation extraction. The
parse trees derived from shallow parsing are used for measuring similarity between the sen‐
tences containing entities. In their study, the REES (Relation and Event Extraction System) is
used to analyze part-of-speeches and types of individual words in a sentence, as well as the
syntactic structure of the sentence in question. Here, the REES is a relation and event extrac‐
tion system developed by Aone & Ramos-Santacruz (2000). The Figure 2 below shows exam‐
ple result from the REES.
Figure 2. Exemplary shallow parsing result for relation extraction.
As shown in Figure 2, when the syntactic analysis of the input sentence is completed, partic‐
ular information for words of the sentence is analyzed and extracted. Four types of attribute
information are attached to all words or entities other than articles and stop words. Type
represents the part-of-speech or entity type of the current word. While “John Smith” is the
“Person” type, “scientist” is specified as “PNP” representing a personal noun. Head repre‐
sents the presence of key words of composite nouns or preposition phrases. Role represents
the relation between the two entities. In Figure 2, “John Smith” is the “member” of “Hardcom
C.” In its turn, “Hardcom C.” is an “affiliation” of “John Smith”.
As one can see, it is possible to identify and extract the relation between the two entities in a
specific sentence at a given level if the REES is used. Since the system, however, was developed
on the basis of rules, it has some limitations in terms of scalability and generality (Zelenco et al.,
2003). Zelenco et al. (2003) have constructed tree kernels on the basis of the REES analysis re‐
sult with a view of better relation extraction so as to overcome the limitations of machine learn‐
ing  and low performance.  The  kernel  function  defined in  this  study for  measuring  the
similarity of a pair of shallow parsing trees consists of the following chain of equations. The
comparison function for each individual configuration node in the trees is as follows.
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t(P1.p, P2.p)= {1, if P1.Type = P2.Type and P1.Role = P2.Role0, otherwise (1)
In this equation, P i.p represents a specific parent node in the parsing tree; P i.Type represents
word and entity type information; and P i.Role represents relation information between the
two entities. Equation 1 is called matching function, and is used for comparing between the
part-of-speeches, entity type and relation type information for each node. If both type and
role are the same as in binary comparison, 1 is returned and otherwise 0.
k (P1.p, P2.p)= {1, if P1.Text = P2.Text0, otherwise (2)
Equation 2 represents the function for deciding whether two nodes comprise the same words
or entities. (Zelenco et al., 2003) named this similarity function. The recursive kernel function K c
for the child node of a specific parent node, is defined as follows on the basis of the two func‐
tions. Although all the functions above do not use “Head” field in each node for simplicity in
(Zelenco et al., 2003), it would be valuable to use the field for better performance.
Kc(P1.c, P2.c)= ∑
i, j,l(i)=l( j)
SSK (P1.c, P2.c, i, j)
 SSK (P1.c, P2.c, i, j)=λ
d (i)λ d (i)K (P1 i , P2 j ) ∏
s=1,...,l(i)
t(P1 is , P2 js )
K (P1 i , P2 j )=∑s=1,...,l (i) K (P1 is , P2 js )
 i ={i1, i2, ..., in | i1 ≤ i2 ≤ ...≤ in}
 d (i)= in − i1 + 1
 l(i)=n
(3)
In Equation 3, P i.c represents the child nodes of the specific node (P i .p). SSK(P 1.c, P 2.c, i, j)
is the function for calculating subsequence similarity between child nodes (P i.c) of P 1.p and
P 2.p. Here, i is the index representing all the subsequences of the child nodes of P i.p.
d (i), 0< <1 is the weight factor depending on the length of the child node subsequences. This
variable determines how many subsequences of the specific child node are contained in the
entire child nodes in order to lower the similarity in case of multiple matching subsequen‐
ces. d(i) represents the distance between the first and last nodes of the currently processing
subsequence i, and l(i) represents the number of the nodes of i. The kernel function between
the two trees is defined as follows.
K (P1, P2)= {0, if t(P1.p, P2.p)=0k (P1.p, P2.p) + Kc(P1.c, P2.c), otherwise (4)
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Pi represents the tree to be compared. The similarity between the two trees is calculated by
adding up the similarity function k (Equation 2) for the current node (parent node) and the
similarity calculation function K c (Equation 3) between the child nodes. The kernel calcula‐
tion process for the following parse trees will be described in detail later for intuitive under‐
standing of the kernel function.
Figure 3. Two sample parse trees for illustrating kernel calculation process.
The original sentence of the parse tree on the left side is “John Smith is a chief scientist of Hard‐
com C.”, and the original sentence of the tree on the right side is “James Brown is a scientist at
the University of Illinois.” For convenience, the left-side tree is referred to as P 1, and the right-
side tree as P 2. For easy explanation, “chief” and “University of Illinois” are removed or ab‐
breviated. The kernel function for the two trees is primarily expressed as in the following.
K (P1, P2)=k (P1.Sentence.p, P2.Sentence.p)




SSK ( P1.Person, P1.Verb, P1.PNP , P2.Person, P2.Verb, P2.PNP , i, j)
(5)
Equation 4 is used to calculate the tree kernel between the two trees P 1 and P 2, Here P
i.Sentence.p represents the root node of i-th tree. Equation 3 is used to calculate K c for each
child node of the root node to expand it into the sum of the SSK function. The Figure 4 be‐
low shows the process of calculating the kernel of the SSK function.
Figure 4 shows the process of calculating the kernel function between the second-level child
nodes of the two trees. Since all nodes at this level have unexpectedly the matching node
type as shown in Figure 3, kernel similarity between the subsequences of each matching
node as shown in the equations on the right side of Figure 3. Since matching only between
subsequences of the same length is implemented as in Equation 3, non-matching subsequen‐
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ces are excluded from kernel calculation through conformity check among subsequences of
which the length is 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The result of kernel calculation is as follows.
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Figure 4. Executing Subsequence Similarity Kernel (SSK) function.
As Equation 6 shows, only the Equation expressed on the basis of  is left, other than K(P
1.PNP, P 2.PNP). The kernel function recursively compares child node subsequences at the
third level to calculate resulting kernel similarity.
Figure 5. Process and method of calculating the tree kernel.
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Figure 5 shows the process and method of calculating the kernel function. Basically, for the
tree kernel, Breadth First Search is carried out. In calculating similarity between the two trees,
trees to be compared are primarily those with the same node type and role. Since the kernel
value is 0 when the text is different, nodes with the same text are substantially compared. In
Figure 5, these are “be” and “scientist” nodes.
Zelenco, et al., (2003) divides tree kernel calculation into two types. One is the sparse subtree
kernel described above, and the other one is the continuous subtree kernel, which is discussed
below. First, the sparse subtree kernel includes two node subsequences for comparison, al‐
though two node subsequences are not continuously connected. For example, “Person, PNP”
on the left side and “Person, PNP” on the right side in the middle of Figure 4 are node se‐
quences, separated in the parse tree. The sparse subtree kernel includes such subsequences
for comparison. On the contrary, the continuous subtree kernel does not approve such sub‐
sequences and excludes them from comparison. The Figure 6 below shows additional exem‐
plary sentence for comparison and describing the effect of two tree kernels.
Figure 6. Additional sample sentence and parsing result.
Figure 6 shows the parsing result for “John White, a well-known scientist at the University of
Illinois, led the discussion.” Unlike the sentences discussed above, this one has an independent
inserted phrase in apposition, and comprises the same contents as the second sentence of
Figure 3 “James Brown is a scientist at the University of Illinois.” If these two sentences are com‐
pared by means of the continuous subtree kernel, a very low kernel similarity will be de‐
rived because there is almost no continuous node on the parse tree although they include
similar contents. The sparse subtree kernel is used overcome this deficiency. Figure 7 shows
a part of the process of calculating kernel values for two sentences.
Figure 7 shows the process of calculating K([Person, Verb, PNP], [Person, Punc, PNP, Verb, BNP])
by means of sparse subtree kernel. When continuous subtree kernel is used, the similarity be‐
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trees to be compared are primarily those with the same node type and role. Since the kernel
value is 0 when the text is different, nodes with the same text are substantially compared. In
Figure 5, these are “be” and “scientist” nodes.
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kernel described above, and the other one is the continuous subtree kernel, which is discussed
below. First, the sparse subtree kernel includes two node subsequences for comparison, al‐
though two node subsequences are not continuously connected. For example, “Person, PNP”
on the left side and “Person, PNP” on the right side in the middle of Figure 4 are node se‐
quences, separated in the parse tree. The sparse subtree kernel includes such subsequences
for comparison. On the contrary, the continuous subtree kernel does not approve such sub‐
sequences and excludes them from comparison. The Figure 6 below shows additional exem‐
plary sentence for comparison and describing the effect of two tree kernels.
Figure 6. Additional sample sentence and parsing result.
Figure 6 shows the parsing result for “John White, a well-known scientist at the University of
Illinois, led the discussion.” Unlike the sentences discussed above, this one has an independent
inserted phrase in apposition, and comprises the same contents as the second sentence of
Figure 3 “James Brown is a scientist at the University of Illinois.” If these two sentences are com‐
pared by means of the continuous subtree kernel, a very low kernel similarity will be de‐
rived because there is almost no continuous node on the parse tree although they include
similar contents. The sparse subtree kernel is used overcome this deficiency. Figure 7 shows
a part of the process of calculating kernel values for two sentences.
Figure 7 shows the process of calculating K([Person, Verb, PNP], [Person, Punc, PNP, Verb, BNP])
by means of sparse subtree kernel. When continuous subtree kernel is used, the similarity be‐
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tween the two sentences is very low. A better similarity value is revealed by two pairs of
matching subsequences in the subsequence of which the length is 2, as shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7. Process of calculating K([Person, Verb, PNP], [Person, Punc, PNP, Verb, BNP]).
For measuring the performance of the proposed two tree kernels, (Zelenco et al., 2003) used
60% of data manually constituted as a learning collection, and carried out 10-fold cross valida‐
tion. Only two relations, that is, “Person-Affiliation” and “Organization-Location”, were tested.
The test revealed that the kernel-based method offers better performance than the feature-
based method, and the continuous subtree kernel excels the sparse subtree kernel. In particu‐
lar, the tree kernel proposed in their study inspired many new tree kernel researchers.
Their study is generally recognized as an important contribution for devising kernels for ef‐
ficient measuring of similarity between very complex tree-type structure entities to be used
later for relation extraction. Since various information other than the syntactic information is
still required, the method highly depends on the performance of the REES system for creat‐
ing parse trees. Because the quantity of data was not enough for the test and the binary clas‐
sification test for only two types of relation was carried out, scalability or generality of the
proposed kernel was not analyzed in detail.
4.2. Dependency tree kernel-based method (Culotta & Sorensen, 2004)
As the ACE collection was constituted and distributed from 2004, relation extraction has
been fully studied. Culotta and Sorensen (2004) proposed a kernel-based relation extraction
method, which uses the dependency parse tree structure on the basis of the tree kernel pro‐
posed by Zelenco, et al., (2003) described in section 4.1. This special parse tree, called an
Augmented Dependency Tree, uses MXPOST (Ratnaparkhi, 1996) to carry out parsing, and
then modifies some syntactic rules on the basis of the result. Exemplary rules include “sub‐
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jects are dependent on verbs”, “adjectives” are dependent on nouns they describe, etc. In order
to improve analysis result, however, this study uses even more complex node features than
(Zelenco et al., 2003). The hypernym extracted from WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) is applied to
expand the matching function between nodes. The composite kernel is constructed to apply
it to relation extraction for the first time.
Figure 8. Sample augmented dependency tree (“Troops advanced near Tikrit”).
Figure 8 shows a sample augmented dependency tree used in this study. The root of the tree is
the verb “advanced”, and the resultant subject and the preposition are the child nodes of the
root. The object of the preposition “Tikrit” is the child node of the preposition “near”. Each node
has 8 types of node feature information. The Table below outlines each node feature.
Feature Example
Words troops, Tikrit
Detailed POS (24) NN, NNP
General POS (5) Noun, Verb, Adjective
Chunking Information NP, VP, ADJP
Entity Type person, geo-political-entity
Entity Level name, nominal, pronoun
WordNet hypernyms social group, city
Relation Argument ARG_A, ARG_B
Table 1. Node features in the augmented dependency tree.
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In Table 1, the first four features (words, part-of-speech information, and phrase informa‐
tion) are the information obtained from parsing, and the rest are named entity features from
the ACE collection. Among them, the WordNet hypernym is the result of extracting the
highest node for corresponding word from the WordNet database.
As discussed above, the tree kernel defined by (Zelenco et al., 2003) is used in this method.
Since the features of each node are added, the matching function (Equaiton 1) and the simi‐
larity function (Equation 2) defined by Zelenco, et al., (2003) are accordingly modified into
and applied. In detail, the features to be applied to the matching function and the features to
be applied to the similarity function from among 8 features were dynamically divided to de‐
vise the following models to be applied.
ti : feature vector representing the node i.
tj : feature vector representing the node j.
ti
m : subset of ti used in matching function
ti
s : subset of ti used in similarity function









Where, m is the matching function; s is the similarity function; and t i is a feature collection
showing the node i. C(,) is a function for comparing two feature values on the basis of
approximate matching, not simple perfect matching. For example, recognition of “NN” and
“NP” in the particular part-of-speech information of Table 1 as the same part-of-speeches is
implemented by modifying the internal rule of the function. Equations 3 and 4 in section 4.1
are applied as tree kernel functions for comparing the similarity of two augmented depend‐
ency trees on the basis of two basic functions.
For the evaluation, the initial ACE collection version (2002) released in 2003 was used. This
collection defines 5 entity types and 24 types of relations. Culotta & Sorensen (2004) tested
relation extraction only for the higher 5 types of relation collections (“AT”, “NEAR”,
“PART”, “ROLE”, “SOCIAL”). The tested kernels were the sparse subtree kernel (K 0), the
continuous subtree kernel (K 1), and the bag-of-words kernel (K 2). In addition, two compo‐
site kernels for which the tree kernel was combined with the bag-of-word kernel, that is K
3=K 0+K 2, K 4=K 1+K 2, were further constituted. The test consisting of two steps of relation
detection4 and relation classification5 revealed that all tree kernel methods, including the
composite kernel, show better performance than the bag-of-words kernel. Unlike the evalua‐
tion result by (Zelenco et al., 2003), although the performance of continuous subtree kernel
4 Binary classification for identifying possible relation between two named entities.
5 Relation extraction for all instances with relations in the result of relation identification.
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is higher, the reason for that was not clearly described, and the advantage of using the de‐
pendency tree instead of the full parse tree was not demonstrated in the experiment.
4.3. Shortest path dependency tree kernel method (Bunescu & Mooney, 2005)
In section 4.2, we have discussed relation extraction using dependency parse trees for the
tree kernel proposed by Zelenco, et al., (2003). Bunescu & Mooney (2005) have studied the
dependency path between the two named entities in the dependency parse tree with a view
to proposing the shortest possible path dependency kernel for relation extraction. There is
always a dependency path between two named entities in a sentence and Bunescu & Moon‐
ey (2005) argued that the performance of relation extraction is improved by using the syn‐
tactic paths. The Figure 9 below shows the dependency graph for a sample sentence.
Figure 9. Dependency graph and dependency syntax pair list for the sample sentence.
The red node in Figure 9 represents the named entity specified in the ACE collection. Sepa‐
ration of the entire dependency graph results in 10 dependency syntax pairs. It is possible to
select pairs, which include named entities in the syntax pairs to construct the dependency
path as shown in Figure 10.
Figure 10. Extracting dependency path including named entities from dependency syntax pair collection.
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As one can see from Figure 10, it is possible to construct the dependency path between the
named entities, “Protesters” and “stations,” and the dependency path between “workers” and
“stations”. As discussed above, the dependency path for connecting two named entities in
this sentence can be extended infinitely. Bunescu & Mooney (2005) estimated that the short‐
est path among them contributes the most to establishing the relation between two entities.
Therefore, it is possible to use kernel-based learning for estimating the relation between the
two named entities connected by means of dependency path. For example, for estimating
the relation for the path of “protesters  seized  stations”, the relation is estimated that the
PERSON entity (“protesters”) did a specific behavior (“seized”) for the FACILITY entity (“sta‐
tions”), through which PERSON (“protesters”) is located at FACILITY (“stations”) (“LOCAT‐
ED_AT”). At another complex path of “workers  holding  protesters  seized  stations”, it
is possible to estimate the relation that PERSON (“workers”) is located at FACILITY (“sta‐
tions”) (“LOCATED_AT”) if PERSON (“protesters”) did some behavior (“holding”) to PER‐
SON (“workers”), and PERSON (“protesters”) did some behavior (“seized”) to FACILITY
(“stations”). As such, with the dependency relation path, it is possible to identify semantic
relation between two entities more intuitively.
For learning, Bunescu & Mooney (2005) have extracted the shortest dependency paths, in‐
cluding two entities from individual training instances as shown in the Table below.
Relations Relation Instances
LOCATED_AT protesters seized  stations
LOCATED_AT workers holding  protesters  seized  stations
LOCATED_AT detainees abusing  Jelisic  created  at  camp
Table 2. Shortest path dependency tree-based sample relation extraction instance.
As shown in Table 2, each relation instance is expressed as a dependency path whose both
ends are named entities. In terms of learning, however, it is not easy to extract sufficient fea‐
tures from such instances. Therefore, as discussed in section 4.2, various supplementary in‐
formation is created, such as part-of-speech, entity type and WordNet synset. As a result,
individual nodes which make up the dependency path comprise a plurality of information
elements, and a variety of new paths are finally created as shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. New dependency path information created in a single instance.
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As shown in Figure 11, with more information available for individual nodes, new 48 de‐
pendency paths can be created through Cartesian product of the node values. Here, rela‐
tion  extraction  is  carried  out  by  applying  the  dependency  path  kernel  for  calculating
redundancy of  the  information included in  each node rather  than comparing all  newly
created paths, as shown below.
x = x1x2 ⋯ xm, y = y1y2 ⋯ yn
K (x, y)= {0, m ≠n∏i=1n c(xi, yi) m =n
c(xi, yi)= | xi ∩ yi |
(8)
In the above Equation 8, x and y represent extended individual instances; m and n denote the
lengths of the dependency path; K(,) presents the dependency path kernel; and c(,) is a
function for calculating the level of information element redundancy between the two nodes.
The Figure below shows the process of calculating the kernel value on the basis of Equation 8.
Figure 12. Calculating dependency path kernel.
As shown in Figure 12, the process of comparing two dependency paths is very simple. If
the length of two paths is different, the kernel function simply returns zero (0). Otherwise,
the level of information redundancy is then calculated for each node with respect to two
paths. Since all the corresponding values are identical in the first node (“his”, “PRP” and
“Person”), the output is set to 3. As one matches in the second node, 1 is returned. By expo‐
nentiating all the calculated values, the kernel value is found to be 18.
On the basis of the same test environment as the collection used by Culotta & Sorensen
(2004), two parsing systems, the CCG parser (Hockenmaier & Steedman, 2002) and the CFG
parser (Collins, 1997) have been used to construct the shortest dependency path. The test in‐
cluded K 4 (bag-of-words kernel + continuous subtree kernel ) that demonstrated the best
performance by Culotta & Sorensen (2004) for comparing performance. The test revealed
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As shown in Figure 11, with more information available for individual nodes, new 48 de‐
pendency paths can be created through Cartesian product of the node values. Here, rela‐
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created paths, as shown below.
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“Person”), the output is set to 3. As one matches in the second node, 1 is returned. By expo‐
nentiating all the calculated values, the kernel value is found to be 18.
On the basis of the same test environment as the collection used by Culotta & Sorensen
(2004), two parsing systems, the CCG parser (Hockenmaier & Steedman, 2002) and the CFG
parser (Collins, 1997) have been used to construct the shortest dependency path. The test in‐
cluded K 4 (bag-of-words kernel + continuous subtree kernel ) that demonstrated the best
performance by Culotta & Sorensen (2004) for comparing performance. The test revealed
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that the CFG-based shortest dependency path kernel offers better performance by using the
CFG parser than the CCG parser for the same kernel.
With regard to relation extraction, the shortest dependency path information is considered
to be very useful, and is highly likely to be used in various fields. However, the kernel struc‐
ture is too simple. Yet another limitation is that only the paths of the same length are includ‐
ed in calculating similarity of two dependency paths.
4.4. Subsequence kernel-based method (Bunescu & Mooney, 2006)
The tree kernel presented by Zelenco, et al., (2003) is to compare two sibling nodes basically at
the same level and uses the subsequence kernel. Bunescu & Mooney (2006) introduced the sub‐
sequence kernel and attempted relation extraction only with the base phrase analysis (chunk‐
ing), without applying the syntactic structure. Since kernel input is not of a complex syntactic
structure, but base phrase sequences, the assumption was that the feature space can be divided
into 3 types to comprise maximum 4 words for each type of features as follows, by using the ad‐
vantage of easy selection of contextual information essential for relation extraction.
Figure 13. Contextual location information for feature extraction.
In Figure 13, [FB] represents the words positioned before and between the two entities; [B]
means only the word between them; and [BA], accordingly, means word collections between
and after. The 3 types of feature collections can accept individual relation expressions, respec‐
tively. Furthermore, various types of supplementary word information (part-of-speech, entity
type, WordNet synset, etc.) are used to expand them as in the methods described above.
Zelenco et al., (2003) described how to calculate the subsequence kernel, which will be de‐
scribed in detail again later. The kernel calculation function K n(s, t) is defined as shown be‐
low based on all n-length subsequences included in two sequences s, t.




λ l (i)+l ( j)∏
k=1
n
c(sik , t jk ) (9)
Where, i and j represent subsequences contained in s, t respectively; c(,) is a function for
deciding the homogeneity of the two inputs; and λ is a weight given to matching subse‐
quences. l(i) and l(j) are the values indicating how far each relevant subsequence is posi‐
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tioned from the entire sequences. In order to calculate the weighted length, equation 9
selects among s and t only n-length subsequences, which exist in both sequences. For easy
description, the following two sentences and base phrase analysis result will be used to ex‐
plain the process of calculating the kernel value.
Figure 14. Two sentences and base phrase analysis result to illustrate the process of calculating subsequence kernel.
As shown in Figure 14, each of the nodes that consist of analysis result has 8 types of lexical
information (word, part-of-speech, base phrase type, entity type, etc.) The kernel value, K
3(s, t, 0.5), of two analysis sequences is calculated according to the process shown in Figure
15, with features of the subsequence of which the length is 3.
There are three subsequence pairs which are decided that the node of all subsequence is at
least 0 by means of the homogeneity decision function c(,), among the subsequences in s
and t. Scores for each of matching subsequences are derived by calculating the cumulative
factorial of c(,) for each of them and then multiplying it by the weight. For example, the
similarity of 0.84375 is obtained for “troops advanced near” and “forces moved toward”. On the
contrary, the similarity of “troops advanced …Tikrit” and “forces moved …Bagdhad” is 0.21093.
This results from the lowered weight because the two subsequences are positioned apart. At
last, the similarities of the subsequences are introduced to Equation 8 that gives 1.477.
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Figure 15. Process of calculating K3(s, t, 0.5).
As described above, it  is possible to construct the subsequence kernel function based on
the subsequences of all  lengths by using contextual location information and Equation 8
as described above. Figure 16 shows surrounding contextual location where named enti‐
ties occur in the sentence.
Figure 16. Specifying contextual information depending on named entity location and defining variables.
K (s, t)= K fb(s, t) + Kb(s, t) + Kba(s, t)
Kb,i(s, t)= Ki(sb, tb, 1)⋅ c(x1, y1)⋅c(x2, y2)⋅λ
l (s ′b)+l (t ′b)
K fb(s, t)= ∑
i≥1, j≥1,i+ j f bmax
Kb,i(s, t)⋅ K
′








j(s̄ f , t̄ f )
(10)
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In Figure 16, x i and y i represent named entities; s f and t f denote the word lists before
named entities; and s a and t a presents contextual word collections after two entities. sb
'andtb
'
represent contextual information including two entities. Thus, the subsequence kernel for
two sequences s and t is defined with the following Equation 10.
The subsequence kernel K(s, t) consists of the sum of the contextual kernel before and be‐
tween entity pairs, K fb, the intermediate contextual kernel K b of the entities, and the contex‐
tual kernel between and after entity pairs K ba. fb max is the length of the target context “Fore-
Between” and b max is the length of “Between” context. Also, ba max is the target length of the
context “Between-After” as seen in the figure 13. s̄ and t̄  are the reverse versions of strings
of s and t respectively. The definition of the individual contextual kernel is described from
the third to the fifth line of Equation 10. Here, K'n is the same as Kn, with the exception that
it specifies the length of the relevant subsequence from the location where the subsequence
starts to the end of the entire sequence, and is defined as follows.
Kn







c(sik , t jk ) (11)
In Equation 11, i 1 and j 1 represent the starting positions of subsequences i and j respective‐
ly. The individual contextual kernel calculates the similarity between the two sequences for
the subsequences in the location divided on the basis of the locations specified in Figure 16,
with Equation 10, and totalizes the kernel values to calculate resulting kernel values.
The performance evaluation in the same test environment as used in Sections 4.2 and 4.3
shows increased performance, even without complicated pre-processing, such as parsing,
and without any syntactic information. In conclusion, the evaluation shows that this method
is very fast in terms of learning speed and is an approach with a variety of potentials for
improving performance.
4.5. Composite kernel-based method (Zhang, Zhang, Su, et al., 2006)
The release of ACE 2003 and 2004 versions contributed to full-scale study on relation extrac‐
tion. In particular, the collection is characterized by even richer information for tagged enti‐
ties. For example, ACE 2003 provides various entity features, e.g., entity headwords, entity
type, and entity subtype for a specific named entity, and the features have been used as an
important clue for determining the relation between two entities in a specific sentence. In
this context, Zhang, Zhang, Su, et al., (2006) have built a composite kernel for which the con‐
volution parse tree kernel proposed by Collins & Duffy, (2001) is combined with the entity
feature kernel. Equation 11 gives the entity kernel definition.
KL (R1, R2)=∑i=1,2 KE (R1.Ei, R2.Ei)
KE (E1, E2)=∑i C(E1. f i, E2. f i)
C( f 1, f 2)= {1, if f 1 = f 20, otherwise
(12)
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In Equation 12, R i represents the relation instance; and R i.E j are the j-th entity of Ri. Ei.fj
represents the j-th entity feature of entity Ei; and C(,) is a homogeneity function for the
two entities. It is possible to calculate the entity kernel KL by summation on the basis of fea‐
ture redundancy decision kernel KE for a pair of entities.
Second, the convolution parse tree kernel expresses one parse tree as an occurrence frequen‐
cy vector of a subtree as follows so as to measure the similarity between the two parse trees.
ϕ(T )= (# subtree1(T ), ..., # subtreei(T ), ..., # subtreen(T )) (13)
In Equation 13, #subtreei(T) represents the occurrence frequency of the i-th subtree. All parse
trees are expressed with the vector as described above, and the kernel function is calculated
as the inner product of two vectors as follows.
K (T1, T2)= ϕ(T1), ϕ(T2) (14)
Figure 17. Parsing tree and its subtree collection.
Figure 17 shows all subtrees of a specific parse tree. There are nine subtrees in the figure al‐
together, and each subtree is an axis of the vector, which expresses the left side parse tree. If
the number of all unified parse trees that can be extracted for N parse trees is M, each of
extracted subtrees can be expressed as an M-dimension vector.
As shown in Figure 17, there are two constraints for a subtree of a specific parse tree. First,
the number of nodes of the subtree must be at least 2, and the subtree should comply with
production rules used by syntactic parser to generate parse trees of sentences (Collins &
Duffy, 2001). For example, [VP  VBD  “got”] cannot become a subtree.
It is necessary to investigate all subtrees in the tree T, and calculate their frequency so as to
build the vector for each of parse trees. This process is quite inefficient, however. Since we
need only to compute the similarity of two parse trees in the kernel-based method, we can
come up with indirect kernel functions without building the subtree vector for each parse
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tree as with Equation 13. The following Equation 15, proposed by Collins & Duffy (2001), is
used to calculate efficiently the similarity of two parse trees
K (T1, T2)= ϕ(T1), ϕ(T2)
=∑i # subtreei(T1)⋅ # subtreei(T2)
=∑i (∑n1∈N 1 Isubtreei(n1))⋅ (∑n2∈N 2 Isubtreei(n2))
=∑n1∈N 1 ∑n2∈N 2 Δ(n1, n2)
N1, N2 → the set of nodes in trees T1 and T2.
Isubtreei(n)= {1 if RΟΟΤ(subtreei)=n0 otherwise
Δ(n1, n2)=∑i Isubtreei(n1)⋅ Isubtreei(n2)
(15)
In Equation 15, Ti represents a specific parse tree, and Ni represents all node collections of
the parse tree. Ist(n) is the function for checking whether the node n is the root node of the
specific subtree st. The most time-consuming calculation in Equation 15 falls on calculating
∅ (n1, n2).To enhance this, Collins & Duffy (2001) came up with the following algorithm.
Figure 18. Algorithm for calculating ∅ (n1, n2)
The function ∅ (n1, n2) defined in (3) of Figure 18 compares the child nodes of the input
node to calculate the frequency of subtrees contained in both parse trees and the product
thereof, until the end conditions defined in (1) and (2) are satisfied. In this case, the decay
factor , which is a variable for limiting large subtrees so as to address the issue that larger
subtrees among the subtrees of the parse tree comprise another subtrees therein, can be ap‐
plied repeatedly for calculating the inner product of the subtree vector.
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Two kernels built as described above, that is, the entity kernel and the convolution parse
tree kernel, are combined in the following two manners.
K1(R1, R2)=α ⋅
KL (R1, R2)
KL (R1, R1)⋅ KL (R2, R2)
+ (1−α)
K (T1, T2)
K (T1, T1)⋅ K (T2, T2)
(16-1)




K (T1, T1)⋅ K (T2, T2)
(16-2)
In the above equations 16-1 and 16-2, KL represents the entity kernel and K stands for the
convolution parse tree kernel. Equation 16-1 shows the composite kernel being a linear com‐
bination of the two kernels, and Equation 16-2 defines the composite kernel constructed us‐
ing quadratic polynomial combination.
Furthermore,  Zhang, Zhang, Su,  et  al.,  (2006) proposed the method for pruning relation
instance by leaving a part of the parse tree and removing the rest, so as to improve simi‐
larity measurement performance of the kernel function, and to exclude unnecessary con‐
textual information in learning.
Tree Pruning Methods Details
Minimum Complete Tree (MCT) Minimum complete sub-tree encompassing two entities
Path-enclosed Tree (PT) Sub-tree belong to the shortest path in between two entities
Chunking Tree(CT)
Sub-tree generated by discarding all the internal nodes excpet
nodes for base phrases and POS from PT
Context-sensitive PT(CPT)
Sub-tree generated by adding two additional terminal nodes
outside PT
Context-sensitive CT(CCT)
Sub-tree generated by adding two additional terminal nodes
outside CT
Flattened PT(FPT)
Sub-tree generated by discarding all the nodes having only one
paraent and child node from PT
Flattened CPT(FCPT)
Sub-tree generated by discarding all the nodes having only one
paraent and child node from CT
Table 3. Relation instance pruning (Zhang, Zhang, Su, et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2008).
For the evaluation, Zhang, Zhang, Su, et al., (2006) used both ACE 2003 and ACE 2004. They
parsed all available relation instances with Charniak’s Parser (Charniak, 2001), and on the
basis of the parsing result carried out instance conversion using the method described in
Table 3. To this end, Moschitti (2004) has developed a kernel tool, while SVMLight (Joa‐
chims, 1998) was used for learning and classification.
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The test shows that the composite kernel features better performance than a single syntactic
kernel. The combination of quadratic polynomial type shows performance between the two
kernels. This means that flat feature (entity type feature) and structural feature (syntactic
feature) can be organically combined as a single kernel function. In consideration that the
Path-enclosed Tree method shows the best performance among all relation instance pruning
methods, it is possible to achieve the effect only with core related syntactic information, so
as to estimate the relation of two entities in a specific sentence.
4.6. Other recent studies
Choi, et al., (2009) have constructed and tested a composite kernel where various lexical and
contextual features are added by expanding the existing composite kernel. In addition to the
syntactic feature, called flat feature, they extended the combination range of lexical feature
from the entity feature to the contextual feature in order to achieve high performance. Mintz,
Bills, Snow, and Jurafsky (2009) proposed a new method of using Freebase, which is a semantic
database for thousands relation collections, to gather exemplary sentences for a specific rela‐
tion and making relation extraction on the basis of the obtained exemplary sentences. In the
test, the collection of 10,000 instances corresponding to 102 types of relations has shown the ac‐
curacy of 67.6%. In addition, T.-V. T. Nguyen, Moschitti, and Riccardi (2009) have designed a
new kernel, which extends the existing convolution parse tree kernel, and Reichartz, et al.,
(2009) proposed a method, which extends the dependency tree kernel. As described above,
most studies published so far are based on the kernels described in Sections 4.1to 4.5.
5. Comparison and analysis
In the previous section, five types of kernel-based relation extraction have been analyzed in
detail. Here, we discuss the results of comparison and analysis of these methods. Section 5.1
will briefly describe the criteria for comparison and analysis of the methods. Section 5.2
compares characteristics of the methods. Section 5.3 covers performance results in detail.
Section 5.4 sums up the advantages and disadvantages of each of the method.
5.1. Criteria for comparison and analysis
Generally, a large variety of criteria can be used for comparing kernel-based relation extrac‐
tion methods. The following 6 criteria, however, have been selected and used in this study.
First, (1) linguistic analysis and pre-processing method means the pre-processing analysis
methods and types for individual instances which are composed of learning collections and
evaluation collections, e.g., the type of parsing method or the parsing system used. (2) The
level of linguistic analysis, which is the criterion related to the method (1), is a reference to
what level the linguistic analysis will be carried out in pre-processing and analyzing instan‐
ces. Exemplary levels include part-of-speech tagging, base phrase analysis, dependency
parsing or full parsing. In addition, (3) the method of selecting a feature space is a reference
for deciding if the substantial input of the kernel function is an entire sentence or a part
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Two kernels built as described above, that is, the entity kernel and the convolution parse
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paraent and child node from CT
Table 3. Relation instance pruning (Zhang, Zhang, Su, et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2008).
For the evaluation, Zhang, Zhang, Su, et al., (2006) used both ACE 2003 and ACE 2004. They
parsed all available relation instances with Charniak’s Parser (Charniak, 2001), and on the
basis of the parsing result carried out instance conversion using the method described in
Table 3. To this end, Moschitti (2004) has developed a kernel tool, while SVMLight (Joa‐
chims, 1998) was used for learning and classification.
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The test shows that the composite kernel features better performance than a single syntactic
kernel. The combination of quadratic polynomial type shows performance between the two
kernels. This means that flat feature (entity type feature) and structural feature (syntactic
feature) can be organically combined as a single kernel function. In consideration that the
Path-enclosed Tree method shows the best performance among all relation instance pruning
methods, it is possible to achieve the effect only with core related syntactic information, so
as to estimate the relation of two entities in a specific sentence.
4.6. Other recent studies
Choi, et al., (2009) have constructed and tested a composite kernel where various lexical and
contextual features are added by expanding the existing composite kernel. In addition to the
syntactic feature, called flat feature, they extended the combination range of lexical feature
from the entity feature to the contextual feature in order to achieve high performance. Mintz,
Bills, Snow, and Jurafsky (2009) proposed a new method of using Freebase, which is a semantic
database for thousands relation collections, to gather exemplary sentences for a specific rela‐
tion and making relation extraction on the basis of the obtained exemplary sentences. In the
test, the collection of 10,000 instances corresponding to 102 types of relations has shown the ac‐
curacy of 67.6%. In addition, T.-V. T. Nguyen, Moschitti, and Riccardi (2009) have designed a
new kernel, which extends the existing convolution parse tree kernel, and Reichartz, et al.,
(2009) proposed a method, which extends the dependency tree kernel. As described above,
most studies published so far are based on the kernels described in Sections 4.1to 4.5.
5. Comparison and analysis
In the previous section, five types of kernel-based relation extraction have been analyzed in
detail. Here, we discuss the results of comparison and analysis of these methods. Section 5.1
will briefly describe the criteria for comparison and analysis of the methods. Section 5.2
compares characteristics of the methods. Section 5.3 covers performance results in detail.
Section 5.4 sums up the advantages and disadvantages of each of the method.
5.1. Criteria for comparison and analysis
Generally, a large variety of criteria can be used for comparing kernel-based relation extrac‐
tion methods. The following 6 criteria, however, have been selected and used in this study.
First, (1) linguistic analysis and pre-processing method means the pre-processing analysis
methods and types for individual instances which are composed of learning collections and
evaluation collections, e.g., the type of parsing method or the parsing system used. (2) The
level of linguistic analysis, which is the criterion related to the method (1), is a reference to
what level the linguistic analysis will be carried out in pre-processing and analyzing instan‐
ces. Exemplary levels include part-of-speech tagging, base phrase analysis, dependency
parsing or full parsing. In addition, (3) the method of selecting a feature space is a reference
for deciding if the substantial input of the kernel function is an entire sentence or a part
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thereof. Also, (4) the applied lexical and supplementary feature information means various
supplementary feature information used for addressing the issue of sparse data. (5) The re‐
lation extraction method is a practical relation extraction method based on learning models
already constituted. Exemplary relation extraction methods include multi-class classification
at a time and a single mode method of separating instances with relations from those with‐
out relations by means of processing multiple classifications at a time or binary classifica‐
tion, then to carry out relation classification only for the instances with relations. (6) The
manual work requirement is a reference to decide if the entire process is fully automatically
carried out or manual work is required only at some step. The aforementioned 6 criteria
were used to analyze the kernel-based relation extraction methods and the result of the anal‐
ysis is shown in the following Table 6.
In addition, for the purpose of describing the characteristics of the kernel function, the de‐
scription in section 4 will be summarized, and each structure of factors to be input of the
kernel function will be described. Modification of the kernel function for optimized speed
will be included in the analysis criteria and described. For performance comparison of the
individual methods, types and scale of the tested collections and tested relations will be ana‐
lyzed and described in detail. The following Table 4 describes the ACE collection generally
used among the tested collections for relation extraction developed so far.
Items ACE-2002 ACE-2003 ACE-2004
# training documents 422 674 451
# training relation instances 6,156 9,683 5,702
# test documents 97 97 N/A
# test relation instances 1,490 1,386 N/A
# entity types 5 5 7
# major relation types 5 5 7
# relation sub-types 24 24 23
Table 4. Description of ACE Collection.
As shown in Table 4, the ACE collection is generally used and can be divided into 3 types.
ACE-2002, however, is not widely used because of consistency and quality problems. There
are 5 to 7 types of entities, e.g., Person, Organization, Facility, Location, Geo-Political Entity,
etc. For relations, all collections are structured to be at two levels, consisting of 23 to 24 types of
particular relations corresponding to 5 types of Role, Part, Located, Near, and Social. As the
method of constructing those collections is advanced and the quality thereof is improved, the
tendency is that the scale of training instances is reduced. Although subsequent collections
have already been constituted, they are not publicized according to the principle of non-disclo‐
sure, which is the policy of ACE Workshop. This should be improved for active studies.
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5.2. Comparison of characteristics
Table 5 summarizes each of kernel functions with respect to the concept, before analyzing
the kernel-based relation extraction method, in conformity to 6 types of comparison and
analysis criteria described in 5.1.
Kernel types Description of concept
Tree Kernel (TK) Compares each node which consists of two trees to be compared.
Based on BFS, applies subsequence kernel to the child nodes located at the
same level.
The decay factor is adjusted and applied to the similarity depending on the





Compares each element of the two paths to cumulatively calculate the common
values for the elements in order to compute the similarity by multiplying all
values.
Similarity is 0 if the length of two paths is different.
Subsequence
Kernel (SK)
For the example of measuring similarity of two words, extracts only the
subsequences which exist in both words, and expresses the two words with a
vector (Φ(x)) by using the subsequences, among all of the subsequences which
belong to two words and of which the length is n.
Afterwards, obtains the inner product of the two vectors to calculate the
similarity.
Generalizes and uses SSK to compare planar information of the tree kernel
(sibling node).
Composite Kernel (CK)
Finds all subtrees in the typical CFG-type syntactic tree, and establishes them as
a coordinate axis to represent the parse tree as a vector (Φ(x)).
In this case, the following constraints hold true: (1) the number of nodes must
be at least 2, and (2) the subtree should comply with the CFG creation rule.
Since there can be multiple subtrees, each coordinate value can be at least 1,
and similarity is calculated by obtaining the inner product of the two vectors
created as such.
Table 5. Summary of kernel-based relation extraction methods.
Table 6 shows comparison and analysis of the kernel-based relation extraction methods. As
it is closer to the right side, the method is more recent one. The characteristic found in all of
the above methods is that various feature information in addition to the syntactic informa‐
tion is used as well. Such heterogeneous information was first combined and used in a sin‐
gle kernel function, but is separated from the composite kernel and applied.
With respect to selecting the feature space, most of sentences or a part of the parse tree are
applied other than the tree kernel. Manual work was initially required for extracting relation
instances and building the parse tree. The recently developed methods, however, offer full
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automation. In the relation extraction methods, multi-class classification is used, in which
the case with no relation is included as one relation.















































































































Table 6. Comparison of characteristics of kernel-based relation extraction.
5.3. Comparison of performance
Table 7 shows the parameter type of each kernel function and computation complexity in
calculating the similarity of two inputs. Most of them show complexity of O(N2), but SPDK
exceptionally demonstrates the complexity of the order of O(N) and can be considered as
the most efficient kernel.
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Kernels Parameter Structure Time Complexity
TK Shallow parse trees CSTK : O(|Ni,1|*|Ni,2|)
SSTK : O(|Ni,1|*|Ni,2|3)
|N1| : #(1st input’s nodes in level i)
|N2| : #(2nd input’s nodes in level i)
DTK Dependency trees
SPDK Dependency paths O(|N1|)
|N1| : #(1st input’s nodes)
SK Chunking results O(n*|N1|*|N2|)
n : subsequence length
|N1| : #(1st input’s nodes)
|N2| : #(2nd input’s nodes)
CK Full parse trees O(|N1| *|N2|)
|N1| : #(1st input’s nodes)
|N2| : #(2nd input’s nodes)
Table 7. Parameter structure and calculation complexity of each kernel.
It should be noted that the complexity shown in Table 7 is just kernel calculation complexi‐
ty. The overall complexity of relation extraction can be much higher when processing time
for parsing and learning is also considered.
Articles Year Methods Test Collection F1
(Zelenco et al., 2003) 2003 TK 200 News Articles (2-relations) 85.0
(Culotta & Sorensen, 2004) 2004 DTK ACE-2002 (5-major relations) 45.8
(Kambhatla, 2004) 2004 ME ACE-2003 (24-relation sub-types) 52.8
(Bunescu & Mooney, 2005) 2005 SPDK ACE-2002 (5-major relations) 52.5





(Zhao & Grishman, 2005) 2005 CK ACE-2004 (7-major relations) 70.4
(Bunescu & Mooney, 2006) 2006 SK ACE-2002 (5-major relations) 47.7


















(Jiang & Zhai, 2007) 2007 ME/SVM ACE-2004 (7-major relations) 72.9
Table 8. Comparison of performance of each model of kernel-based relation extraction.
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automation. In the relation extraction methods, multi-class classification is used, in which
the case with no relation is included as one relation.
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ACE-2002, which is the first version of ACE collection, had the issue with data consistency. In
the subsequent versions this problem has been continuously addressed, and finally resolved in
version ACE-2003. Starting from 52.8% achieved by Kambhatla (2004) on the basis of the per‐
formance of ACE-2003 with respect to 24 relation collections, the performance was improved
up to 59.6% recently announced by Zhou, et al., (2007). Similarly, the maximum relation extrac‐
tion performance for 23 particular relations on the ACE-2004 collection is currently 66%.
Although each model has different performance in differently sized relation collections, the
composite kernel generally shows better results. In particular, Zhou, et al., (2007) have dem‐
onstrated high performance for all collections or relation collections based on extended
models initially proposed by Zhang, Zhang, Su, et al., (2006). As described above, it is con‐
sidered that various features for relation extraction, that is, the syntactic structure and the
vocabulary, can be efficiently combined in a composite kernel for better performance.
Although the described research results do not represent all studies on relation extraction,
there are many parts not evaluated yet although a lot of study results have been derived so
far as seen in Table 9. It is necessary to carry out evaluation on the basis of various collec‐
tions for comprehensive performance evaluation of a specific relation extraction model, but
this is a challenge that more studies should be done. In particular, the key issue is to check
whether the performance of relation extraction is achieved as high as described in the above
without the characteristics of ACE collections, in that they provide supplementary informa‐
tion (entity type information) of a considerable scale for relation extraction.
5.4. Comparison and analysis of advantages and disadvantages of each method
In Section 5.4, advantages and disadvantages of five kernel-based relation extraction meth‐




Applies the typical automatic sentence
classification without modification.
Performance can be further improved by
applying various feature information.
Relatively high speed
A lot of effort is required for feature
extraction and selection.




Calculates particular similarity between
shallow parse trees.
Uses both structural (parenthood) and
planar information (brotherhood).
Optimization for speed improvement.
Very limited use of structural information
(syntactic relations)




Addressed the issue of insufficient use of
structural information, which is a
disadvantage of TK.
Predicates and key words in a
dependency tree are emphasized only by
means of decay factors (low emphasis
capability)
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ACE-2002, which is the first version of ACE collection, had the issue with data consistency. In
the subsequent versions this problem has been continuously addressed, and finally resolved in
version ACE-2003. Starting from 52.8% achieved by Kambhatla (2004) on the basis of the per‐
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onstrated high performance for all collections or relation collections based on extended
models initially proposed by Zhang, Zhang, Su, et al., (2006). As described above, it is con‐
sidered that various features for relation extraction, that is, the syntactic structure and the
vocabulary, can be efficiently combined in a composite kernel for better performance.
Although the described research results do not represent all studies on relation extraction,
there are many parts not evaluated yet although a lot of study results have been derived so
far as seen in Table 9. It is necessary to carry out evaluation on the basis of various collec‐
tions for comprehensive performance evaluation of a specific relation extraction model, but
this is a challenge that more studies should be done. In particular, the key issue is to check
whether the performance of relation extraction is achieved as high as described in the above
without the characteristics of ACE collections, in that they provide supplementary informa‐
tion (entity type information) of a considerable scale for relation extraction.
5.4. Comparison and analysis of advantages and disadvantages of each method
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Addressed the issue of insufficient use of
structural information, which is a
disadvantage of TK.
Predicates and key words in a
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means of decay factors (low emphasis
capability)




Uses key words which are the core of
relation expression in the sentence, as
feature information, on the basis of the
structure that the predicate node is raised
to a higher status, which is a structural
characteristic of a dependency tree.
Slow similarity calculation speed
Shortest Path DTK
(SPTK)
Creates a path between two named
entities by means of dependency relation
to reduce noise not related to relation
expression.
Shows very fast computation speed
because the kernel input is not trees, but
paths, different from previous inputs.
Adds various types of supplementary
feature information to improve the
performance of similarity measurement,
thanks to the simple structure of paths.
Too simple structure of the kernel
function
Too strong constraints because the




Very efficient because syntactic analysis
information is not used.
Adds various supplementary feature
information to improve the performance.
Can include many unnecessary features
Composite Kernel
(CK)
Makes all of constituent subtrees of a
parse tree have a feature, to perfectly
use structure information in calculating
similarity.
Optimized for improved speed
Comparison is carried out only on the
basis of sentence component information
of each node (phrase info.) (kernel
calculation is required on the basis of
composite feature information with
reference to word class, semantic info,
etc.)
Table 10. Analysis of advantages and disadvantages of kernel-based relation extraction.
As one can see in Table 10, each method has some advantages and disadvantages. A lot of ef‐
forts are required for the process of feature selection in general feature-based relation extrac‐
tion. The kernel-based method does not have this disadvantage, but has various limitations
instead. For example, although the shortest dependency path kernel includes a variety of po‐
tentials, it showed low performance due to the overly simple structure of the kernel function.
Since the composite kernel constitutes and compares subtree features only on the basis of part-
of-speech information and vocabulary information of each node, generality of similarity meas‐
urement is not high. A scheme to get over this is to use word classes or semantic information.
A scheme can be suggested for designing a new kernel in order to overcome the above short‐
comings. For example, a scheme may be used for interworking various supplementary feature
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information (WordNet Synset, thesaurus, ontology, part-of-speech tag, thematic role informa‐
tion, etc.), so as to ensure general comparison between subtrees in the composite kernel. The
performance can be improved by replacing the current simple linear kernel with the subse‐
quence or another composite kernel and applying all sorts of supplementary feature informa‐
tion in order to address the shortcomings of the shortest path dependency kernel.
6. Conclusion
In this chapter, we analyzed kernel-based relation extraction method, which is considered
the most efficient approach so far. Previous case studies did not fully covered specific opera‐
tion principles of the kernel-based relation extraction models, just cited contents of individu‐
al studies or made an analysis in a limited range. This chapter, however, closely examines
operation principles and individual characteristics of five kernel-based relation extraction
methods, starting from the original kernel-based relation extraction studies (Zelenco et al.,
2003), to composite kernel (Choi et al., 2009; Zhang, Zhang, Su, et al., 2006), which is consid‐
ered the most advanced kernel-based method. The overall performance of each method was
compared using ACE collections, and particular advantages and disadvantages of each
method were summarized. This study will contribute to researchers’ kernel study for rela‐
tion extraction of higher performance and to general kernel studies of high level for linguis‐
tic processing and text mining.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, information systems in every field have developed rapidly, and the amount
of electrically stored data has increased day after day. Electrical document data are also
stored in such systems mainly for recording and for holding the facts. As for the medical
field, documents are also accumulated not only in clinical situations, but also in worldwide
repositories by various medical studies. Such data now provide valuable information to
medical researchers, doctors, engineers, and related workers by retrieving the documents
depending to their expertise. They want to know the up-to-date knowledge for providing
better care to their patients. Hence, the detection of novel, important, and remarkable
phrases and words has become very important to aware valuable evidences in the documents.
However, the detection is greatly depending on their skills for finding the good evidences.
Besides, with respect to biomedical research documents, the MeSH [1] vocabulary provides
overall concepts and terms for describing them in a simple and an accurate way. The
structured vocabulary is maintained by NIH for reflecting some novel findings and interests
on each specific field, considering amount of published documents and other factors based
on the studies. Through such consideration, new concepts, which appear as new concepts
every year, are usually added to the vocabulary if the concepts are useful. One criterion for
adding new concepts is related to how attention paid to them by the researchers appears as an
emergent pattern in published documents. As the fact, around few hundred of new concepts
are added every year, and the maintenance of the concepts and their related structure has
been done by manually. Thus, MeSH has another aspect as an important knowledge base
for the biomedical research field. However, the relationships between particular data-driven
trends and the newly added concepts did not be clarified.
By clarifying the relationship between such maintained vocabulary and the trends of term
usages, readers in the field can detect the important terms for understanding the up-to-date
trends in his/her field more clearly. Under the above-mentioned motivation, I developed a
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In recent years, information systems in every field have developed rapidly, and the amount
of electrically stored data has increased day after day. Electrical document data are also
stored in such systems mainly for recording and for holding the facts. As for the medical
field, documents are also accumulated not only in clinical situations, but also in worldwide
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structured vocabulary is maintained by NIH for reflecting some novel findings and interests
on each specific field, considering amount of published documents and other factors based
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every year, are usually added to the vocabulary if the concepts are useful. One criterion for
adding new concepts is related to how attention paid to them by the researchers appears as an
emergent pattern in published documents. As the fact, around few hundred of new concepts
are added every year, and the maintenance of the concepts and their related structure has
been done by manually. Thus, MeSH has another aspect as an important knowledge base
for the biomedical research field. However, the relationships between particular data-driven
trends and the newly added concepts did not be clarified.
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2 Text Mining
method for analyzing the similarity of terms on the structured taxonomy and the trend of
a data-driven index of the terms [2]. In this chapter, I describe a result of the analysis by
using the method for identifying similar terms based on the temporal behavior of usages of
each term. The temporal pattern extraction method on the basis of term usage index consists
of automatic term extraction methods, term importance indices, and temporal clustering in
the next section. Then, in Section 4, a case study is carried out for showing the differences
between similar terms detected by the temporal patterns of medical terms related to migraine
drug therapy in MEDLINE documents. Finally, I conclude the analysis result in Section 6.
2. The method for analyzing distances on taxonomy and temporal
patterns of term usage
In this section, I describe a method for detecting various trends of words and phrases in
temporally published corpora. In order to analyze the relationships between usages of words
and phrases in temporally published documents and the difference on a taxonomy, this trend
detection method use a temporal pattern extraction method based on data-driven indices [2].
By using the similar terms identified on the basis of temporal patterns of the indices, the
method measures their similarities between each term on the taxonomy that can be assumed
as the sets of tree structures of concepts on a particular domain. One of the reasons why
the method uses temporal patterns is for detecting various trends. The important aim of the
method is not only detecting particular trend that a user set, but also detecting various trends
based on the nature of the given corpora. The other reason is for finding representing terms,
called as ‘keywords’ in each specific field, on the basis of the trends. Considering these two
aims, the method uses the temporal pattern extraction process based on temporal behaviors
of terms by measuring an importance index.
Then, on the basis on the temporal behavioral similarity of each index, the distances between
the similar terms, which are the members of each temporal pattern, are measured. By using
the distance on the structured vocabulary, the averages of the distances between the terms
included in temporal patterns is compared for analyzing the relationship between the trends
of temporal patterns and the similarities of terms on the vocabulary.
In the following sections, the method for detecting temporally similar terms based on each
importance index is described firstly. Subsequently, the distance measure on the structured
vocabulary is explained.
2.1. Obtaining temporal patterns of data-driven indices related to term usages
In order to discover various trends related to usages of the terms in temporally published
corpus, the framework [2] is developed as a method for obtaining temporal patterns of an
importance index. This framework obtains some temporal patterns based on the importance
index from the given temporally published sets of documents. It consists of the following
processes.
• Automatic term extraction in overall documents
• Calculation of importance indices
• Obtaining temporal clusters for each importance index
• Assignment of some meanings for the obtained temporal patterns
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2.1.1. Automatic term extraction in a given corpus
Firstly, a system determines terms in a given corpus. Considering the difficulties of
constructing particular dictionaries on each domain, term extraction without any dictionary
is required. As for the representative method for extracting terms automatically, a term
extraction method [3] based on the adjacent frequency of compound nouns is selected.
This method involves the detection of technical terms by using the following values for a
candidate compound noun CN:




(FL(Ni) + 1)(FR(Ni) + 1))
1
2L
where f (CN) means frequency of a candidate compound noun CN separately, and FL(Ni)
and FR(Ni) indicate the frequencies of different words on the right and the left of each noun
Ni in bi-grams included in each CN. Each compound noun CN is constructed L(L ≥ 1), one
or more, nouns.
For example, there is a set of compound nouns S =
{data mining, text mining, mining method} from a corpus, and they appear just one
time in the corpus. Then, we want to now the FLR score of datamining, FLR(data mining).
The left frequency of ‘data’ is 0, because of FL(data) = 0. The right frequency of ‘data’ is 1,
because ‘mining’ appears just one time on the right of ‘mining’. So FR(data) is 1. As the
same way, the frequencies of ‘mining’ are FL(mining) = 2 and FR(mining) = 1. Then, the
FLR(data mining) is calculated as follows.
FLR(data mining) = 1 ×
√
(0 + 1)(1 + 1)× (2 + 1)(1 + 1) = 3.464 · · ·
2.1.2. Calculation of data-driven indices for each term in each set of documents
After determining terms in the given corpus, the system calculates importance indices of
these terms in the documents in each time period for representing the usages of the terms as
the values. For the temporally published corpora, users can set up a period optionally. Most
of the cases, the period is set up yearly, monthly, and daily, because the published documents
are given timestamps. In this framework, each set of documents, that are published in each
period, is denoted as Dperiod.
Some importance indices for words and phrases in a corpus are well known. Term frequency
divided by inverse document frequency (tf-idf) is one of the popular indices used for
measuring the importance of terms [4]. The tf-idf value for each term termi can be defined
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2.1.1. Automatic term extraction in a given corpus
Firstly, a system determines terms in a given corpus. Considering the difficulties of
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is required. As for the representative method for extracting terms automatically, a term
extraction method [3] based on the adjacent frequency of compound nouns is selected.
This method involves the detection of technical terms by using the following values for a
candidate compound noun CN:




(FL(Ni) + 1)(FR(Ni) + 1))
1
2L
where f (CN) means frequency of a candidate compound noun CN separately, and FL(Ni)
and FR(Ni) indicate the frequencies of different words on the right and the left of each noun
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FLR(data mining) is calculated as follows.
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√
(0 + 1)(1 + 1)× (2 + 1)(1 + 1) = 3.464 · · ·
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where t f (termi, Dperiod) is the frequency of each term termi in a corpus with |Dperiod|
documents. Here, |Dperiod| is the number of documents included in each period, and
d f (termi, Dperiod) is the frequency of documents containing term.
In the proposed framework, the method suggests treating these indices explicitly as a
temporal dataset. This dataset consists of the values of the terms for each time point by
using each index Index(·, Dperiod) as the features. Figure 1 shows an example of such a
dataset consisting of an importance index for each period. The value of the term termi is
described as Index(termi, Dperiod) in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Example of dataset consisting of an importance index.
2.1.3. Generating temporal patterns by using temporal clustering
After obtaining the dataset, the framework provides the choice of an adequate trend
extraction method to the dataset. A survey of the literature shows that many conventional
methods for extracting useful time-series patterns have been developed [5, 6]. Users can
apply an adequate time-series analysis method and identify important patterns by processing
the values in the rows of Figure 1. By considering these patterns with temporal information,
users can understand the trends related to the terms such as transition of technological
development with technical terms. The temporal patterns as the clusters also provide
information about similarities between the terms at the same time. The system denotes
the similar terms based on the temporal cluster assignments as termi ∈ ck.
2.1.4. Assigning meanings of the trends of the obtained temporal patterns
After obtaining the temporal patterns ck, in order to identify the meanings of each pattern
by using trends of the extracted terms for each importance index, the system applies linear
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where x̄ is the average of tj − t1 for M time points and ȳ is the average of the values cj. Each
value of the centroid, cj, is a representative value of the importance index values of assigned
terms in the pattern as Index(termi ∈ ck, Dperiod). Each time point tj corresponds to each
period, and the first period assigns to the first time point as t1.
Simultaneously, the system calculates the intercept Int(c) of each pattern ck as follows:
Int(c) = ȳ − Deg(c)x̄
Then, by using the two linear trend criteria, users assigne some meanings of the temporal
patterns related to the usages of the terms.
2.2. Defining similarity of terms on a structured taxonomy
In this chapter, a tree structure of concepts that are defined with a relation such as is-a
as ‘structured taxonomy’ is used. In the biomedical domain, MeSH (Medical Subjects
Headings) [1] is one of the important structured taxonomy for representing key concepts
of biomedical research articles. MeSH consists of 16 categories including not only proper
categories for biomedicine but also general categories such as information science. It contains
25,588 concepts as ‘Descriptor’, and 464,282 terms as ‘Entry Terms’ in the version of 2001.
Each concept has one or more entry terms and the tree numbers as the identifier in the
hierarchy structure.
For this structure, the similarity of each pair of terms represented by using distance in the
tree structure of MeSH is defined, as shown in Figure 2.
For example, when the distance between the two terms, termi1 and termi2,
denotes as Dist(termi1, termi2), the distance between ‘migraine’ and ‘sharp headache’,
Dist(migraine, sharpheadache), is calculated as 8 or 9. By using this distance, the similarity
between each pair of terms is defined as the following:
Sim(termi1, termi2) =
1
1 + Dist(termi1, termi2)
where the similarity can be calculated when the both terms have tree numbers in MeSH.
For overall terms belonging to some group g, representative values are also defined their





where numPair is the number of matched pairs of the terms included in the group g. The
definition is numPair =m C2, where the number of appeared terms m is m = |termi ∈
g ∩ hasTreeNumber(termi)|.
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Figure 2. Example of MeSH hierarchy structure for migraine disorders and headache.
3. A case study for detecting trends of terms by obtaining temporal
patterns
In this section, I describe a case study for analyzing similarity of terms detected some
temporal patterns in medical research documents. For obtaining the temporal patterns, I
used an importance index of the terms in each set of documents that ware published year
by year. The medical research documents are retrieved from MEDLINE by using a search
scenario over time. The scenario is related to migraine drug therapy similar to the first one
in a previous paper on MeSHmap [7].
In this case study, I consider the search scenario and three meanings of trends as temporal
clusters by using the degrees and intercepts of the trend lines for each term as follows. As
for the meanings, the following two trends are assigned; “emergent” to ascending trend lines
with negative intercepts, “subsiding” to decending trend lines with positive intercepts, and
“popular” to ascending trend lines with positive intercepts.
3.1. Analysis of a disease over time
In this scenario, a user may be interested in exploring the progression of ideas in a particular
domain, say, corresponding to a particular disease. By performing the search such that the
disease is represented according to the year, one may obtain a temporal assessment of the
changes in the field.
Let us assume that the user wants to explore the evolution of ideas about drugs used to treat
chronic hepatitis. The user performs a search for abstracts of articles “chronic hepatitis/drug
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therapy [MH:NOEXP] AND YYYY [DP] AND clinical trial [PT] AND english [LA]” through
PubMed. The string “YYYY” is replaced with the four digits necessary for retrieving articles
published each year. The retrieval for PubMed can be performed trough their WebAPI
written in Perl [8]. By iterating the query by updating the years, the script can retrieve the
published research documents in the field depending on the query string. In this example,
the temporal sets of documents year by year are gathered on the field related to the drug
therapy for chronic hepatitis.
With this search query, we obtain articles published between 1982 and 2009 with the abstract
mode of PubMed1. Figure 3 shows the numbers of article titles and abstracts retrieved by the
query. In this study, each abstract is assumed as text to be one document.
Figure 3. Numbers of documents with titles and abstracts related to hepatitis drug therapy published from 1982 to 2009.
From all of the retrieved abstracts, the automatic term extraction method identifies 12,194
terms. As for the titles, the method extracted 1,428 terms.
3.2. Obtaining temporal patterns of medical terms about chronic hepatitis drug
therapy studies
By calculating the document frequency and the tf-idf values as the importance indices for
each year on titles and abstracts respectively. By using the document sets and the index, the
system obtained the dataset to obtain temporal clusters that consist of temporal behavior of
each index year by year for each term.
As for the clustering algorithm, the k-means clustering algorithm implemented in
Weka [9](Weka-3-6-2) are applied. Since the implementation search better cluster
1 The current heading of chronic hepatitis has introduced 1982.
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assignments by minimizing the sum of squared errors (SSE), the upper limits of the number
of clusters are set up 1% of the number s of terms. And the maximum iteration to search
better assignment is set up 500 times.
Table 1 shows the result of the k-means clustering on the sets of documents.
Table 1. Overall result of temporal clustering on titles and abstracts about chronic hepatitis drug therapy by using the three
importance indices.
Figure 4 shows the centroid values of the temporal clusters and the representative terms of
each temporal pattern on the title corpus based on the temporl tf-idf. The centroid values
mean the averages of the yearly values of the terms in each cluster. The representative
terms are selected with their FLR scores, that are the highest in each temporal custer. The
cluster is selected with the following conditions: including phrases, highest linear degree
with minimum intercepts to y-axis by sorting the average degrees and the average intercepts
of the 14 clusters.
Figure 4. The representative terms and values of tf-idf temporal patterns on the titles of the chronic hepatitis articles.
As shown in Figure 4, the method can detect the trends based on the temporal behaviors of
terms. Although the temporal patterns and the similar terms as the member of the clusters
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show the trends and the similar group at the same time, the meaning of each group indicates
should be evaluated by medical experts.
4. Analyzing temporal trends of terms and the similarities on MeSH
structure
In this example, the sets of documents published year by year on the field related to the
drug therapy for migraine are gathered. Let us assume that the user wants to explore the
evolution of ideas about drugs used to treat migraine2. The user performs a search for
abstracts of articles “migraine/drug therapy [MH:NOEXP] AND YYYY [DP] AND clinical
trial [PT] AND english [LA]” through PubMed. As same as the retrieval for chronic hepatitis
in Section 3.
With this search query, articles published between 1980 and 2009 with the abstract mode of
PubMed are retrieved. Figure 5 shows the numbers of article titles and abstracts retrieved by
the query.
Figure 5. Numbers of documents with titles and abstracts related to migraine drug therapy published from 1980 to 2009.
By assuming the abstracts and the titles as each corpus, the automatic term extraction is
applied. From all of the retrieved abstracts, the automatic term extraction method identifies
61,936 terms. Similarly, from all of the titles, the system extracts 6,470 terms.
2 Migraine causes sharp and severe headaches to people. People who have migraine exist commonly in world-wide.
The severe headaches give economical disadvantages not only to the patients, but also socially sometimes.
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4.1. Obtaining temporal patterns of medical terms about migraine drug therapy
studies
By calculating the document frequency and the tf-idf values as the importance indices for
each year on titles and abstracts respectively. Then, the temporal clusters that consist of
temporal behavior of each index year by year for each term are obtained. The clustering
algorithm that is used in the following experiment is also the same as the setting in Section 3.
Table 2 shows the result of the k-means clustering on the sets of documents.
Table 2. Overall result of temporal clustering on titles and abstracts about migraine drug therapy by using the three
importance indices.
Figure 6 shows the emergent cluster centroid and the top ten emergent terms on the abstracts
on the basis of tf-idf. The cluster is selected with the following conditions: including phrases,
highest linear degree with minimum intercepts to y-axis by sorting the average degrees and
the average intercepts of the 14 clusters.
Figure 6. The detailed tf-idf temporal values included in the emergent temporal pattern (Cluster #14).
As shown in Figure 6, the method detected the emergent terms included in the emergent
pattern that related to triptans drug therapy. The cluster also includes some terms related to
the time for the therapy. The drugs including triptans, which are appeared in this pattern, are
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approved later 1990s in US and European countries, and early 2000s in Japan. Based on the
result, the method obtained the temporal patterns related to the topics that attract interests
of researchers in this field. In addition, the degree of the increasing and the shapes of the
temporal patterns of each index show some aspects the movements of the research issue.
4.2. Similarity of the terms in obtained temporal patterns on MeSH
By using the similarity measure as described in Section 2, the averaged similarity of the
medical terms included in each temporal pattern are calculated. In order to analyze the
relationship between the trends and the similarities, a comparison is performed with the
representative values of the averaged similarities of the term.
As shown in Table 3, the similarities for each temporal pattern are calculated. Smaller
similarity value means that the terms included in the temporal pattern are defined separately
on the MeSH structure. Besides, greater similarity value means that the similar terms on the
temporal pattern are also defined similarly on the MeSH structure.
Table 3. Temporal patterns obtained for the tf-idf dataset on the titles and the similarities of the terms in each temporal
pattern.
Then, for clarifying the relationships between the temporal patterns and the similarity on
the taxonomy, the difference of the similarity values by separating the meanings of the
linear trends is compared on the two trends; emergent or not emergent. As for the first
representative values, the two groups of the average values are tested by using t-test. Then,
the representative values of the two groups of the similarity values are compared by using
Wilcoxon rank sum test. Table 4 shows the averages and the medians of the similarity values.
The similarity values around 0.13 means that the pair of terms defined in each place with
from 6 to 7 paths. By testing the difference between the two groups based on the linear
trends, for the abstracts, the similarities of the terms included in the emergent temporal
patterns are significantly smaller than the terms included in the popular patterns based
on the tf-idf values. This result indicates that the tf-idf index detects new combinations
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Emergent Not Emergent Emergent Not Emergent
tf-idf 0.126∗ 0.130∗ 0.134 0.139
df 0.129∗ 0.125∗ 0.134 0.141
(a) Averages
Abstracts Titles
Emergent Not Emergent Emergent Not Emergent
tf-idf 0.126∗ 0.130∗ 0.132 0.138
df 0.131∗ 0.125∗ 0.133 0.139
(b) Medians
Table 4. Comparison of the representative values. (a)Averages, (b)Medians. ∗ means significant difference on α = 0.05.
of the concepts as its emergent trend. Besides, based on the temporal patterns by using the
document frequency, the terms included in the emergent patterns are defined more similarly.
More frequently used terms in the recently published documents are defined nearer than the
other popular terms. This can be understandable by considering the process for maintaining
the structure of the concepts manually.
5. Related work
Related to the method that I described, there are two separated research topics. One is to
detect emergent trend in a given temporal corpora. The other is for learning structured
taxonomy or ontology from a given corpus. They have not been combined as the method
to analyze the relationship between the emergent terms and the place on the structure that
the terms should be appeared. This work provides a novel idea not only as a text mining
approach, but also for the two separated studies
5.1. Emergent Trend Detection (ETD) methods
In order to detect the emergent trend in a temporally published corpora, the method for
detecting emergent trend have been developed [10, 11]. Most of these methods concentrated
to find out just one trend at each setting. Moreover, they rather finding terms that represent
emergent trends than the emergent trend itself. Thus, the user of these methods should
interpret the meaning of the terms that are detected by the ETD method.
Conventional ETD methods are mostly based on the probabilistic transition of the term
appearances as shown in the works such as [12, 13]. The method achieved for detecting
emergent trend, which is actually a set of terms. However, they did not detect various
trends as described in Section 3 and Section 4 at the same time. In addition to the
difference, the proposed trend detection method has an availability to visualize both of the
representing values of each temporal pattern and the detailed values for each term, using
simple time-series charts.
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5.2. Ontology Learning (OL) methods from domain corpora
In order to construct a taxonomy for each domain from a given corpus, the methods for
leaning ontologies are proposed [14, 15]. However, they did not consider the difference over
times of the structured taxonomy. The maintenances of the structure are majorly depending
on the manual works of domain experts. Some support methods for the maintenance of the
structured taxonomy are really required to the structured taxonomy useful and up-to-date.
For this issue, the advanced method of the proposal of this chapter will provide the support
with more objective evidences based on the temporal corpora of each particular domain.
6. Conclusion
In this chapter, I describe the method for detecting trends of terms in the published articles
in MEDLINE as the case study on chronic hepatitis studies. With this case study, the result
shows that the method can find various trends of terms and similar terms at the same time.
In this case study, the similar terms detected by using their temporal behavior of the two
importance indices; document frequency and tf-idf index. Then, the temporal patterns of the
biomedical terms by using the two importance indices are obtained. The patterns indicate the
similar usages of the terms on the biomedical research documents as the temporal corpus.
Subsequently, by using migraine drug therapy studies, a comparison of the similarity of the
terms between the terms grouped up by our trend detection method and the terms in the
structured vocabulary is shown. By using MeSH as the structured taxonomic definition of
the medical terms, we compared the averaged similarity based on the distances on the tree
structure between the terms included in each temporal pattern. By separating the trends of
the temporal patterns based on the linear regression technique, the averaged similarities of
the terms in each pattern show significant differences on the larger structured vocabulary.
Based on the temporal patterns with the emergent trend of the tf-idf, the terms included
in such patterns are not similar compared to the terms included in the popular patterns.
This indicates that the novel concepts are obtained from new combination by using the
existing concepts widely. Besides, the similarity of the different index detects the opposite
relationship between its trend and the similarity on the taxonomic definition.
In the future, more indices for representing various aspects of term usages in a corpus will
be introduced and compared. Then, based on the similarities on temporal behavior of each
index as the temporal patterns, some predictive models such as numerical prediction models
will be introduce for predicting adequate places of new concepts on a structured taxonomy.
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1. Introduction: Concepts, Purposes, and Approaches
This development responds to a challenge. Text mining software can conveniently generate
very large sets of terms or phrases. Our examples draw from use of VantagePoint (or equiv‐
alently, Thomson Data Analyzer – TDA) software [1] to analyze abstract record sets. A typi‐
cal search on an ST&I topic of interest might yield, say, 5,000 records. One approach is to
apply VantagePoint’s Natural Language Processing (NLP) to the titles, and also to the ab‐
stracts and/or claims. We also take advantage of available topic-rich fields such as keywords
and index terms. Merging these fields could well offer on the order of 100,000 terms and
phrases in one field (list). That list, unfortunately, will surely contain much noise and redun‐
dancy. The text clumping aim is to clean and consolidate such a list to provide rich, usable
content information.
As described, the text field of interest can contain terms (i.e., single words or unigrams)
and/or phrases (i.e., multi-word noun + modifiers term sets). Herein, we focus on such NLP
phrases, typically including many single words also. Some of the algorithms pertain espe‐
cially to multi-word phrases, but, in general, many steps can usefully be applied to single-
word term sets. Here we focus on analyzing NLP English noun-phrases – to be called
simply „phrases.“
Our larger mission is to generate effective Competitive Technical Intelligence (CTI). We
want to answer basic questions of „Who is doing What, Where and When?“ In turn, that in‐
formation can be used to build „innovation indicators“ that address users‘ CTI needs [2].
Typically, those users might be:
• Information professionals (compiling most relevant information resources)
• Researchers (seeking to learn about the nearby „research landscape“)
• R&D managers (wanting to invest in the most promising opportunities)
© 2012 Porter and Zhang; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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• Science, Technology and Innovation (ST&I) policy-makers (striving to advance their
country’s competitiveness)
We focus on ST&I information sets, typically in the form of field-structured abstract records
retrieved from topical database searches [e.g., Web of Science (WoS), Derwent World Patent
Index, Factiva]. These records usually contain a mix of free text portions (e.g., abstracts) and
structured text fields (e.g., keywords, publication years). The software uses an import filter
to recognize fields (i.e., to know where and how to find the authors and parse their names
properly) for particular source sets, such as WoS. VantagePoint can merge multiple datasets
from a given source database or from different sources (with guidance on field matching
and care in interpreting).
Figure 1 presents our framework for „term clumping.“ We combine established and rela‐
tively novel bibliometric and text mining techniqueswithin this framework. Itincludesa
number of steps to process alarge phrase list. The top portion of the figure indicates choices
to be made concerning which data resources to mine and selection criteria for the records to
be analyzed. The next tier notes additional choices regarding which content-laden fields to
process. The following two blocks contain the major foci of this chapter. “Text Cleanup” in‐
cludes stopword and common term handling, through several steps to consolidate related
terms. “Consolidateion of terms into informative topical factors” follows. Here we treat ba‐
sic “inductive methods.” The elements of the Figure flagged with an asterisk (*) are ad‐
dressed in depth herein.
Figure 1 also points towardinterests for future work. These include“purposive methods,”
wherein our attention focuses on particular terms based on external criteria – e.g., semantic
TRIZ (Theory of Inventive Problem Solving) suggests vital functions and actions indicative
of technological innovative potential [3, 4]. The idea is to search the target text fields for oc‐
currences of theory-guided terms and adjacent content.
We are also keenly interested in pursuing single word analyses via Topic Modeling (TM)
methods to get at themes of the record set under study. These hold appeal in providing tools
that will work well in multiple languages and character sets (e.g., Chinese). The main lan‐
guage dependency that we confront is the use of NLP to extract noun phrases (e.g., Vantage‐
Point’s NLP is developed for English text).
The bottom portion of Figure 1 indicates interest in how best to engage experts in such topic
identification processes. We distinguish three roles:
• Analyst: Professionals in data retrieval and analysis, who have analytical skills in han‐
dling text, but usually don’t have domain knowledge
• Expert: Professional researchers in the specific domain, knowledgeable over the domain,
and able to describe the current status of the domain at both macro and micro levels;
• Information & Computer Scientist: Covering a range of skills from in-depth program‐
ming, through preparation of macros, to operating software to accomplish particular text
manipulations.
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So defined, engagement of experts presents challenges in terms of motivation, time required,
and communication of issues so that the domain experts can readily understand and respond
to the analyst’s needs. Simple, intermediate stage outputs could have value in this regard.
Figure 1. Term Clumping for Technical Intelligence
In summary, this chapter addresses how best to clean and consolidate ST&I phrase lists from
abstract record sets. The target is to semi-automate this „inductive“ process (i.e., letting the da‐
ta speak without predetermined identification of target terms). We aim toward semi-automa‐
tion because the process should be tailorable to study needs. We are exploring a series of text
manipulations to consolidate phrase lists. We are undertaking a series of experiments that vary
how technical the content is, which steps are performed, in what sequence, and what statistical
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approaches are then used to further cluster the phrases or terms. In particular, we also vary and
assess the degree of human intervention in the term clumping. That ranges from almost none,
to analyst tuning, to active domain expert participation [5-7].
2. Review of Related Literatures
Given the scope of Figure 1, several research areas contribute. This chapter does not address
the purposive analyses, so we won’t treat literatures on importing index terms, or on TRIZ
and Technology RoadMapping (TRM) -- of great interest in suggesting high value terms for
CTI analyses.
Several of the steps to be elaborated are basic. Removal of „stopwords“ needs little theoreti‐
cal framing. It does pose some interesting analytical possibilities, however. For instance,
Cunningham found that the most common modifiers provided analytical value in classify‐
ing British science [8]. He conceives of an inverted U shape that emphasizes analyzing mod‐
erately high frequency terms -- excluding both the very high frequency (stopwords and
commonly used scientific words, that provide high recall of records, but low precision) and
low frequency words (suffering from low recall due to weak coverage, but high precision).
Pursuing this notion of culling common scientific words, we remove „common words.“ In
our analyses we apply several stopword lists of several hundred terms (including some
stemming), and a common words in academic/scientific writing thesaurus of some 48,000
terms [9]. We are interested in whether removal of these enhances or, possibly, degrades
further analytical steps‘ performance (e.g., Topic Modeling).
To state the obvious -- not all texts behave the same. Language and the venue for the dis‐
course, with its norms, affect usage and text mining. In particular, we focus on ST&I litera‐
ture and patent abstracts, with outreach to business and attendant popular press coverage of
topics (e.g., the Factiva database). English ST&I writing differs somewhat from „nor‐
mal“ English in structure and content. For instance, scientific discourse tends to include
many technical phrases that should be retained, not parsed into separate terms or part-
phrases by NLP. VantagePoint’s NLP routine [1] strives to do that. It also seeks to retain
chemical formulas.
A research community has built around bibliometric analyses of ST&I records over the past
60 or so years, see for instance [10-12]. DeBellis nicely summarizes many facets of the data
and their analyses [13]. Our group at Georgia Tech has pursued ST&I analyses aimed espe‐
cially at generating Competitive Technical Intelligence (CTI) since the 1970’s, with software
development to facilitate mining of abstract records since 1993 [1, 2, 14]. We have explored
ways to expedite such text analyses, c.f. [15, 16], as have others [17]. We increasingly turn
toward extending such „research profiling“ to aid in Forecasting Innovation Pathways (FIP),
see for example [18].
Over the years many techniques have been used to model content retrieved from ST&I text
databases. Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [19], Principal Components Analysis (PCA), Sup‐
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port Vector Machines (SVM), and Topic Modeling (TM) are among the key methods that
have come forth [20].
PCA is closely related to LSI. Both use Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to transform
the basic terms by documents matrix to reduce ranks (i.e., to replace a large number of terms
by a relatively small number of factors, capturing as much of the information value as possi‐
ble). PCA eigen-decomposes a covariance matrix, whereas LSI does so on the term-docu‐
ment matrix. [See wikipedia for basic statistical manipulations.]
VantagePoint uses a special variant of PCA developed to facilitate ST&I text analyses (used
in the analyses reported here). This PCA routine generates a more balanced factor set than
LSI (which extracts a largest variance explaining factor first; then a second that best explains
remaining variance, etc.). The VantagePoint factor map routine applies a small-increment
Kaiser Varimax Rotation (yielding more attractive results, but running slower, than SPSS
PCA in developmental tests). Our colleague, Bob Watts of the U.S. Army, has led develop‐
ment of a more automated version of PCA, with an optimization routine to determine a best
solution (maximizing inclusion of records with fewest factors) based on selected parameter
settings -- (Principal Components Decomposition – PCD)[21] He has also empirically com‐
pared PCD (inductive) results with a deductive approach based on use of class codes [22].
We apply PCA to term sets to generate co-occurrence based principal components. Because
of the familiar use of “clusters,” we also use that terminology, although other clustering ap‐
proaches can yield different forms (e.g., K-means, hierarchical clustering). This PCA ap‐
proach allows terms to appear in multiple factors
We use the concept, „term clumping,“ as quite general – entailing various means of text consol‐
idation (e.g., application of thesauri, fuzzy matching, stemming) with noise removal. Book‐
stein, Raita, and collegues offer a somewhat more specialized, but related, interpretation
pointing toward the aim of condensing terminology to better identify content-bearing words
[23-25]. Term clumping addresses text (not document) „clustering.“ Any type of text cluster‐
ing is based on co-occurrence of words in records (documents). Clustering, in turn, includes
many variations plus additional statistical analyses with considerable commonality -- in par‐
ticular, factor analysis. PCA can be considered as a basic factoring approach; indeed, we call its
output principal components „factors. “Similarity among these term grouping approaches
arises in that they generally aim to maximize association within clusters and minimize associa‐
tion among clusters. Features to keep in mind include whether terms or phrases being clus‐
tered are allowed to be included in multiple clusters or not; whether algorithms yield the same
results on rerun or may change (probabilistic methods); and whether useful visualization are
generated. Many further variations are available – e.g., hierarchical or non-hierarchical; build‐
ing up or partitioning down; neural network based approaches (e.g., Kohonen Self-Organizing
Maps), and so forth [26]. Research is actively pursuing many refinements, for many objectives,
for instance [27]. Our focus is on grouping terms, but we note much complementary activity on
grouping documents (based on co-occurrence with particular terms) [26], with special interest
in grouping web sites, for instance [28].
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approaches are then used to further cluster the phrases or terms. In particular, we also vary and
assess the degree of human intervention in the term clumping. That ranges from almost none,
to analyst tuning, to active domain expert participation [5-7].
2. Review of Related Literatures
Given the scope of Figure 1, several research areas contribute. This chapter does not address
the purposive analyses, so we won’t treat literatures on importing index terms, or on TRIZ
and Technology RoadMapping (TRM) -- of great interest in suggesting high value terms for
CTI analyses.
Several of the steps to be elaborated are basic. Removal of „stopwords“ needs little theoreti‐
cal framing. It does pose some interesting analytical possibilities, however. For instance,
Cunningham found that the most common modifiers provided analytical value in classify‐
ing British science [8]. He conceives of an inverted U shape that emphasizes analyzing mod‐
erately high frequency terms -- excluding both the very high frequency (stopwords and
commonly used scientific words, that provide high recall of records, but low precision) and
low frequency words (suffering from low recall due to weak coverage, but high precision).
Pursuing this notion of culling common scientific words, we remove „common words.“ In
our analyses we apply several stopword lists of several hundred terms (including some
stemming), and a common words in academic/scientific writing thesaurus of some 48,000
terms [9]. We are interested in whether removal of these enhances or, possibly, degrades
further analytical steps‘ performance (e.g., Topic Modeling).
To state the obvious -- not all texts behave the same. Language and the venue for the dis‐
course, with its norms, affect usage and text mining. In particular, we focus on ST&I litera‐
ture and patent abstracts, with outreach to business and attendant popular press coverage of
topics (e.g., the Factiva database). English ST&I writing differs somewhat from „nor‐
mal“ English in structure and content. For instance, scientific discourse tends to include
many technical phrases that should be retained, not parsed into separate terms or part-
phrases by NLP. VantagePoint’s NLP routine [1] strives to do that. It also seeks to retain
chemical formulas.
A research community has built around bibliometric analyses of ST&I records over the past
60 or so years, see for instance [10-12]. DeBellis nicely summarizes many facets of the data
and their analyses [13]. Our group at Georgia Tech has pursued ST&I analyses aimed espe‐
cially at generating Competitive Technical Intelligence (CTI) since the 1970’s, with software
development to facilitate mining of abstract records since 1993 [1, 2, 14]. We have explored
ways to expedite such text analyses, c.f. [15, 16], as have others [17]. We increasingly turn
toward extending such „research profiling“ to aid in Forecasting Innovation Pathways (FIP),
see for example [18].
Over the years many techniques have been used to model content retrieved from ST&I text
databases. Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [19], Principal Components Analysis (PCA), Sup‐
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port Vector Machines (SVM), and Topic Modeling (TM) are among the key methods that
have come forth [20].
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LSI (which extracts a largest variance explaining factor first; then a second that best explains
remaining variance, etc.). The VantagePoint factor map routine applies a small-increment
Kaiser Varimax Rotation (yielding more attractive results, but running slower, than SPSS
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solution (maximizing inclusion of records with fewest factors) based on selected parameter
settings -- (Principal Components Decomposition – PCD)[21] He has also empirically com‐
pared PCD (inductive) results with a deductive approach based on use of class codes [22].
We apply PCA to term sets to generate co-occurrence based principal components. Because
of the familiar use of “clusters,” we also use that terminology, although other clustering ap‐
proaches can yield different forms (e.g., K-means, hierarchical clustering). This PCA ap‐
proach allows terms to appear in multiple factors
We use the concept, „term clumping,“ as quite general – entailing various means of text consol‐
idation (e.g., application of thesauri, fuzzy matching, stemming) with noise removal. Book‐
stein, Raita, and collegues offer a somewhat more specialized, but related, interpretation
pointing toward the aim of condensing terminology to better identify content-bearing words
[23-25]. Term clumping addresses text (not document) „clustering.“ Any type of text cluster‐
ing is based on co-occurrence of words in records (documents). Clustering, in turn, includes
many variations plus additional statistical analyses with considerable commonality -- in par‐
ticular, factor analysis. PCA can be considered as a basic factoring approach; indeed, we call its
output principal components „factors. “Similarity among these term grouping approaches
arises in that they generally aim to maximize association within clusters and minimize associa‐
tion among clusters. Features to keep in mind include whether terms or phrases being clus‐
tered are allowed to be included in multiple clusters or not; whether algorithms yield the same
results on rerun or may change (probabilistic methods); and whether useful visualization are
generated. Many further variations are available – e.g., hierarchical or non-hierarchical; build‐
ing up or partitioning down; neural network based approaches (e.g., Kohonen Self-Organizing
Maps), and so forth [26]. Research is actively pursuing many refinements, for many objectives,
for instance [27]. Our focus is on grouping terms, but we note much complementary activity on
grouping documents (based on co-occurrence with particular terms) [26], with special interest
in grouping web sites, for instance [28].
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Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) or Latent Semantic Analysis, is a classical indexing method
based on a Vector Space Model that introduces Singular-Value Decomposition (SVD) to un‐
cover the underlying semantic structure in the text set. The key feature of LSI is to map
those terms that occur in similar contexts into a smaller “semantic space“ and to help deter‐
mine the relationships among terms (synonymy and polysemy) [17, 29, 30]. When applied
on co-occurrence information for large text sources, there is no need for LSI to import do‐
main literatures or thesauri (what we call „purposive“ or aided text clumping). There are al‐
so various extended LSI methods [31]. Researchers are combining LSI with term clumping
variations in order to relate synonymous terms from massive content.For example, Maletic
and Marcus combine semantic and structural information [32] and Xu et al. seek to associate
genes based on text mining of abstracts [30].
Topic modeling is a suite of algorithms that automatically conforms topical themes from a
collection of documents [33, 34]. This stream of research begins with Latent Dirichlet Alloca‐
tion (LDA), which remains the basic algorithm. Topic modelling is an extended LSI method,
that treats association probabilistically. Various topic modeling algorithms extend the basic
approach, for example [35-44]. Topic modeling is being applied in many contexts – e.g., NLP
extension, sentiment analysis, and topic detection.
We are pursuing topic modeling in conjunction with our text clumping development in sev‐
eral ways. We are experimenting to assess whether and which term clumping steps can re‐
fine term or phrase sets as input into topic modeling to enhance generation of meaningful
topics. We also compare topic modeling outputs to alternative processes, especially PCA
performed on clumped phrases. We additionally want to assess whether some form of text
clumping can be applied after topic modeling to enhance topic interpretability.
We have also tried, but are not actively pursuing, Key Graph, a kind of visualization techni‐
que that treats the documents as a building constructed by a series of ideas and then re‐
trieves these ideas and posts as a summary of original points on the segmentation of a graph
[45-47]. Usually, Key Graph has 3 major components: (1) Foundations, which are the sub-
graphs of highly associated and frequent terms; (2) Roofs, which are terms highly related to
the foundations; and (3) Columns, which are keywords representing the relationships be‐
tween foundations and roofs.
We are especially interested in term grouping algorithms to refine large phrase sets through a
sequence of steps. These typically begin with noise removal and basic cleaning, and end with
some form of clustering of the resulting phrases (e.g., PCA). „In-between“ we are applying sev‐
eral intermediate stage term consolidation tools. Kongthon has pursued an object oriented as‐
sociation rule mining approach [48],  with a „concept grouping“ routine [49] and a tree-
structured network algorithm that associates text parent-child and sibling relationships [50].
Courseault-Trumbach devised a routine to consolidate related phrases, particularly of differ‐
ent term lengths based on term commonality [51]. Webb Myers developed another routine to
combine authors. The notion was that, say, we have three papers authored by X. Perhaps two
of those are co-authored with Y, and one with Z; and Y and Z never appear as authors on anoth‐
er paper without X. In that case, the operation surmises that Y and Z are likely junior authors,
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and eliminates them so that further author analyses can focus on the senior authors or author
team. The macro [available at www.theVantagePoint.com] adds major co-authors into the
term name. We incorporate these two routines in the present exercises.
Lastly, we consider various quality assessment approaches. Given that one generates clus‐
tered text in various forms, which are best? We look toward three approaches. First, we
want to ask the target users. While appealing, this also confronts issues – e.g., our PCA out‐
put „names“ the resulting factors, whereas topic modeling does not. How can we compare
these even-handedly? Second are statistical approaches that measure some form of the de‐
gree of coherence within clusters vs. among clusters [52]. Third are record assignment tests –
to what extent do alternative text clumping and clustering sequences correctly distinguish
mixed dataset components? Here we seek both high recall and precision.
3. Empirical Investigation:Two Case Analyses
Figure 1 arrays a wide range of possible term clumping actions. As introduced in the previ‐
ous sections, we are interested in many of those, but within the scope of this chapter we fo‐
cus on many of the following steps and comparisons:
Term Clumping STEPS:
a. Fuzzy matching routines
b. Thesauri to reduce common terms
c. Human-aided and topic tailored cleaning
d. Phrase consolidation macro (different lengths)
e. Pruning of extremely high and low frequency terms
f. Combine term networks (parent-child) macro
g. g.TFIDF (Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency)
h. Term normalization vs. parent database samples
i. PCA variations to generate high, medium, and low frequency factors
j. Topic Modeling
k. Quality assessment of the resulting factors – comparing expert and statistical means
We are running multiple empirical comparisons. Here we compare results on two topical
datasets:
“MOT” (for Management of Technology) – 5169 records covering abstract records of the
PICMET (Portland International Conference on Management of Engineering and Technolo‐
gy) from 1997 through 2012.
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Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) or Latent Semantic Analysis, is a classical indexing method
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We are pursuing topic modeling in conjunction with our text clumping development in sev‐
eral ways. We are experimenting to assess whether and which term clumping steps can re‐
fine term or phrase sets as input into topic modeling to enhance generation of meaningful
topics. We also compare topic modeling outputs to alternative processes, especially PCA
performed on clumped phrases. We additionally want to assess whether some form of text
clumping can be applied after topic modeling to enhance topic interpretability.
We have also tried, but are not actively pursuing, Key Graph, a kind of visualization techni‐
que that treats the documents as a building constructed by a series of ideas and then re‐
trieves these ideas and posts as a summary of original points on the segmentation of a graph
[45-47]. Usually, Key Graph has 3 major components: (1) Foundations, which are the sub-
graphs of highly associated and frequent terms; (2) Roofs, which are terms highly related to
the foundations; and (3) Columns, which are keywords representing the relationships be‐
tween foundations and roofs.
We are especially interested in term grouping algorithms to refine large phrase sets through a
sequence of steps. These typically begin with noise removal and basic cleaning, and end with
some form of clustering of the resulting phrases (e.g., PCA). „In-between“ we are applying sev‐
eral intermediate stage term consolidation tools. Kongthon has pursued an object oriented as‐
sociation rule mining approach [48],  with a „concept grouping“ routine [49] and a tree-
structured network algorithm that associates text parent-child and sibling relationships [50].
Courseault-Trumbach devised a routine to consolidate related phrases, particularly of differ‐
ent term lengths based on term commonality [51]. Webb Myers developed another routine to
combine authors. The notion was that, say, we have three papers authored by X. Perhaps two
of those are co-authored with Y, and one with Z; and Y and Z never appear as authors on anoth‐
er paper without X. In that case, the operation surmises that Y and Z are likely junior authors,
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and eliminates them so that further author analyses can focus on the senior authors or author
team. The macro [available at www.theVantagePoint.com] adds major co-authors into the
term name. We incorporate these two routines in the present exercises.
Lastly, we consider various quality assessment approaches. Given that one generates clus‐
tered text in various forms, which are best? We look toward three approaches. First, we
want to ask the target users. While appealing, this also confronts issues – e.g., our PCA out‐
put „names“ the resulting factors, whereas topic modeling does not. How can we compare
these even-handedly? Second are statistical approaches that measure some form of the de‐
gree of coherence within clusters vs. among clusters [52]. Third are record assignment tests –
to what extent do alternative text clumping and clustering sequences correctly distinguish
mixed dataset components? Here we seek both high recall and precision.
3. Empirical Investigation:Two Case Analyses
Figure 1 arrays a wide range of possible term clumping actions. As introduced in the previ‐
ous sections, we are interested in many of those, but within the scope of this chapter we fo‐
cus on many of the following steps and comparisons:
Term Clumping STEPS:
a. Fuzzy matching routines
b. Thesauri to reduce common terms
c. Human-aided and topic tailored cleaning
d. Phrase consolidation macro (different lengths)
e. Pruning of extremely high and low frequency terms
f. Combine term networks (parent-child) macro
g. g.TFIDF (Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency)
h. Term normalization vs. parent database samples
i. PCA variations to generate high, medium, and low frequency factors
j. Topic Modeling
k. Quality assessment of the resulting factors – comparing expert and statistical means
We are running multiple empirical comparisons. Here we compare results on two topical
datasets:
“MOT” (for Management of Technology) – 5169 records covering abstract records of the
PICMET (Portland International Conference on Management of Engineering and Technolo‐
gy) from 1997 through 2012.
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“DSSCs” (for Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells) – 5784 abstract records compiled from searches for
2001-2010 in WoS and in EI Compendex, merged in VantagePoint
Elsewhere, we elaborate on these analyses in various ways. Substantive interpretations of
the topical MOT thrusts based on the human-selected MOT terms are examined over time
and regions [55]. Comparisons of three MOT analyses -- 1) 3-tier, semi-automatic PCA ex‐
traction, 2) PCA based on human-selected MOT terms, and 3) Topic Modeling of unigrams –
found notably different factors extracted. Human quality assessment did not yield a clear fa‐
vorite, but the Topic Modeling results edged ahead of the different PCA’s [7]. Additional ex‐
plorations of the WoS DSSC data appear in [6], comparing Topic Modeling and term
clumping-to-PCA – finding quite different emphases in the extracted factors. Zhang et al.
[54] track through a similar sequence of term clumping steps on the combined WoS-Com‐
pendex DSSC dataset.
Here, we focus on stepping through most of the term clumping operations for these two cas‐
es. To avoid undue complexity, we set aside data variations (e.g., stepping through for the
WoS DSSC set alone), Topic Modeling comparisons, and quality assessment. As noted, we
have done one version of human assessment for the MOT data [7]. We are pursuing addi‐
tional quality assessments via statistical measures [52] and by comparing how well the alter‐
native analytics are able to separate out record sets from a combination of 7 searches. We
also intend to pursue Step h – term normalization based on external (e.g., entire database)
frequencies. So, here we treat Steps a-g and i, not Steps h, j, or k.
Table 1 provides the stepwise tally of phrases in the merged topical fields undergoing term
clumping. It is difficult to balance precision with clarity, so we hope this succeeds. The first
column indicates which text analysis action was taken, coresponding to the list of steps just
above.The second column shows the results of those actions applied in sequence on the
MOT data. Blank cells indicate that particular action was not performed on the MOT (or
DSSC) dataset. The last row notes additional human-informed analyses done on the MOT
data, but not treated here (to recognize that this is a selective presentation). The third col‐
umn relates the results of application of the steps to the DSSC data, but here we indicate se‐
quence within the column, also showing the resulting term reduction. [So, the Table shows
the Term Clumping Steps in the order performed on MOT; this was arbitrary. It could as
well have been ordered by the list (above) or in the order done for DSSC data.]
Term Clumping Steps MOT
5169 PICMET records
DSSCs
5784 records (WoS+Compendex), 2001-2010
Field selection Title&Abstract NLP
phrases
Title&Abstract NLP phrases + keywords
Phrases with which we begin 86014 90980
a-1) Apply general.fuz routine 76398 Applied 10th, reducing 82701 to 74263
b-1) Apply stopwords thesaurus 76105 Applied 1st, reducing 90980 to 89576) and applied 7th,
reducing 85960 to 84511
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Term Clumping Steps MOT
5169 PICMET records
DSSCs
5784 records (WoS+Compendex), 2001-2010
b-2) Apply common academic/scientific
terms thesaurus
73232 Applied 2d, reducing 89576 to 89403; and applied8th,
reducing 84511 to 82739
b-3) multiple tailored cleaning routines --
trash term remover.the; topic variations
consolidator.the; DSSC data fuzzy matcher
results.the*
Applied such actions as 3d-6th steps, reducing 89403 to




69677 Applied 11th, reducing 74263 to 65379
d) Apply phrase consolidation macro
(different lengths)
68062 Applied 4th, reducing 89355 to 86410
e) Prune (remove phrases appearing in
only 1 record)
13089 Applied 12th, reducing 65379 to 23311
c-1) Apply human-aided and general.fuz
routine
Applied 13th, reducing 23311 to 21645
c-2) Manual noise screens (e.g., copyrights,
stand-alone numbers)
Applied 14th, reducing 21645 to 20172
f) Apply combine term networks (parent-
child) macro
10513 Applied 15th, reducing 20172 to 8181
g) Apply TFIDF 1999 Applied 16th, reducing 8181 to 2008
i) Auto-PCA: highest frequency; 2d
highest; 3d highest
201, 256, 299 203;214;230
PCA factors 9 factors (only top
tier)
12 (only top tier)
c-3) Tuned phrases to 7164; reviewed 15
factors from 204 top phrases; reran to get
final PCA
Table 1. Term Clumping Stepwise Results
*a compilation of phrase variations that VantagePoint’s “List Cleanup” routine suggested
combining [e.g. – various singular and plural variations; hyphenation variations; and similar
phrases such as “nanostructured TiO2 films” with “nanostructured TiO2 thin films”]
Some steps are broken out in more detail – e.g., Step a -- Fuzzy matching routines – is split
into use of VantagePoint’s general matching routine (a-1) and application of a variant tuned‐
for this term clumping (a-2). Note also that some steps appear more than once, especially for
the DSSC clumping.
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“DSSCs” (for Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells) – 5784 abstract records compiled from searches for
2001-2010 in WoS and in EI Compendex, merged in VantagePoint
Elsewhere, we elaborate on these analyses in various ways. Substantive interpretations of
the topical MOT thrusts based on the human-selected MOT terms are examined over time
and regions [55]. Comparisons of three MOT analyses -- 1) 3-tier, semi-automatic PCA ex‐
traction, 2) PCA based on human-selected MOT terms, and 3) Topic Modeling of unigrams –
found notably different factors extracted. Human quality assessment did not yield a clear fa‐
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frequencies. So, here we treat Steps a-g and i, not Steps h, j, or k.
Table 1 provides the stepwise tally of phrases in the merged topical fields undergoing term
clumping. It is difficult to balance precision with clarity, so we hope this succeeds. The first
column indicates which text analysis action was taken, coresponding to the list of steps just
above.The second column shows the results of those actions applied in sequence on the
MOT data. Blank cells indicate that particular action was not performed on the MOT (or
DSSC) dataset. The last row notes additional human-informed analyses done on the MOT
data, but not treated here (to recognize that this is a selective presentation). The third col‐
umn relates the results of application of the steps to the DSSC data, but here we indicate se‐
quence within the column, also showing the resulting term reduction. [So, the Table shows
the Term Clumping Steps in the order performed on MOT; this was arbitrary. It could as
well have been ordered by the list (above) or in the order done for DSSC data.]
Term Clumping Steps MOT
5169 PICMET records
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Field selection Title&Abstract NLP
phrases
Title&Abstract NLP phrases + keywords
Phrases with which we begin 86014 90980
a-1) Apply general.fuz routine 76398 Applied 10th, reducing 82701 to 74263
b-1) Apply stopwords thesaurus 76105 Applied 1st, reducing 90980 to 89576) and applied 7th,
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b-3) multiple tailored cleaning routines --
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results.the*
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d) Apply phrase consolidation macro
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only 1 record)
13089 Applied 12th, reducing 65379 to 23311
c-1) Apply human-aided and general.fuz
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Applied 13th, reducing 23311 to 21645
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Applied 14th, reducing 21645 to 20172
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PCA factors 9 factors (only top
tier)
12 (only top tier)
c-3) Tuned phrases to 7164; reviewed 15
factors from 204 top phrases; reran to get
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Table 1. Term Clumping Stepwise Results
*a compilation of phrase variations that VantagePoint’s “List Cleanup” routine suggested
combining [e.g. – various singular and plural variations; hyphenation variations; and similar
phrases such as “nanostructured TiO2 films” with “nanostructured TiO2 thin films”]
Some steps are broken out in more detail – e.g., Step a -- Fuzzy matching routines – is split
into use of VantagePoint’s general matching routine (a-1) and application of a variant tuned‐
for this term clumping (a-2). Note also that some steps appear more than once, especially for
the DSSC clumping.
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For Step b – application of thesauri to remove common terms – we distinguish the use of a
modest size stopwords thesaurus (fewer than 300 words) as Step b-1 and the application of
the 48,000 term thesaurus of common academic/scientific terms as Step b-2.
Step c -- Human-aided and topic tailored cleaning (Steps c-1, c-2 & c-3) groups a variety of
„obvious“ cleaning routines. Our dilemma is whether to eliminate these, to facilitate devel‐
opment of semi-automated routines, or to include them, for easy improvement of the term
consolidation? In the MOT term clumping reported in Table 1, we essentially avoid such
cleaning. In the DSSC step-through, we include limited iterations of human-aided cleaning
to see whether this makes a qualitative difference by the time the progression of steps is
completed. [It does not seem to do so.]
Step d -- Phrase consolidation macro – consolidates only a modest percentage of the phrases
(as applied here, reducing the phrase count by 2.3% for MOT and by 3.3% for DSSCs), but
the improvements appear worthwhile. For instance, combining “Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells”
with “Sensitized Solar Cells” can provide important conceptual concentration.
Step e – Pruning – is simply discarding the phrases that appear in only one record. Those
would not add to co-occurrence based analyses. The challenge is to sequence pruning after
consolidation so that potentially useful topical information is not discarded. Pruning is the
overwhelmingly potent step in reducing the term or phrase counts. For MOT, it effects a re‐
duction of 81%; for DSSCs, 64%.
Step f -- Combine term networks (parent-child) – appears a powerful reducer. As discussed,
Webb Myers devised this macro to consolidate author sets.We apply the macro to the phras‐
es field, showing sizable reductions for MOT (19.7%) and DSSCs (59.4%). The macro will
combine major co-occurring terms in the new phrase name with a “&” between them. It also
results in terms that appear in a single record being combined into a single phrase [hence,
we perform the Pruning step prior to applying this macro].
Step g – TFIDF – strives to distinguish terms that provide specificity within the sample set.For
example, if some form of „DSSC“ appears in nearly every DSSC record, this would not be a
high-value term in distinguishing patterns  within the dataset.  VantagePoint  offers  three
TFIDF routines – A) un-normalized, B) log, and C) square root. We compared these and pro‐
ceed with the square root term set for DSSCs, whose 2008 terms are all included in sets A or B.
Of the 2008 phrases, 1915 are in both A and B (so differences in this regard are small), with 42 in
set A and 51 in set B. For the MOT data, B and C yield the same 1999 terms, whereas A yields
2052. Inspection of the distinct terms find the 78 only in sets B & C to appear more substantive
than the 131 terms only in set A, so we opt for the 1999 term result.
Step h is included as a place-holder.On the one hand, Step b aims to remove generally com‐
mon terms.On another, Step g favors more specific terms within the document set being an‐
alyzed. With access to full databases or general samples from sources such as WoS, one
could sort toward terms or phrases that are relatively unique to the search set.We have not
done that here.
At this stage, we have very large, but clumped, phrase sets. In our two cases, these consist of
about 2000 phrases. Consider the illustrative „post-TFIDF“ tabulations in Table 2. We be‐
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lieve these offer rich analytical possibilities. For instance, we could scan their introduction
and frequency over time to identify „hot“ topics in the field. Or, we could compare organi‐
zational emphases across these phrases to advance CTI interests. We might ask technical
and/or business experts in the field to scan those 2000 phrases to identify particularly impor‐
tant or novel ones for in-depth analyses.
Steps i and j represent a major „last step“ for these sorts of term analyses. Here we explore
select PCA steps; elsewhere, as noted, we pursue Topic Modeling [6, 7]. This factoring
(~clustering) step reduces thousands of phrases to tens of phrases. If done accurately, this
can be game-changing in terms of opening conceptual insights into topical emphases in the
field under study.
VantagePoint’s PCA routine is now applied as Step i. In these cases we have tried to mini‐
mize human-aiding, but we explore that elsewhere [6, 7]. We select three top tiers of terms
to be subjected to separate Principal Components Analysis. Such selection can be handled
by various coverage rules – e.g., terms appearing in at least 1% of the records. In the present
exercises, we set thresholds to provide approximately 200 phrases as input to each of three
PCA analyses. We run the default requested number of factors to extract – this is the square
root of the number of terms submitted. We review the resulting three sets of factors in terms
of recall (record coverage) and determine to focus on just the top tier PCA results here. For
DSSCs, the top-tier PCA yields 12 factors that cover 98% of the records, whereas the 2d tier
factors cover 47% and the 3d tier only 18%.For the MOT analyses, results are comparable –
the 9 top-tier factors cover 90% of the records; 2d tier, 36%; 3d tier, 17%. [We have per‐
formed additional analyses of these data, exploring various PCA factor sets, including ones
in which we perform post-PCA term cleaning based on inspection of initial results., then re‐
run PCAFor instance, a very high frequency term might be removed, or simple relations
handled by refining a thesaurus (e.g., in one result „Data Envelopment Analysis“ and its ac‐
ronym, DEA, constituted a factor).
Step j is of high interest, and we are exploring several alternative approaches, as mentioned.
Here, we just present the high tier set of PCA factors for face validity checks.
4. Term Clumping Case Results
Having stepped through multiple term clumping steps, what do we get? One has many rea‐
sonable choices as to which term clumping steps to apply, in what sequence. To get a feel for
the gains, let’s compare sample results at four Stages:
1. Initial phrase set
2. After the term clumping steps up to TFIDF
3. After TFIDF
4. After PCA
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Referring to Figure 1, the Text Cleaning stage, in general, would be carried out in prepara‐
tion for nearly all further analyses. We would not anticipate aborting that processing part-
way, except in special cases (e.g., as mentioned in Cunningham’s analysis of British science
titles). The next stage of consolidating the cleaned and, therefore, partly consolidated phras‐
es, is where interesting choices arrive. Based on the analyses of the MOT and DSSC data, we
note the significant effect of selecting the high TFIDF terms. We thus compare the phrase
sets at Stage 1 (before cleaning and clumping), Stage 2 (before filtering to the top TFIDF
terms), Stage 3 (after TFIDF), and Stage 4 (after applying one of the clustering family of tech‐
niques – PCA).
Stage 1 - Initial Stage 2 - Clumped
Top 10 # Records # Instances Top 10 # Records #Instances
study 1177 1874 technology 475 1113
results 894 1177 case study 472 931
research 792 1050 applicable 444 998
development 603 829 knowledge 414 1022
analysis 518 690 relationship 356 801
One 494 574 competition 303 699
innovation 465 800 governance 248 517
knowledge 412 750 technology manager 241 526
process 400 506 literature 227 344
industry 399 637 implication 221 327
Table 2. Stages 1 & 2 – Top 10MOT Phrases
Considering the MOT data first, Table 2 compares the ten most frequent terms or phrases as
of Stages 1 and 2.As per Table 1, the clumping and, especially single-record term pruning,
has reduced from 86014 to 10513 phrases – an 88% reduction. Table 2 lists the highest fre‐
quency terms and phrases based on record coverage. For instance, study appears in 1177 of
the 5169 records (23%). The Table also shows instances, and we see that study appears more
than once in some records to give a total of 1874 instances. MOT is Management of Technol‐
ogy. That said, the terms and phrases after clumping are somewhat more substantive. As
one scans down the Stage 2 set of 10513 phrases, this is even more the case. Our sense is that
a topical expert reviewing these to tag a set of themes to be analyzed (e.g., to track trends, or
institutional emphases) would definitely prefer the clumped to the raw phrases.
In Tables 2-5, we show in how many of the full sample of MOT and DSSC records the partic‐
ular terms appear. We also show instances (i.e., some terms appear more than once in a re‐
cord). These just convey the changes in coverage resulting from the various clumping
operations applied.
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Table 3 shows the „Top 10“ post-TFIDF terms and phrases, based on TFIDF scores. Recall that
the 1999 terms and phrases at this Stage 3 are based on an arbitrary threshold – we sought
about 2000. Note that term counts are unchanged for terms present in both Stages 2 & 3. TFIDF
is not clumping, but rather screening based on occurrence patterns across the 5169 records.
Stage 3 - post-TFIDF
Top 10 # Records # Instances SqRt TFIDF value
Knowledge 414 1022 35.05
technology 475 1113 34.59
applicable 444 998 33.68
relationship 356 801 32.89
competition 303 699 32.57
innovation technology 200 527 32.42
case study 472 931 31.72
technology manager 241 526 30.54
R&D 191 446 30.25
Governance 248 517 29.99
developed country 179 406 29.43
Table 3. Stage 3 – Top 10 MOT Phrases based on TFIDF
Table 4 presents another 10-term sample pair for Stages 1 and 2. Here, we alphabetically sort
the phrase lists and arbitrarily take the ten phrases beginning with „knowledge“ or „knowl‐
edg“ --i.e., a stem version of the term. Notice that the big consolidation is for the stemmed
version of „knowledg,“ for which the record count has gone up a tiny amount (2), whereas
the instance count has increased by 272. In general, the term clumping increases term fre‐
quencies and consolidates related terms pretty well (but by no means completely).
Table 5 presents the top-tier PCA analysis results. The phrases appearing here tend to be
more topically specific than those seen as most frequent at Stages 2 and 3. Only two terms --
„competition“ and „knowledge“ -- happen to be approximately in common. These nine fac‐
tors pass a face validity check – they seem quite coherent and potentially meaningful to
study of the MOT research arena. Naming of the factors is done by VantagePoint, using an
algorithm that takes into account relative term loading on the factor and term commonalities
among phrases.
Stage 1 Sample #R #I Stage 2 Sample #R #I
knowledge 412 750 knowledge 414 1022
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knowledge absorption ability KAA 1 1 knowledge acquisition 6 11
knowledge access 1 1 knowledge age 4 10
knowledge accumulated 1 1 knowledge asset 4 5
knowledge accumulation 4 8 knowledge base 14 17
knowledge accumulation model 1 2 knowledge based competencies 2 3
knowledge acquisition 6 11 knowledge based economy 21 28
knowledge acquisition KA 1 1 knowledge based organizational
strategy
2 4
knowledge acquisition strategies 1 4 knowledge based perspective 3 4
knowledge across different sectors 1 1 Knowledge Based Product Models 2 2
Table 4. Stages 1 & 2 – 10 Sample MOT Phrases
Note: #R = # of Records; #I = # of Instances
As mentioned, we have done additional analyses of these data. In another PCA, starting
with the 10513 terms (pre-TFIDF), we extracted a high frequency term set (112 terms or
phrases appearing in 50-475 records). In addition we extracted a second-tier PCA based on
185 terms appearing in 25-49 records, and a third-tier PCA from 763 terms in 10-24 records.
Each set was run using VantagePoint default settings for number of factors, yielding, respec‐
tively, 7, 9, and 16 factors. Of the present 9 top-tier factors, 3 show clear correspondence to
either top or second-tier factors in the 10513-term based PCA; one shows partial correspond‐
ence; 5 are quite distinct. Which factor sets are better? Impressionalistically, the 9 post-
TFIDF factors seem reasonable and somewhat superior, but lacking some of the specificity
of (7 + 9 + 16 = 32) factors. As noted, we don’t pursue the corresponding post-TFIDF PCA
second and third tier factors because their record coverage is low.
Examination of DSSC phrase sets shows generally similar progressions as term clumping
proceeds.In some respects, results are even more satisfactory with that more technical termi‐
nology.In the interest of space, we don’t present tables like Tables 2-4 here.But here’s a syn‐
opsis of one fruitful topical concentration within the DSSC phrase list:
Principle Component (Factor) High Loading Phrases
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Table 5. Stage 4 – Top Tier MOT PCA Factors and Constituent Phrases
• In the initial 90980 term list, there are 807 terms on “electron/electrons/electronic”
• In the 8181 term list, there are 119 terms on this
• In the 2008 term list, there are 40 terms remaining, such as “electron acceptor,” “electron
diffusion,” “electron injection,” “electron transfer,” “electronic structure,” etc.
Table 6 shows the twelve top-tier DSSC PCA factors and the phrases that load highly on
those factors. These results pace a face validity test in that the grouping of terms seems gen‐
erally sensible. These factors appear to be reasonable candidates for thematic analysis of this
solar cell research & development activity.
Principle Component (Factor) High Loading Phrases
Sol Gel Process Sol Gel
 Sol Gel Process
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Table 6. Stage 4 – Top Tier DSSC PCA Factors and Constituent Phrases
5. Discussion
Recent attention to themes like “Big Data” and “MoneyBall” draw attention to the potential
in deriving usable intelligence from information resources. We have noted the potential for
transformative gains, and some potential unintended consequences, of exploiting informa‐
tion resources [53]. Term clumping, as presented here, offers an important tool set to help
move toward real improvements in identifying, tracking, and forecasting emerging technol‐
ogies and their potential applications.
Desirable features in such text analytics include:
• Transparency of actions – not black box
• Evaluation opportunities – we see value in comparing routines on datasets to ascertain
what works better; we recognize that no one sequence of operations will be ideal for all
text analytics
Phrase consolidation advantages stand out in one DSSC example. Starting with some 2000
terms relating to variations of titanium dioxide (e.g., TiO2, TiO2, TiO2 film), we reduce to 4
such terms, with the “combine term networks” (Step f) particularly helpful.
We are pointing toward generation of a macro that would present the analyst with options
as to which cleaning and clumping steps to run, in what order; however, we also hope to
come up with a default routine that works well to consolidate topical terms and phrases for
further analyses
Some future research interests have been noted in conjunction with the list of steps, of which
we are actively working on Steps h, j, and k. We are particularly interested in processing un‐
igrams, because of the potential in such approaches to work with multiple languages. On
the other hand, we appreciate the value of phrases to convey thematic structure. Possibilities
include processing single words, through a sequence of steps to Topic Modeling, and then
trying to associate related phrases to help capture the thrust of each topic. We see potential
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use of clumped terms and phrases in various text analyses.To mention two relating to com‐
petitive technical intelligence (CTI) and Future-oriented Technology Analyses (FTA):
Combining empirical with expert analyses is highly desirable in CTI and FTA – clumped
phrases can be further screened to provide digestible input for expert review to point out
key topics and technologies for further scrutiny
Clumped phrases and/or PCA factors can provide appropriate level content for Technology
RoadMapping (TRM) – for instance, to be located on a temporal plot.
We recognize considerable interplay among text content types as well.This poses various
cleaning issues in conjunction with co-occurrence of topical terms with time periods, au‐
thors, organizations, and class codes.We look forward to exploring ways to use clumped
terms and phrases to generate valuable CTI.
Key Acronyms:
CTI - Competitive Technical Intelligence
DSSCs - Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells [one of two topical test sets]
LSI - Latent Semantic Indexing
MOT - Management of Technology [the second of two topical test sets]
NLP - Natural Language Processing
PCA - Principal Components Analysis
ST&I - Science, Technology & Innovation
TM - Topic Modeling
WoS - Web of Science (including Science Citation Index)
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use of clumped terms and phrases in various text analyses.To mention two relating to com‐
petitive technical intelligence (CTI) and Future-oriented Technology Analyses (FTA):
Combining empirical with expert analyses is highly desirable in CTI and FTA – clumped
phrases can be further screened to provide digestible input for expert review to point out
key topics and technologies for further scrutiny
Clumped phrases and/or PCA factors can provide appropriate level content for Technology
RoadMapping (TRM) – for instance, to be located on a temporal plot.
We recognize considerable interplay among text content types as well.This poses various
cleaning issues in conjunction with co-occurrence of topical terms with time periods, au‐
thors, organizations, and class codes.We look forward to exploring ways to use clumped
terms and phrases to generate valuable CTI.
Key Acronyms:
CTI - Competitive Technical Intelligence
DSSCs - Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells [one of two topical test sets]
LSI - Latent Semantic Indexing
MOT - Management of Technology [the second of two topical test sets]
NLP - Natural Language Processing
PCA - Principal Components Analysis
ST&I - Science, Technology & Innovation
TM - Topic Modeling
WoS - Web of Science (including Science Citation Index)
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1. Introduction
The World Wide Web has become a fundamental resource of information for an increasing
number of activities, and a huge information flow is exchanged today through the Internet
for the widest range of purposes. Although large-bandwidth communications yield fast ac‐
cess to virtually any kind of contents by both human users and machines, the unstructured
nature of most available information may pose a crucial issue. In principle, humans can best
extract relevant information from posted documents and texts; on the other hand, the over‐
whelming amount of raw data to be processed call for computer-supported approaches.
Thus, in recent years, Web mining research tackled this issue by applying data mining techni‐
ques to Web resources [1].
This chapter deals with the predominant portion of the web-based information, i.e., docu‐
ments embedding natural-language text. The huge amount of textual digital data [2, 3] and
the dynamicity of natural language actually can make it difficult for an Internet user (either
human or automated) to extract the desired information effectively: thus people every day
face the problem of information overloading [4], whereas search engines often return too
many results or biased/inadequate entries [5]. This in turn proves that: 1) treating web-based
textual data effectively is a challenging task, and 2) further improvements are needed in the
area of Web mining. In other words, algorithms are required to speed up human browsing
or to support the actual crawling process [4]. Application areas that can benefit from the use
of these algorithms include marketing, CV retrieval, laws and regulations exploration, com‐
petitive intelligence [6], web reputation, business intelligence [7], news articles search [1],
topic tracking [8], and innovative technologies search. Focused crawlers represent another
potential, crucial area of application of these technologies in the security domain [7, 9].
© 2012 Leoncini et al.; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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1. Introduction
The World Wide Web has become a fundamental resource of information for an increasing
number of activities, and a huge information flow is exchanged today through the Internet
for the widest range of purposes. Although large-bandwidth communications yield fast ac‐
cess to virtually any kind of contents by both human users and machines, the unstructured
nature of most available information may pose a crucial issue. In principle, humans can best
extract relevant information from posted documents and texts; on the other hand, the over‐
whelming amount of raw data to be processed call for computer-supported approaches.
Thus, in recent years, Web mining research tackled this issue by applying data mining techni‐
ques to Web resources [1].
This chapter deals with the predominant portion of the web-based information, i.e., docu‐
ments embedding natural-language text. The huge amount of textual digital data [2, 3] and
the dynamicity of natural language actually can make it difficult for an Internet user (either
human or automated) to extract the desired information effectively: thus people every day
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The research described in this chapter tackles two challenging problems in Web mining
techniques for extracting relevant information. The first problem concerns the acquisition of
useful knowledge from textual data; this is a central issue for Web content mining research,
which mostly approached this task by exploiting text-mining technologies [1]. The second
problem relates to the fact that a web page often proposes a considerable amount of infor‐
mation that can be regarded as ‘noise’ with respect to the truly informative sections for the
purposes at hand [10]. According to [10], uninformative web page contents can be divided
into navigation units, decoration items, and user interaction parts. On one hand, these ele‐
ments drain the user’s attention, who has to spend his/her time to collect truly informative
portions; on the other hand, they can affect the performances of algorithms that should ex‐
tract the informative content of a web page [10]. This problem is partially addressed by the
research area of semantic Web, which aims to enrich web pages with semantic information
accessible from humans and machines [5]. Thus semantic Web mining aims to combine the
outcomes of semantic Web [11] and Web mining to attain more powerful tools that can relia‐
bly address the two problems described above [5].
The approach adopted in this work, however, does not rely on semantic information already
embedded into the Web resources, and the semantic characterization of words and senten‐
ces plays a crucial role to reach two outcomes:
• to work out from a Web resource a concise summary, which outlines the relevant topics
addressed by the textual data, thus discarding uninformative, irrelevant contents;
• to generate a web page segmentation that points out the relevant text parts of the re‐
source.
Semantic characterization is obtained by applying semantic networks to the considered Web
resource. As a result, natural language text maps into an abstract representation, that even‐
tually supports the identification of the topics addressed in the Web resource itself. A heu‐
ristic algorithm attains the latter task by using the abstract representation to work out the
relevant segments of text in the original document. Page segmentation is then obtained by
properly exploiting the information obtained on the relevant topics and the topics covered
by the different sections of the Web page.
The novelty contribution of this work lies in a framework that can tackle two tasks at the same
time: text summarization and page segmentation. This result is obtained by applying an ap‐
proach that extracts semantic information from the Web resource and does not rely on external
information that may not be available. Combining effective page segmentation with text sum‐
marization can eventually support advanced web content mining systems that address the dis‐
covery of patterns, the tracking of selected topics and the efficient resource finding.
Experimental results involved the well-know DUC 2002 dataset [12]. Such dataset has been
used to evaluate the ability of the proposed framework to consistently identify the topics ad‐
dressed by a document and eventually generate the corresponding summary. The ROUGE
tool [13] has been used to measure the performance of the summarization algorithm exploit‐
ed by the present framework. Numerical results proved that the research described in this
chapter compares positively with state-of-the-art approaches published in the literature.
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The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the state of the art
in the different research areas involved. Section 3 introduces the overall approach proposed in
this research, while Section 4 discusses the actual implementation of the framework. Section 5
presents the experimental results. Some concluding remarks are made in Section 6.
2. Related work
The current research proposes a web mining algorithm that exploits knowledge-based se‐
mantic information to integrate text-summarization and web page-segmentation technolo‐
gies, thus improving the overall approach effectiveness. The following sections overview the
state of the art in the different research areas involved: web content mining, text summariza‐
tion, and web page segmentation. The Section also highlights the points of novelty intro‐
duced by the present research with respect to previous works.
2.1. Web content mining
Web mining is the use of data mining techniques to automatically discover and extract infor‐
mation from web documents and services; the applicative areas include resource finding, in‐
formation selection, generalization and data analysis [14]. Incidentally, machine-learning
methods usually address the last two tasks. Web mining includes three main sub-areas: web
content mining, web structure mining, and web usage mining [15]. The former area covers
the analysis of the contents of web resources, which in general comprise different data sour‐
ces: texts, images, videos and audio; metadata and hyperlinks are often classified as text
content. It has been proved that unstructured text represents the prevailing part of web re‐
sources [14, 16] this in turn motivates the large use of text mining technologies.
A wide variety of works in the literature focused on text mining for web content mining
[17]. Some web content mining techniques for web search, topic extraction and web opinion
mining were explored in [18]. In [19], Liu et al. showed that web content mining could ad‐
dress applicative areas such as sentiment classification, analysis and summarization of con‐
sumer reviews, template detection and page segmentation. In [20], web content mining
tackled business applications by developing a framework for competitive intelligence. In
[21], an advanced search engine supported web-content categorization based on word-level
summarization techniques. A web-page analyzer for detecting undesired advertisement was
presented in [22]. The work described in [23] proposed a web-page recommendation system,
where learning methods and collaborative filtering techniques cooperated to produce a web
filter for efficient user navigation.
The approach presented in this research differs from those related works in two main as‐
pects: first, it exploits semantic-based techniques to select and rank single sentences extract‐
ed from text; secondly, it combines summarization with web page segmentation. The
proposed approach does not belong to the semantic web mining area, which refers to meth‐
odologies that address the development of specific ontologies that enrich original web page
contents in a structured format [11, 24]. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the literature
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provides only two works that used semantic information for web content mining. The re‐
search described in [25] addressed personalized multimedia management systems, and used
semantic, ontology-based contextual information to attain a personalized behavior in con‐
tent access and retrieval. An investigation of semantic-based feature extraction for web min‐
ing is proposed in [26], where the WordNet [27] semantic network supported a novel
metrics for semantic similarity.
2.2. Text summarization
A summary is a text produced by one or more other texts, expressing important information
of original texts, and no longer than half of the original texts [28]. Actually, text summariza‐
tion techniques aim to minimize the reading effort by maximizing the information density
that is prompted to the reader [29]. Summarization techniques can be categorized into two
approaches: in extractive methods, summaries stem from the verbatim extraction of words
or sentences, whereas abstractive methods create original summaries by using natural lan‐
guage generators [30].
The works of Das et al. [30] and Gupta et al. [31] provided extensive surveys on extractive
summarization techniques. Several methods relied on word frequency analysis, cue words
extraction, or selection of sentences according to their position in the text [32]. More recent
works used tf-idf metrics (term frequency - inverse document frequency) [33], graphs analy‐
sis, latent semantic analysis [34], machine learning techniques [35], and fuzzy systems [36,
37]. Other approaches exploited semantic processing: [38] adopted lexicon analysis, whereas
concepts extraction supported the research presented in [39]. Abstractive summarization
was addressed in [40], where the goal was to understand the main concepts of a document,
and then to express those concepts in a natural-language form.
The present work actually relies on a hybrid extractive-abstractive approach. First, most in‐
formative sentences are selected by using co-occurrence of semantic domains [41], thus in‐
volving an extractive summarization. Then, abstractive information is produced by working
out the most representative domains for every document.
2.3. Web page segmentation
Website pages are designed for visual interaction, and typically include a number of visual
segments conveying heterogeneous contents. Web page segmentation aims to grasp the
page structure and split contents according to visual segments. This is a challenging task
that brings about a considerable number of issues. Different techniques were applied to web
page segmentation in the past years: PageRank [42], graphs exploration [43], rules [10, 44,
45], heuristics [46, 47, 48, 49], text processing [50], image processing [51], machine learning
[52, 53], and semantic processing [54].
Web page segmentation methods apply heuristic algorithms, and mainly rely on the Docu‐
ment Object Model (DOM) tree structure that is associated to a web resource. Therefore, seg‐
mentation algorithms may not operate properly when those ancillary features are not
available or when they do not reflect the actual semantic structure of the web page. Con‐
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versely, the approach presented in this chapter only relies on the processing of the textual
information that can be retrieved in the web resource.
3. A Framework for Text Summarization and Segmentation
The processing of textual data in a Web page yields two outcomes: a text summary, that
identifies the most relevant topics addressed in the Web page, and the set of sentences that
are most correlated with those topics. The latter indirectly supports the segmentation of the
web page, as one can identify the substructures that deal with the relevant topics. Several
advanced applications for Web mining can benefit from this approach: intelligent crawlers
that explore links only related to most informative content, focused robots that follow spe‐
cific content evolution, and web browsers with advertising filters or specific content- high‐
lighting capabilities. This Section presents the overall approach, and introduces the various
elements that compose the whole framework. Then, Section 4 will discuss the actual imple‐
mentation of the framework used in this work.
3.1. Overall system description
The approach relies on a two-level abstraction of the original textual information that is ex‐
tracted from the web page (Figure 1); semantic networks are the tools mainly exploited to
accomplish this task. First, raw text is processed to work out concepts. Then, concepts are
grouped into domains; here, a domain represents a list of related words describing a partic‐
ular subject or area of interest. According to Gliozzo et al [55], domain information corre‐
sponds to a paradigmatic relationship, i.e., two words with meanings that are closely related
(e.g., synonyms and hyponyms).
Semantic networks allow to characterize the content of a textual resource according to se‐
mantic domains, as opposed to a conventional bag of words. The ultimate objective is to ex‐
ploit a coarse-grained level of sense distinctions, which in turn can lead to identify the topics
actually addressed in the Web page. Toward that end, suitable algorithms must process the
domain-based representation and recognize the relevant information in the possibly noisy
environment of a Web page. Indeed, careful attention should be paid to the fact that many
Web pages often address multiple, heterogeneous domains. Section 4 presents in detail the
procedure implementation to identify specific domains in a Web page.
Text summarization is obtained after the identification of the set, Θ, of domains that charac‐
terize the informative content of the Web page. The summary is obtained by detecting in the
original textual source the sentences that are mostly correlated to the domains included in
Θ. To complete this task sentences are ranked according to the single terms they involve,
since the proposed approach only sets links between terms and concepts (domains). The
process can generate the eventual summary according to two criteria: the first criterion
yields a summary that describes the overall content of the Web page, and therefore does not
distinguish the various domains included in Θ; the second criterion prompts a multiplicity
of summaries, one for each domain addressed in Θ.
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That approach to text summarization supports an unsupervised procedure for page segmen‐
tation, too. Indeed, the described method can 1) identify within a Web page the sentences
that are most related to the main topics addressed in the page itself, and 2) label each sen‐
tence with its specific topic. Thus text summarization can help assess the structure of the
Web page, and the resulting information can be combined with that provided by specific
structure-oriented tools (e.g., those used for tag analysis in html source code).
Figure 2 shows the two alternative strategies that can be included in the Web mining sys‐
tem. The first strategy uses the text summarization abilities to find relevant information in a
Web page, and possibly to categorize the contents addressed. The second strategy targets a
selective search, which is driven by a query prompted by the user. In the latter case, text
summarization and the eventual segmentation allow the mining tool to identify the informa‐
tion that is relevant for the user in the considered Web page.
Figure 1. The two abstraction layers exploited to extract contents from textual data.
3.2. Overall system description
The overall framework can be schematized according to the following steps (Figure 3):
From the Web page to textual data:
a. get a Web page;
b. iextract textual data from the source code of the Web page.
Text preprocessing:
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a. identify words and sentences terminators to split text into words (tokens) and senten‐
ces;
b. erase stop words;
c. lemmatization.
Abstraction:
a. first abstraction level: a semantic network is used to extract a set of concepts from every
token; eventually, a list of concepts is obtained;
b. second abstraction level: the concepts are grouped in homogeneous sets (domains).
Content analysis:
a. strategy: automatic selection of domain
b. identify the informative contents addressed by processing the list of domains obtained
after Step 3 (Abstraction);
c. strategy: user-driven domain
process the list of domains obtained after Step 3 (Abstraction) to search for the topics
indicated by the user.
Outputs:
Summarization:
a. use the output of Step 4 (Content Analysis) to rank the sentences included in the textual
source;
b. build a summary by using the most significant sentences according to the rank.
Page Segmentation:
a. use the sentences ranking to select the portions of the web page that deal with the main
topics.
Step 4 (Content Analysis) and Step 5 (Outputs) can be supported by different approaches.
Section 4 will discusses the approaches adopted in this research.
4. Implementation
The processing starts by feeding the system with the download of a web page. Raw text is
extracted by applying the ‘libxml’ parsing library [56] to the html source code.
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Figure 2. The proposed system can automatically detect the most relevant topics, or alternatively can select single text
sections according to the user requests
Figure 3. The data flow of the proposed framework
4.1. Text preprocessing
This phase receives as input the raw text and completes two tasks: 1) it identifies the begin‐
ning and the end of each sentence; 2) it extracts the tokens from each sentence, i.e., the terms
that compose the sentence. Additional subtasks are in fact involved for optimal text process‐
ing: after parsing raw text into sentences and tokens, idiom is identified and stop-words are
removed accordingly; this operation removes frequent and semantically non-selective ex‐
pressions from text. Then, lemmatization simplifies the inflectional forms of a term (some‐
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times derivationally related forms) down to a common radix form (e.g., by simplifying
plurals or verb persons). These subtasks are quite conventional in natural language process‐
ing systems [57], and aim to work out a set of representative tokens.
The process that extracts sentence and tokens from text is driven by a finite-state machine
(FSM), which parses the characters in the text sequentially. The formalism requires the defi‐
nition of the following quantities:
• state STARTT: a token begins;
• state ENDT: end of token achieved;
• state STARTS: a sentence begins (hence, also a token begins);
• state ENDS: end of sentence achieved (hence, end of token also achieved);
• set tdelim, which includes space, tab and newline codes, plus the following characters:
“\’,/:;.!?[]{}()*^-~_=
• set sdelim, which includes common sentence delimiter characters, such as :;!?’”
• set number, which includes all the numbers;
• set lower, which includes all the lower case alphabet characters;
• set upper, which includes all the upper case alphabet characters;
• set character, which is obtained as the union of set lower and set upper;
• set dot, which only include the dot character.
A detailed description of the complete procedure implemented by the FSM is provided in
Figure 4. Actually, Figure 4(a) refers to the core procedure, which includes the initial state
STARTS; Figure 4(b) refers to the sub-procedure that starts when the state NUMBER is
reached in the procedure of Figure 4(a); Figure 4(c) refers to the sub-procedure that starts
when the state ALPHA is reached in the procedure of Figure 4(a). In all the schemes the ele‐
ments with circular shape represent the links between the three procedures: the light-grey
elements refer to links that transfer the control to a different procedure; the dark-grey ele‐
ments refer to links that receive the control from a different procedure.
The process implemented by the FSM yields a list of tokens, a list of sentences and the posi‐
tion of each token within the associated sentence. Stop-word removal takes out those tokens
that either are shorter than three characters or appear in a language-specific list of terms
(conjunctions, articles, etc). This effectively shrinks the list of tokens. Finally, a lemmatiza‐
tion process reduces each token to its root term. Different algorithms can perform the lem‐
matization step, depending on the document language. WordNet morphing features [27]
support best lemmatization in the English idiom, and has been adopted in this research.
In the following, the symbol Ω will define the list of tokens extracted after text preprocess‐
ing: Ω = {ti; i = 1,..,Nt}, where ti is a token and Nt is the number of tokens.
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Figure 3. The data flow of the proposed framework
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Figure 4. The Finite State Machine that extracts sentences and tokens from text. The three scheme refers to as many
sub-procedures
4.2. The abstraction process: from words to domains
The framework uses a semantic network to map tokens into an abstract representation,
which can characterize the informative content of the basic textual resource on a cognitive
basis. The underlying hypothesis is that to work out the topics addressed in a text, one can‐
not just depend on the mentioned terms, since each term can in principle convey different
senses. On the other hand, the semantic relations that exist between concepts can help un‐
derstand whether the terms can connect to a single subject or area of interest.
The present approach implements such an abstraction process by mapping tokens into do‐
mains. An intermediate step, from tokens to concepts, supports the whole procedure. Two
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well-known semantic networks have been used to complete this task: EuroWordNet [58], i.e
the multilanguage version of WordNet [27], and its extension WordNet Domains [41]. Both
EuroWordNet and WordNet Domains are ontologies designed to decorate words or sets of
words with semantic relations. The overall structure of EuroWordNet and WordNet Do‐
mains are based on the conceptual structures theory [59] which describes the different types
of relations that can tie together different concepts.
4.2.1. From tokens to concepts
The abstraction from tokens to concepts is accomplished by using EuroWordNet. Euro‐
WordNet is an extension of WordNet semantic knowledge base for English, inspired by the
current sycholinguistic theory of human lexical memory [27]. Nouns, verbs, adjectives and
adverbs are organized in sets of synonyms (synsets), each of which represents a lexical con‐
cept. Actually, the same word can participate in several synsets, as a single word can have
different senses (polysemy). Synonym sets are connected to other synsets via a number of
semantic relations, which vary based on the type of word (noun, verb, adjective, and ad‐
verb); for example, synsets of noun can be characterized by relations such as hyponymy and
meronymy. Words can also be connected to other words through lexical relations (e.g., an‐
tinomy). EuroWordNet supports different languages; thus, in principle, the approach pro‐
posed in this chapter can be easily extended to documents written in Italian, Spanish,
French, and German. Table 1 gives, for each language, the number of terms and the number
of concepts provided by EuroWordNet [58].
In the present research, the list of concepts that characterize a text is obtained as follows:
a. For each token t i ∈ Ω, extract the list of concepts (i.e., synsets) Χi that EuroWordNet
associate to the token: Χi = {c k; k = 1,..,N c,i}, where N c,i is the number of different con‐
cepts in Χi.
b. Assemble the overall list of concepts: Σ = Χ1 ∪ Χ2 ∪ Χ3 ∪…….. ∪ ΧNt
To not inflate the list of concepts, in this work the tokens that connect to more than eight
concepts are discarded. Such threshold has been set empirically by exploiting preliminary
experiments. The list of concepts, Σ, represents an intermediate step to work out the do‐
mains; this step will be discussed in the next subsection.
The use of synsets to identify concepts possibly brings about the drawback of word disam‐
biguation. The problem of determining which one, out of a set of senses, are invoked in a
textual context for a single term is not trivial, and specific techniques [55, 60, 61] have been
developed to that purpose. Word disambiguation techniques usually rely on the analysis of
the words that lie close to the token itself [61, 62]. Other approaches exploit queries on a
knowledge base. A notable example of this approach exploits WordNet Domains and is dis‐
cussed in [63]. As a matter of fact, word disambiguation methods suffer from both high
computational complexity [60, 64] and the dependency on dedicated knowledge bases [65].
In this work, word disambiguation is implicitly obtained by completing the abstraction from
concepts to domains.
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To not inflate the list of concepts, in this work the tokens that connect to more than eight
concepts are discarded. Such threshold has been set empirically by exploiting preliminary
experiments. The list of concepts, Σ, represents an intermediate step to work out the do‐
mains; this step will be discussed in the next subsection.
The use of synsets to identify concepts possibly brings about the drawback of word disam‐
biguation. The problem of determining which one, out of a set of senses, are invoked in a
textual context for a single term is not trivial, and specific techniques [55, 60, 61] have been
developed to that purpose. Word disambiguation techniques usually rely on the analysis of
the words that lie close to the token itself [61, 62]. Other approaches exploit queries on a
knowledge base. A notable example of this approach exploits WordNet Domains and is dis‐
cussed in [63]. As a matter of fact, word disambiguation methods suffer from both high
computational complexity [60, 64] and the dependency on dedicated knowledge bases [65].
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Table 1. EuroWordNet: supported languages and corresponding elements
4.2.2. From concepts to domains
WordNet Domains [41] supports the abstraction from concepts to domains. A domain is a
structure that gathers different synsets belonging to a common area of interest; thus a do‐
main can connect to synsets that pertain to different syntactic categories. Conversely, one
synset can be linked to multiple domains. Each domain groups meanings into homogenous
clusters; therefore, one can use the abstraction from concepts to domains to work out the
topics that are actually addressed in the underlying set of tokens Ω. This can be done as fol‐
lows:
a. identify the domains that can be associated to the concepts included in Σ;
b. For each concept c l ∈ Σ, extract the list of domains Θl that WordNet Domains associate to
that concept: Θl = {dj; j = 1, …, Nd,l}, where Nd,l is the number of different domains in Θl.
c. Obtain the overall list of domains Θ as Θ1 ∪ Θ2 ∪ Θ3 ∪…….. ∪ ΘNc, where N c is the cardinal‐
ity of Σ.
design a criterion to work out the foremost domains from Θ.
Different approaches can support the latter step. The implicit goal is to attain word disam‐
biguation, i.e. to remove the ambiguity that may characterize single tokens when they are
viewed individually. Thus, one should take advantage of the information obtained from a
global analysis; the underlying hypothesis is that the actual topics can be worked out on‐
ly correlating the information provided by the single tokens. In the present work, that in‐
formation is conveyed by the list of domains, Θ. The domain-selection algorithm picks out
the domains that occur most frequently within the text. The procedure can be formalized
as follows:
a. Create an array F with Nd elements, where is the cardinality |Θ| of set Θ = {dj; j = 1,..,Nd}
b. Set each element of F to 0: fj = 0, j = 1,.., Nd
c. For each ti ∈ Ω
a. Identify the list of domains to which ti is linked: J = {j | dj linked to ti}
b. If |J| = 1
fj = fj + 1; j ∈ J
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else if |J| > 1
fj = fj + 0.5; j ∈ J
The array F eventually measures the relevance of each domain dj. The algorithm evaluates
the relevance of a domain by taking into account the intrinsic semantic properties of a token.
Thus, the relative increment in the relevance of a domain is higher when a token can only be
linked to one domain. The rationale behind this approach is that these special cases are not
affected by ambiguities.
The array of relevancies, F, provides the input to the task designed to work out the most rel‐
evant topics and eventually generate the summary.
4.3. Text Summarization
The framework is designed to generate a summary by identifying, in the original text, the
textual portions that most correlate with the topics addressed by the document. Two tasks
should be completed to attain that goal: first, identifying the topics and, secondly, correlat‐
ing sentences with the set of topics themselves.
Figure 5. Two examples of array of domains relevancies
The first subtask is accomplished by scanning the array of relevancies, F. In principle, the
relevant topics should correspond to the domains having the highest scores in F. However,
the distribution of relevancies in the array can play a crucial role, too. Figure 5 illustrates
this aspect with two examples. Figure 5(a) refers to a case in which a fairly large gap sepa‐
rates a subset of (highly relevant) domains from the remaining domains. Conversely, Figure
5(b) depicts a case in which the most relevant domains cannot be sharply separated from the
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remaining domains. The latter case is more challenging as it may correspond either to a text
that deals with heterogeneous contents (e.g., the home page of an online newspaper) or to
an ineffective characterization of the domains.
To overcome this potential issue, the proposed algorithm operates under the hypothesis that
only a limited number of domains compose the subset of relevant topics. The rationale be‐
hind this approach is that a tool for content mining is expected to provide a concise descrip‐
tion of the Web page, whereas a lengthy list of topics would not help meet such a
conciseness constraint. The objective of the algorithm therefore becomes to verify if the array
F can highlight a limited subset of domains that are actually outstanding.
The algorithm operates as follows. First, a threshold α is used to set a reference value for the
relevance score of a domain; as a result, all the domains in F that did not achieve the refer‐
ence value are discarded, i.e., they are considered not relevant. Then, a heuristic pruning
procedure is used to further shrink the subset of candidate domains; the eventual goal –as
anticipated above- is to work out a limited number of topics.
The selection procedure can be formalized as follows:
a. Sort F in descending order, so that f1 gives the score r1 of the most relevant domain
b. Obtain F* by removing from F all the domains with relevance smaller than α r1
a. If the cardinality of F* is smaller or equal to θ
b. Else
1. Find the largest gap gmn between consecutive domains in F*
2. If gmn is larger than χ and m is smaller or equal to θ
select as relevant all the domains from d1 to dm
3. Else
it is not possible to select relevant domains
The heuristic pruning procedure is applied only if the number of selected domains (i.e., the
domains included in F*) is larger than a threshold θ, which set an upper limit to the list of
relevant topics. The heuristic procedure is designed to identify a cluster of relevant domains
within the set F*; to achieve this goal, the gap between consecutive domains is evaluated
(the domains in F* are provided in descending order according to the relevance score). The
parameter χ sets the threshold over which a gap is considered significant. As anticipated,
the latter procedure may also provide a void subset of relevant topics.
The eventual summary is obtained by picking out the sentences of the original text that most
correlate with the relevant topics. To do so, the list of available sentences is sorted in order
of relevance scores. Score values are worked out by considering the tokens that form each
sentence: if a token can be related to any selected topic, then the relevance of the associate
sentence increases. The eventual score of a sentence, finally, stems from normalizing the
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number of tokens linked to the relevant topics with respect to the total number of tokens
that compose the sentence. The procedure can be outlined as follows:
a. Inputs:
The list of selected domains Φ = {dj; j = 1,..,Nw}, where Nw is the cardinality of Φ.
The list of sentences Σ = {sl; l = 1,..,Ns}, where Ns is the cardinality of Σ.
The list of tokens included in a sentence sl, Ωl = {tlq; q = 1,..,Ntl}, where Ntl is the cardinali‐
ty of Ωl.
b. Create an array R with Ns elements; each element registers the relevance of the l-th sen‐
tence
c. For each sentence sl ∈ Σ
For each token tlq ∈ Ωl
If the token can be linked to a domain in Φ
rl = rl + 1
d. Normalize the elements of R: rl= rl/|Ωl|
The most relevant sentences are obtained by ranking the array R. Actually the selection re‐
moves the sentences that are too short to be consistently evaluated. The eventual rank of the
sentences is used to build the summary. In general, the summary will include all the senten‐
ces that achieved a relevance greater than a threshold.
5. Experimental Results
The DUC 2002 dataset [12] provided the experimental basis for the proposed framework.
The dataset has been designed to test methodologies that address fully automatic multi-
document summarization. It is organized as follows:
• 59 subjects;
• for each subject, from 5 to 10 different news about that event;
• for each subject, an extractive summary (400 word) created by involving human partici‐
pants.
Thus, a summarization technique can be evaluated by comparing the outcome of the com‐
puter-driven process with that provided by the dataset (the ground truth).
In this work, the DUC 2002 dataset supported two experimental sessions. The first session
aimed at evaluating the ability of the proposed framework to generate an effective summary
from the documents included in the dataset. The second session was designed to analyze the
behavior of the framework in a typical scenario of Web mining: a text source obtained from
a Web page that includes different contributions possibly addressing heterogeneous topics.
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5.1. The first experimental session: summarization effectiveness
To evaluate the method's ability at effective summarization, this session adopted the
ROUGE software [13]. This made it possible to measure the performances of the proposed
approach (as per Section 4) on the DUC 2002 dataset.
ROUGE is a software package for automatic evaluation of summaries that has been widely
used in recent years to assess the performance of summarization algorithms. The ROUGE
tool actually supports different parameterizations; in the present work, ROUGE-1 has been
implemented, thus involving 1-gram co-occurrences between the reference and the candi‐
date summarization results. Using DUC 2002 as a benchmark and ROUGE as the evaluation
tool allowed a fair comparison between the present approach and other works already pub‐
lished in the literature.
Table 2 gives the results obtained by the proposed framework on the DUC 2002 dataset. The
Table compares experiments tested under different configurations of the summarization al‐
gorithm; in particular, experimental set-ups differ in the number of sentences used to gener‐
ate the summary. The first column gives the number of most informative sentences
extracted from the original text; the second, third, and fourth columns report on recall, pre‐
cision, and f-measure, respectively, as measured by ROUGE.
Number of sentences Recall Precision F-measure
10 0.3297 0.5523 0.4028
15 0.4421 0.5747 0.4884
20 0.5317 0.5563 0.5319
25 0.5917 0.5126 0.5382
30 0.6406 0.4765 0.5363
Table 2. The performance achieved by the proposed framework on the DUC 2002 dataset as assessed by ROUGE
Table 2 shows that the methodology presented in this chapter attained results that com‐
pared  favorably  with  those  achieved  by  state-of-the-art  algorithms  [66]  on  DUC 2002.
In  this  regard,  one  should  consider  that  the  best  performance  obtained  on  DUC 2002
is characterized by the following values [66]: recall = 0.47813, precision = 0.45779, F-meas‐
ure = 0.46729. This confirmed the effectiveness of the underlying cognitive approach, map‐
ping  raw text  into  an  abstract  representation,  where  semantic  domains  identified  the
main topics addressed within each document. Numerical results point out that the high‐
est  F-measure  was  attained  when  the  summarization  algorithm picked  out  at  least  the
most  20  relevant  sentences  in  a  text.
An additional set of experiments further analyzed the outcomes of the proposed approach.
In this case, the goal was to understand whether the topic-selection criterion actually fit the
criterion implicitly applied by human subjects when summarizing the texts. This involved
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the array, F, measuring the relevance of a set of domains (as per section 4.2.2); for each sub‐
ject included in DUC 2002, the array F was computed with respect to:
• the news linked to that subject;
• the corresponding summary provided by the dataset.
Figure 6 gives a sample of the pair of arrays associated with one of the subjects in the DUC
2002 dataset; in the graph, light-grey lines are associated with the actual reference scores in
the benchmark, whereas dark-grey lines refer to the relevance values worked out by the pro‐
posed method.
Statistical tools measured the consistency of the domain-selection process: chi-square test
runs compared, for each subject, the pair of distributions obtained; the goal was to verify the
null hypothesis, namely, that the two distributions came from the same population. The
standard value of 0.05 was selected for the confidence level.
The results obtained with the chi-square tests showed that the null hypothesis could not be
rejected in any of the 49 experiments involved (each subject in DUC 2002 corresponded to
one experiment). This confirmed that the distributions of the relevant domains obtained
from the whole text could not be distinguished from those obtained from the (human gener‐
ated) summaries in the DUC 2002 dataset.
Figure 6. Comparison between the relevance of domains –for the same subject of DUC 2002- in the DUC summary
and in the summary provided by the proposed algorithm
5.2. The second experimental session: web mining
The first experimental session proved that the framework can effectively tackle this task
(and eventually generate a proper summary) when the input was a news-text, which mainly
dealt with a single event. A web page, however, often collects different textual resources,
each addressing a specific, homogenous set of topics. Hence, the second experimental ses‐
sion was designed to evaluate the ability of the proposed framework to identify the most
informative subsections of a web page.
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5.1. The first experimental session: summarization effectiveness
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cision, and f-measure, respectively, as measured by ROUGE.
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The experiments involved the DUC 2002 dataset and were organized as follows. A set of
new documents were generated by assembling the news originally provided by DUC 2002.
Each new document eventually included four news articles and covered four different top‐
ics. Then, the list of documents was processed by the proposed framework, which was ex‐
pected – for each document – to select as the most relevant topics those that were chosen in
the set up. Table 3 reports on the results of this experiment; each row represents a single
document: the first column gives the topics actually addressed by the document, while the
second column gives the topics proposed by the framework. The table reports in boldface
the topics that the framework was not able to pinpoint.
Experimental evidence confirmed that the proposed framework yielded satisfactory results
in this experiment, too. In this regard, one should also take into account that
• the relative length of the single news somewhat influenced the overall distribution of the
topics relevance;
• in  several  cases  the  real  topics  not  identified  by  the  framework  as  the  most  rele‐
vant  (i.e.,  the  topics  in  bold)  had  relevance  scores  very  close  to  those  characteriz‐
ing  the  selected  ones.
Actual Topics Topics Proposed by the Framework
Literature / Military / Music / Politics History / Military / Music / Politics
Literature / Military / Music / Politics Buildings / Literature / Music / Politics
Literature / Military / Music / Politics Literature / Military / Politics / Sociology
Literature / Military / Music / Politics Biology / Military / Music / Politics
Literature / Military / Music / Politics Military / Politics / School / Sociology
Astronomy / Economy / Music / Sport Astronomy / Biology / Economy / Music
Astronomy / Music / Politics / Sport Biology / Music / Politics / Town Planning
Economy / Music / Physics / Sport Economy / Law / Physics / Transport
Music / Physics / Politics / Sport Law / Physics / Politics / Transport
Music / Physics / Politics / Sport Physics / Politics / Sport / Transport
Table 3. Comparison between actual document topics and topics proposed by the framework
The dataset  involved in  the  experiment  was  artificially  generated  to  evaluate  the  effec‐
tiveness  of  the  proposed  framework  in  a  scenario  that  resembles  a  “real  word”  case.
Hence,  a  fair  comparison  with  other  methodologies  cannot  be  proposed.  However,  Ta‐
ble  3  provides  a  solid  experimental  evidence  of  the  efficiency  of  the  approach  intro‐
duced in this research, as the ‘artificial’ web pages were composed by using the original
news included in the DUC 2002 dataset. As a result, one can conclude that the perform‐
ances  attained  by  the  framework  in  terms  of  ability  to  identify  the  relevant  topics  in
an  heterogeneous  document  are  very  promising.
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5.3.Web Page Segmentation
The framework can  analyze  a  web page  according to  two different  strategies.  The  first
strategy,  identifying  the  most  relevant  topics,  typically  triggers  further  actions  in  ad‐
vanced web-content  mining systems:  gathering a  short  summary of  the web page (pos‐
sibly  a  short  summary  for  each  main  topic),  page  segmentation,  graphic  editing  of  the
web  page  to  favor  readability.
Figure 7. An example of web page analysis supported by the proposed framework
Figure 7 and Figure 8 provide examples of this kind of application. In both cases, the web
page included a main section that actually defined the addressed contents, together with
other textual parts that did not convey relevant information. The framework supported web
content mining by identifying the sentences that actually linked to the relevant topics. These
sentences have been highlighted in Figure 7 and Figure 8.
The second strategy typically aims to support users that want to track selected topics. In this
case, the goal is to identify the web-page sections that actually deals with the topics of inter‐
est. Figure 9 provides an example: the selected topic was ‘pharmacy/medicine,’ and the web
page was the ‘News’ section of the publisher InTech. The figure shows that an advanced web
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ble  3  provides  a  solid  experimental  evidence  of  the  efficiency  of  the  approach  intro‐
duced in this research, as the ‘artificial’ web pages were composed by using the original
news included in the DUC 2002 dataset. As a result, one can conclude that the perform‐
ances  attained  by  the  framework  in  terms  of  ability  to  identify  the  relevant  topics  in
an  heterogeneous  document  are  very  promising.
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vanced web-content  mining systems:  gathering a  short  summary of  the web page (pos‐
sibly  a  short  summary  for  each  main  topic),  page  segmentation,  graphic  editing  of  the
web  page  to  favor  readability.
Figure 7. An example of web page analysis supported by the proposed framework
Figure 7 and Figure 8 provide examples of this kind of application. In both cases, the web
page included a main section that actually defined the addressed contents, together with
other textual parts that did not convey relevant information. The framework supported web
content mining by identifying the sentences that actually linked to the relevant topics. These
sentences have been highlighted in Figure 7 and Figure 8.
The second strategy typically aims to support users that want to track selected topics. In this
case, the goal is to identify the web-page sections that actually deals with the topics of inter‐
est. Figure 9 provides an example: the selected topic was ‘pharmacy/medicine,’ and the web
page was the ‘News’ section of the publisher InTech. The figure shows that an advanced web
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content mining system could exploit the information provided by the framework to high‐
light the text parts that were considered correlated with the topic of interest.
Figure 8. A second example of web page analysis supported by the proposed framework
6. Conclusions
The research presented in this chapter introduces a framework that can effectively support
advanced Web mining tools. The proposed system addresses the analysis of the textual data
provided by a web page and exploits semantic networks to achieve multiple goals: 1) the
identification of the most relevant topics; 2) the selection of the sentences that better corre‐
lates with a given topic; 3) the automatic summarization of a textual resource. The eventual
framework exploits those functionalities to tackle two tasks at the same time: text summari‐
zation and page segmentation.
The semantic characterization of text is indeed a core aspect of the proposed methodology,
which takes advantage of an abstract representation that expresses the informative content
of the basic textual resource on a cognitive basis. The present approach, though, cannot be
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categorized under the Semantic Web area, as it does not rely on semantic information al‐
ready embedded into the Web resources.
In the proposed methodology, semantic networks are used to characterize the content of a
textual resource according to semantic domains, as opposed to a conventional bag of words.
Experimental evidences proved that such an approach can yield a coarse-grained level of
sense distinctions, which in turn favors the identification of the topics actually addressed in
the Web page. In this regard, experimental results also showed that the system can emulate
human assessors in evaluating the relevance of the single sentences that compose a text.
An interesting feature of the present work is that the page segmentation technique is based
only on the analysis of the textual part of the Web resource. A future direction of this re‐
search can be the integration of the content-driven segmentation approach with convention‐
al segmentation engines, which are more oriented toward the analysis of the inherent
structure of the Web page. The resulting framework should be able to combine the outcomes
of the two modules to improve the performance of the segmentation procedure.
Figure 9. Tracking a selected topic by using the proposed framework
Future works may indeed be focused on the integration of semantic orientation approaches
into the proposed framework. These techniques are becoming more and more important in
the Web 2.0 scenario, where one may need the automatic analysis of fast-changing web ele‐
ments like customer reviews and web reputation data. In this regard, the present framework
may provide content-filtering features that support the selection of the data to be analyzed.
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1. Introduction
In knowledge management systems, ontologies play an important role as a backbone for
providing and accessing knowledge sources. They are largely used in the next generation of
the Semantic Web that focuses on supporting a better cooperation between humans and ma‐
chines [2]. Since manual ontology construction is costly, time-consuming, error-prone, and
inflexible to change, it is hoped that an automated ontology learning process will result in
more effective and more efficient ontology construction and also be able to create ontologies
that better match a specific application [20]. Ontology learning has recently become a major
focus for research whose goal is to facilitate the construction of ontologies by decreasing the
amount of effort required to produce an ontology for a new domain. However, most current
approaches deal with narrowly-defined specific tasks or a single part of the ontology learn‐
ing process rather than providing complete support to users. There are few studies that at‐
tempt to automate the entire ontology learning process from the collection of domain-
specific literature and filtering out documents irrelevant to the domain, to text mining to
build new ontologies or enrich existing ones.
The World Wide Web is a rich source of documents that is useful for ontology learning. However,
because there is so much information of varying quality covering a huge range of topics, it is
important to develop document discovery mechanisms based on intelligent techniques such
as focused crawling [7] to make the collection process easier for a new domain. However, due
to the huge number of retrieved documents, we still require an automatic mechanism rather
than domain experts in order to separate out the documents that are truly relevant to the domain
of interest. Text classification techniques can be used to perform this task.
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1. Introduction
In knowledge management systems, ontologies play an important role as a backbone for
providing and accessing knowledge sources. They are largely used in the next generation of
the Semantic Web that focuses on supporting a better cooperation between humans and ma‐
chines [2]. Since manual ontology construction is costly, time-consuming, error-prone, and
inflexible to change, it is hoped that an automated ontology learning process will result in
more effective and more efficient ontology construction and also be able to create ontologies
that better match a specific application [20]. Ontology learning has recently become a major
focus for research whose goal is to facilitate the construction of ontologies by decreasing the
amount of effort required to produce an ontology for a new domain. However, most current
approaches deal with narrowly-defined specific tasks or a single part of the ontology learn‐
ing process rather than providing complete support to users. There are few studies that at‐
tempt to automate the entire ontology learning process from the collection of domain-
specific literature and filtering out documents irrelevant to the domain, to text mining to
build new ontologies or enrich existing ones.
The World Wide Web is a rich source of documents that is useful for ontology learning. However,
because there is so much information of varying quality covering a huge range of topics, it is
important to develop document discovery mechanisms based on intelligent techniques such
as focused crawling [7] to make the collection process easier for a new domain. However, due
to the huge number of retrieved documents, we still require an automatic mechanism rather
than domain experts in order to separate out the documents that are truly relevant to the domain
of interest. Text classification techniques can be used to perform this task.
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In order to enrich an ontology’s vocabulary, several ontology learning approaches attempt
to extract relevant information from WordNet, a semantic network database for the English
language developed by Princeton University [23]. WordNet provides a rich knowledge base
in which concepts, called synonymy sets or synsets, are linked by semantic relations. How‐
ever, a main barrier to exploiting the word relationships in WordNet is that most words
have multiple senses. Due to this ambiguity, not all senses for a given word can be used as a
source of vocabulary. Expanding a concept’s vocabulary based on an incorrect word sense
would add many unrelated words to that concept and degrade the quality of the overall on‐
tology. Thus, candidate word senses must be filtered very carefully. Most existing ap‐
proaches have had mixed results with sense disambiguation, so the vocabulary for a specific
domain mined from WordNet typically requires further manual filtering to be useful.
In our work, we employ a general ontology learning framework extracts new relevant vo‐
cabulary words from two main sources, i.e., Web documents and WordNet. This framework
can be used for ontologies in any domain. We demonstrate our approach to a biological do‐
main, specifically the domain of amphibian anatomy and morphology. In this work, we are
exploring two techniques for expanding the vocabulary in an ontology: 1) lexical expansion
using WordNet; and 2) lexical expansion using text mining. The lexical expansion from
WordNet approach accurately extracts new vocabulary for an ontology for any domain cov‐
ered by WordNet. We start with a manually-created ontology on amphibian morphology.
The words associated with each concept in the ontology, the concept-words, are mapped on‐
to WordNet and we employ a similarity computation method to identify the most relevant
sense from multiple senses returned by WordNetfor a given concept-word. We then enrich
the vocabulary for that original concept in the amphibian ontology by including the correct
sense’s associated synonyms and hypernyms.
Our text mining approach uses a focused crawler to retrieve documents related to the ontol‐
ogy’s domain, i.e., amphibian, anatomy and morphology, from a combination of general
search engines, scholarly search engines, and online digital libraries. We use text classifica‐
tion to identify, from the set of all collected documents, those most likely to be relevant to
the ontology’s domain. Because it has been shown to be highly accurate, we use a SVM
(Support Vector Machine) classifier for this task [6] [40]. Finally, we implemented and eval‐
uatedseveral text mining techniques to extract relevant information for the ontology enrich‐
ment from the surviving documents.
In this paper, we describe our work on the ontology learning process and present experi‐
mental results for each of the two approaches. In section 2, we present a brief survey of cur‐
rent research on ontology learning, focused crawlers, document classification, information
extraction, and the use of WordNet for learning new vocabulary and disambiguating word
senses. In section 3, we present our ontology learning framework and our two approaches,
i.e., lexical expansion using WordNet and text mining. Sections 4 and 5 describe these ap‐
proaches in more detail and report the results of our evaluation experiments. The final sec‐
tion presents conclusions and discusses our ongoing and future work in this area.
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2. Related Work
An ontology is an explicit, formal specification of a shared conceptualization of a domain of
interest [11], where formal implies that the ontology should be machine-readable and the
domain can be any that is shared by a group or community. Much of current research into
ontologies focuses on issues related to ontology construction and updating. In our view,
there are two main approaches to ontology building: (i) manual construction of an ontology
from scratch, and (ii) semi-automatic construction using tools or software with human inter‐
vention. It is hoped that semi-automatic generation of ontologies will substantially decrease
the amount of human effort required in the process [12][18][24]. Because of the difficulty of
the task, entirely automated approaches to ontology construction are currently not feasible.
Ontology learning has recently been studied to facilitate the semi-automatic construction of
ontologies by ontology engineers or domain experts. Ontology learning uses methods from
a diverse spectrum of fields such as machine learning, knowledge acquisition, natural lan‐
guage processing, information retrieval, artificial intelligence, reasoning, and database man‐
agement [29]. Gómez-Pérez et al [10] present a thorough summary of several ontology
learning projects that are concerned with knowledge acquisition from a variety of sources
such as text documents, dictionaries, knowledge bases, relational schemas, semi-structured
data, etc. Omelayenko [24] discusses the applicability of machine learning algorithms to
learning of ontologies from Web documents and also surveys the current ontology learning
and other closely related approaches. Similar to our approach, authors in [20] introduces an
ontology learning framework for the Semantic Web thatincluded ontology importation, ex‐
traction, pruning, refinement, and evaluation giving the ontology engineers a wealth of co‐
ordinated tools for ontology modeling. In addition to a general framework and architecture,
they have implemented Text-To-Onto system supporting ontology learning from free text,
from dictionaries, or from legacy ontologies. However, they do not mention any automated
support to collect the domain documents from the Web or how to automatically identify do‐
main-relevant documents needed by the ontology learning process. Maedche et al. have pre‐
sented in another paper [21] a comprehensive approach for bootstrapping an ontology-
based information extraction system with the help of machine learning. They also presented
an ontology learning framework which is one important step in their overall bootstrapping
approach but it has still been described as a theoretic model and did not deal with the spe‐
cific techniques used in their learning framework. Agirre et al., [1] have presented an auto‐
matic method to enrich very large ontologies, e.g., WordNet, that uses documents retrieved
from the Web. However, in their approach, the query strategy is not entirely satisfactory in
retrieving relevant documents which affects the quality and performance of the topic signa‐
tures and clusters. Moreover, they do not apply any filtering techniques to verify that the
retrieved documents are truly on-topic. Inspiring the idea of using WordNet to enrich vo‐
cabulary for ontology domain, we have presented the lexical expansion from WordNet ap‐
proach [18] providing a method of accurately extract new vocabulary for an ontology for
any domain covered by WordNet.
Many ontology learning approaches require a large collection of input documents in order
to enrich the existing ontology [20]. Although most employ text documents [4], only a few
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In our work, we employ a general ontology learning framework extracts new relevant vo‐
cabulary words from two main sources, i.e., Web documents and WordNet. This framework
can be used for ontologies in any domain. We demonstrate our approach to a biological do‐
main, specifically the domain of amphibian anatomy and morphology. In this work, we are
exploring two techniques for expanding the vocabulary in an ontology: 1) lexical expansion
using WordNet; and 2) lexical expansion using text mining. The lexical expansion from
WordNet approach accurately extracts new vocabulary for an ontology for any domain cov‐
ered by WordNet. We start with a manually-created ontology on amphibian morphology.
The words associated with each concept in the ontology, the concept-words, are mapped on‐
to WordNet and we employ a similarity computation method to identify the most relevant
sense from multiple senses returned by WordNetfor a given concept-word. We then enrich
the vocabulary for that original concept in the amphibian ontology by including the correct
sense’s associated synonyms and hypernyms.
Our text mining approach uses a focused crawler to retrieve documents related to the ontol‐
ogy’s domain, i.e., amphibian, anatomy and morphology, from a combination of general
search engines, scholarly search engines, and online digital libraries. We use text classifica‐
tion to identify, from the set of all collected documents, those most likely to be relevant to
the ontology’s domain. Because it has been shown to be highly accurate, we use a SVM
(Support Vector Machine) classifier for this task [6] [40]. Finally, we implemented and eval‐
uatedseveral text mining techniques to extract relevant information for the ontology enrich‐
ment from the surviving documents.
In this paper, we describe our work on the ontology learning process and present experi‐
mental results for each of the two approaches. In section 2, we present a brief survey of cur‐
rent research on ontology learning, focused crawlers, document classification, information
extraction, and the use of WordNet for learning new vocabulary and disambiguating word
senses. In section 3, we present our ontology learning framework and our two approaches,
i.e., lexical expansion using WordNet and text mining. Sections 4 and 5 describe these ap‐
proaches in more detail and report the results of our evaluation experiments. The final sec‐
tion presents conclusions and discusses our ongoing and future work in this area.
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2. Related Work
An ontology is an explicit, formal specification of a shared conceptualization of a domain of
interest [11], where formal implies that the ontology should be machine-readable and the
domain can be any that is shared by a group or community. Much of current research into
ontologies focuses on issues related to ontology construction and updating. In our view,
there are two main approaches to ontology building: (i) manual construction of an ontology
from scratch, and (ii) semi-automatic construction using tools or software with human inter‐
vention. It is hoped that semi-automatic generation of ontologies will substantially decrease
the amount of human effort required in the process [12][18][24]. Because of the difficulty of
the task, entirely automated approaches to ontology construction are currently not feasible.
Ontology learning has recently been studied to facilitate the semi-automatic construction of
ontologies by ontology engineers or domain experts. Ontology learning uses methods from
a diverse spectrum of fields such as machine learning, knowledge acquisition, natural lan‐
guage processing, information retrieval, artificial intelligence, reasoning, and database man‐
agement [29]. Gómez-Pérez et al [10] present a thorough summary of several ontology
learning projects that are concerned with knowledge acquisition from a variety of sources
such as text documents, dictionaries, knowledge bases, relational schemas, semi-structured
data, etc. Omelayenko [24] discusses the applicability of machine learning algorithms to
learning of ontologies from Web documents and also surveys the current ontology learning
and other closely related approaches. Similar to our approach, authors in [20] introduces an
ontology learning framework for the Semantic Web thatincluded ontology importation, ex‐
traction, pruning, refinement, and evaluation giving the ontology engineers a wealth of co‐
ordinated tools for ontology modeling. In addition to a general framework and architecture,
they have implemented Text-To-Onto system supporting ontology learning from free text,
from dictionaries, or from legacy ontologies. However, they do not mention any automated
support to collect the domain documents from the Web or how to automatically identify do‐
main-relevant documents needed by the ontology learning process. Maedche et al. have pre‐
sented in another paper [21] a comprehensive approach for bootstrapping an ontology-
based information extraction system with the help of machine learning. They also presented
an ontology learning framework which is one important step in their overall bootstrapping
approach but it has still been described as a theoretic model and did not deal with the spe‐
cific techniques used in their learning framework. Agirre et al., [1] have presented an auto‐
matic method to enrich very large ontologies, e.g., WordNet, that uses documents retrieved
from the Web. However, in their approach, the query strategy is not entirely satisfactory in
retrieving relevant documents which affects the quality and performance of the topic signa‐
tures and clusters. Moreover, they do not apply any filtering techniques to verify that the
retrieved documents are truly on-topic. Inspiring the idea of using WordNet to enrich vo‐
cabulary for ontology domain, we have presented the lexical expansion from WordNet ap‐
proach [18] providing a method of accurately extract new vocabulary for an ontology for
any domain covered by WordNet.
Many ontology learning approaches require a large collection of input documents in order
to enrich the existing ontology [20]. Although most employ text documents [4], only a few
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deal with ontology enrichment from documents collected from the Web rather than a man‐
ually created, domain-relevant corpus. To create a corpus from the Web, one can use general
purpose crawlers and search engines, but this approach faces problems with scalability due
to the rapid growth of the Web. Focused crawlers, on the other hand, overcome this draw‐
back, i.e., they yield good recall as well as good precision, by restricting themselves to a lim‐
ited domain [7]. Ester et al [7] introduce a generic framework for focused crawling
consisting of two major components: (i) specification of the user interest and measuring the
resulting relevance of a given Web page; and (ii) a crawling strategy.
Rather than working with domain-relevant documents from which vocabulary can be ex‐
tracted, some ontology construction techniques exploit specific online vocabulary resources.
WordNet is an online semantic dictionary, partitioning the lexicon into nouns, verbs, adjec‐
tives, and adverbs [23]. Some current researchers extract words from WordNet’s lexical da‐
tabase to enrich ontology vocabularies [8][16][31]. In [27], Reiter et al describe an approach
that combines the Foundational Model of Anatomy with WordNet by using an algorithm for
domain-specific word sense disambiguation. In another approach similar to ours, Speretta et
al exploit semantics by applying existing WordNet-based algorithms [31]. They calculate the
relatedness between the two words by applying a similarity algorithm, and evaluated the
effect of adding a variable number of the highest-ranked candidate words to each concept. A
Perl package called Word-Net::Similarity [25] is a widely-used tool for measuring semantic
similarity that contains implementations of eight algorithms for measuring semantic similar‐
ity. In our work, we evaluate the WordNet-based similarity algorithms by using the JSWL
package developed by [26] that implements some of the most commons similarity and relat‐
edness measures between words by exploiting the hyponymy relations among synsets.
Semantic similarity word sense disambiguation approaches in WordNet can be divided into
two broad categories based on (i) path length and (ii) information content. Warinet al [37]
describe a method of disambiguating an ontology and WordNet using five different meas‐
ures. These approaches disambiguate semantic similarity based on the information content,
(e.g., Lin [16], Jiang-Conrath [13], and Resnik [28]) and path length method (e.g., Leacock-
Chodorow [15], and Wu-Palmer [38]). They present a new method that disambiguatesthe
words in their ontology, the Common Procurement Vocabulary. Semantic similarity can also
be calculated using edge-counting techniques. Yang and Powers [39] present a new path-
weighting model to measure semantic similarity in WordNet. They compare their model to
a benchmark set by human similarity judgments and found that their geometric model sim‐
ulates human judgments well. Varelas et al [35] propose the Semantic Similarity Retrieval
Model (SSRM), a general document similarity and information retrieval method suitable for
retrieval in conventional document collections and the Web. This approach is based on the
term-based Vector Space Model by computing TF-IDF weights to term representations of
documents. These representations are then augmented by semantically similar terms (which
are discovered from WordNet by applying a semantic query in the neighborhood of each
term) and by re-computing weights to all new and pre-existing terms.
Text mining, also known as text data mining or knowledge discovery from textual databas‐
es, refers generally to the process of extracting interesting and non-trivial patterns or knowl‐
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edge from unstructured text documents [3][12]. Tan [33] presents a good survey of text
mining products/applications and aligns them based on the text refining and knowledge distil‐
lation functions as well as the intermediate form that they adopt. In terms of using text mining
for the ontology learning task, Spasic et al. [30] summarizes different approaches in which
ontologies have been used for text-mining applications in biomedicine. In another work, Ve‐
lardi et al. [36] presents OntoLearn, a set of text-mining techniques to extract relevant con‐
cepts and concept instances from existing documents in a Tourism domain. Authors have
devised several techniques to (i) identify concept and (ii) concept instances, (iii) organize
such concepts in sub-hierarchies, and iv) detect relatedness links among such concepts.
In order to improve accuracy of the learned ontologies, the documents retrieved by focused
crawlers may need to be automatically filtered by using some text classification technique
such as Support Vector Machines (SVM), k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN), Linear Least-Squares
Fit, TF-IDF, etc. A thorough survey and comparison of such methods and their complexity is
presented in [40] and the authors in [6] conclude that SVM to be most accurate for text clas‐
sification and it is also quick to train. SVM [34] is a machine learning model that finds an
optimal hyper plane to separate two then classifies data into one of two classes based on the
side on which they are located [5] [14].The k-nearest neighbors (kNN) algorithm is among
the simplest of all machine learning algorithms: an object is classified by a majority vote of
its neighbors, with the object being assigned to the class most common amongst its k nearest
neighbors. In pattern recognition, the kNN is a method for classifying objects based on clos‐
est training examples in the feature space. It is a type of instance-based learning where the
function is only approximated locally and all computation is deferred until classification.
This algorithm has also been used successfully in many text categorization applications [41].
3. Ontology Learning Framework
3.1. Architecture
In this section, we present the architecture of our ontology learning process framework (c.f.
Figure 1) that incorporates two approaches, i.e., lexical expansion and text mining, to identi‐
fy new domain-relevant vocabulary for ontology enrichment. These approaches are present‐
ed in detail in sections 4 and 5.
3.1.1. Lexical expansion approach
This approach starts from a small manually constructed ontology, then tries to mine rele‐
vant words from WordNet in order to enrich the vocabulary associated with ontology con‐
cepts. It contains main following steps:
1. Extract all single concept-words from the seed ontology. Filter these words by remov‐
ing stop-words; locate each remaining word’s senses within WordNet.
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deal with ontology enrichment from documents collected from the Web rather than a man‐
ually created, domain-relevant corpus. To create a corpus from the Web, one can use general
purpose crawlers and search engines, but this approach faces problems with scalability due
to the rapid growth of the Web. Focused crawlers, on the other hand, overcome this draw‐
back, i.e., they yield good recall as well as good precision, by restricting themselves to a lim‐
ited domain [7]. Ester et al [7] introduce a generic framework for focused crawling
consisting of two major components: (i) specification of the user interest and measuring the
resulting relevance of a given Web page; and (ii) a crawling strategy.
Rather than working with domain-relevant documents from which vocabulary can be ex‐
tracted, some ontology construction techniques exploit specific online vocabulary resources.
WordNet is an online semantic dictionary, partitioning the lexicon into nouns, verbs, adjec‐
tives, and adverbs [23]. Some current researchers extract words from WordNet’s lexical da‐
tabase to enrich ontology vocabularies [8][16][31]. In [27], Reiter et al describe an approach
that combines the Foundational Model of Anatomy with WordNet by using an algorithm for
domain-specific word sense disambiguation. In another approach similar to ours, Speretta et
al exploit semantics by applying existing WordNet-based algorithms [31]. They calculate the
relatedness between the two words by applying a similarity algorithm, and evaluated the
effect of adding a variable number of the highest-ranked candidate words to each concept. A
Perl package called Word-Net::Similarity [25] is a widely-used tool for measuring semantic
similarity that contains implementations of eight algorithms for measuring semantic similar‐
ity. In our work, we evaluate the WordNet-based similarity algorithms by using the JSWL
package developed by [26] that implements some of the most commons similarity and relat‐
edness measures between words by exploiting the hyponymy relations among synsets.
Semantic similarity word sense disambiguation approaches in WordNet can be divided into
two broad categories based on (i) path length and (ii) information content. Warinet al [37]
describe a method of disambiguating an ontology and WordNet using five different meas‐
ures. These approaches disambiguate semantic similarity based on the information content,
(e.g., Lin [16], Jiang-Conrath [13], and Resnik [28]) and path length method (e.g., Leacock-
Chodorow [15], and Wu-Palmer [38]). They present a new method that disambiguatesthe
words in their ontology, the Common Procurement Vocabulary. Semantic similarity can also
be calculated using edge-counting techniques. Yang and Powers [39] present a new path-
weighting model to measure semantic similarity in WordNet. They compare their model to
a benchmark set by human similarity judgments and found that their geometric model sim‐
ulates human judgments well. Varelas et al [35] propose the Semantic Similarity Retrieval
Model (SSRM), a general document similarity and information retrieval method suitable for
retrieval in conventional document collections and the Web. This approach is based on the
term-based Vector Space Model by computing TF-IDF weights to term representations of
documents. These representations are then augmented by semantically similar terms (which
are discovered from WordNet by applying a semantic query in the neighborhood of each
term) and by re-computing weights to all new and pre-existing terms.
Text mining, also known as text data mining or knowledge discovery from textual databas‐
es, refers generally to the process of extracting interesting and non-trivial patterns or knowl‐
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edge from unstructured text documents [3][12]. Tan [33] presents a good survey of text
mining products/applications and aligns them based on the text refining and knowledge distil‐
lation functions as well as the intermediate form that they adopt. In terms of using text mining
for the ontology learning task, Spasic et al. [30] summarizes different approaches in which
ontologies have been used for text-mining applications in biomedicine. In another work, Ve‐
lardi et al. [36] presents OntoLearn, a set of text-mining techniques to extract relevant con‐
cepts and concept instances from existing documents in a Tourism domain. Authors have
devised several techniques to (i) identify concept and (ii) concept instances, (iii) organize
such concepts in sub-hierarchies, and iv) detect relatedness links among such concepts.
In order to improve accuracy of the learned ontologies, the documents retrieved by focused
crawlers may need to be automatically filtered by using some text classification technique
such as Support Vector Machines (SVM), k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN), Linear Least-Squares
Fit, TF-IDF, etc. A thorough survey and comparison of such methods and their complexity is
presented in [40] and the authors in [6] conclude that SVM to be most accurate for text clas‐
sification and it is also quick to train. SVM [34] is a machine learning model that finds an
optimal hyper plane to separate two then classifies data into one of two classes based on the
side on which they are located [5] [14].The k-nearest neighbors (kNN) algorithm is among
the simplest of all machine learning algorithms: an object is classified by a majority vote of
its neighbors, with the object being assigned to the class most common amongst its k nearest
neighbors. In pattern recognition, the kNN is a method for classifying objects based on clos‐
est training examples in the feature space. It is a type of instance-based learning where the
function is only approximated locally and all computation is deferred until classification.
This algorithm has also been used successfully in many text categorization applications [41].
3. Ontology Learning Framework
3.1. Architecture
In this section, we present the architecture of our ontology learning process framework (c.f.
Figure 1) that incorporates two approaches, i.e., lexical expansion and text mining, to identi‐
fy new domain-relevant vocabulary for ontology enrichment. These approaches are present‐
ed in detail in sections 4 and 5.
3.1.1. Lexical expansion approach
This approach starts from a small manually constructed ontology, then tries to mine rele‐
vant words from WordNet in order to enrich the vocabulary associated with ontology con‐
cepts. It contains main following steps:
1. Extract all single concept-words from the seed ontology. Filter these words by remov‐
ing stop-words; locate each remaining word’s senses within WordNet.
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2. Build a reference hypernym tree for each word sense as a reference source for semantic
similarity disambiguation.
3. If a concept-word has multiple senses, identify the correct word sense usinga similarity
computation algorithm on reference hypernym tree.
4. Select the most similar sense and add its synonyms and hypernyms to the correspond‐
ing concept in the ontology.
Figure 1. Architecture of ontology learning framework.
3.1.2. Text mining approach
The main processes are as following:
1. We begin with an existing small, manually-created amphibian morphology ontology
[22]. From this, we automatically generate queries for each concept in the hierarchically-
structured ontology.
2. We submit these queries to a variety of Web search engines and digital libraries. The
program downloads the potentially relevant documents listed on the first page (top-
ranked 10) results.
3. Next, we apply SVM classification to filter out documents in the search results that
match the query well but are less relevant to the domain of our ontology. For example,
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a document contains the word “cell” but it is in the context of cellphone, telecommuni‐
cation… will be filtered out. Other documents containing that word “cell” with the con‐
text of amphibian, embryo structure or biological… will be kept.
After the above process, we have created a collection of documents relevant to amphibian
morphology. These are input to an information extraction (IE) system to mine information
from documents that can be used to enrich the ontology.
3.2. Domain and Ontology Application
The need for terminological standardization of anatomy is pressing in amphibian morpho‐
logical research [22]. A long-term NSF-sponsored project, AmphibAnat, aims to integrate
the amphibian anatomical ontology knowledge base with systematic, biodiversity, embryo‐
logical and genomic resources. However, another important goal of this project is to semi-
automatically construct and enrich the amphibian anatomical ontology. An amphibian
ontology will facilitate the integration of anatomical data representing all orders of amphib‐
ians, thus enhancing knowledge representation of amphibian biology and diversity.
Figure 2. A part of the amphibian ontology
Based on information in a manually constructed seed ontology, we use a focused crawler
and data-mining software in order to mine electronic resources for instances of concepts and
properties to be added to the existing ontologies [17][19]. We also use concept-words of this
ontology to match the corresponding relevant words and senses in WordNet. The current
amphibian ontology created by this project consists of 1986 semantic concepts (with the
highest depth level is 9) and 570 properties. Figure 2 presents a part of this ontology which
is available in two main formats: (i) OWL and (ii) OBO - Open Biomedical Ontology.
4. Extracting New Vocabulary
In this section, we introduce our two main vocabulary-extraction approaches, one based on
identifying information from an already-existing vocabulary resource (WordNet) and one
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2. Build a reference hypernym tree for each word sense as a reference source for semantic
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computation algorithm on reference hypernym tree.
4. Select the most similar sense and add its synonyms and hypernyms to the correspond‐
ing concept in the ontology.
Figure 1. Architecture of ontology learning framework.
3.1.2. Text mining approach
The main processes are as following:
1. We begin with an existing small, manually-created amphibian morphology ontology
[22]. From this, we automatically generate queries for each concept in the hierarchically-
structured ontology.
2. We submit these queries to a variety of Web search engines and digital libraries. The
program downloads the potentially relevant documents listed on the first page (top-
ranked 10) results.
3. Next, we apply SVM classification to filter out documents in the search results that
match the query well but are less relevant to the domain of our ontology. For example,
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a document contains the word “cell” but it is in the context of cellphone, telecommuni‐
cation… will be filtered out. Other documents containing that word “cell” with the con‐
text of amphibian, embryo structure or biological… will be kept.
After the above process, we have created a collection of documents relevant to amphibian
morphology. These are input to an information extraction (IE) system to mine information
from documents that can be used to enrich the ontology.
3.2. Domain and Ontology Application
The need for terminological standardization of anatomy is pressing in amphibian morpho‐
logical research [22]. A long-term NSF-sponsored project, AmphibAnat, aims to integrate
the amphibian anatomical ontology knowledge base with systematic, biodiversity, embryo‐
logical and genomic resources. However, another important goal of this project is to semi-
automatically construct and enrich the amphibian anatomical ontology. An amphibian
ontology will facilitate the integration of anatomical data representing all orders of amphib‐
ians, thus enhancing knowledge representation of amphibian biology and diversity.
Figure 2. A part of the amphibian ontology
Based on information in a manually constructed seed ontology, we use a focused crawler
and data-mining software in order to mine electronic resources for instances of concepts and
properties to be added to the existing ontologies [17][19]. We also use concept-words of this
ontology to match the corresponding relevant words and senses in WordNet. The current
amphibian ontology created by this project consists of 1986 semantic concepts (with the
highest depth level is 9) and 570 properties. Figure 2 presents a part of this ontology which
is available in two main formats: (i) OWL and (ii) OBO - Open Biomedical Ontology.
4. Extracting New Vocabulary
In this section, we introduce our two main vocabulary-extraction approaches, one based on
identifying information from an already-existing vocabulary resource (WordNet) and one
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based on extracting vocabulary directly from the domain literature.The advantages of using
WordNet is that it contains words and relationships that are, because it was manually con‐
structed, highly accurate.However, the drawbacks are that the vocabulary it contains is
broad and thus ambiguous.Also, for specialized domains, appropriate words and/or word
senses are likely to be missing. Thus, we contrast this approach with one that works di‐
rectlyon the domain literature.In this case, the appropriate words and word senses are
present and ambiguity is less of a factor. However, the relationships between the word
senses are implicit in how they are used in the text rather than explicitly represented.
4.1. Lexical Expansion Approach
This approach attempts to identify the correct WordNet sense for each concept-word and
then add that sense’s synsets and hypernyms as new vocabulary for the associated concept.
We base our concept-word sense disambiguation on comparing the various candidate
senses to those in a reference source of senses for the domain of the ontology. To provide
this standard reference, we manually disambiguate the WordNet senses for the concept-
words in the top two levels of the amphibian ontology. We then create a reference hyper‐
nym tree that contains the WordNethypernyms of these disambiguated WordNet senses.
The problem of solving the lexical ambiguity that occurs whenever a given concept-word
has several different meanings is now simplified to comparing the hypernym tree for each
candidate word sense with the reference hypernym tree. We then compute a tree similarity
metric between each candidate hypernym tree and the reference hypernym tree to identify
the most similar hypernym tree and, by association, the word sense most closely related to
the ontology domain.
4.1.1. WordNet Synonym and Hypernym
WordNet has become a broad coverage thesaurus that is now widely used in natural lan‐
guage processing and information retrieval [32]. Words in WordNet are organized into syn‐
onym sets, called synsets, representing a concept by a set of words with similar meanings.
For example, frog, toad frog, and batrachian are all words in the same synset. Hypernyms,
or the IS-A relation, is the main relation type in WordNet. In a simple way, we can define “Y
is a hypernym of X if every X is a (kind of) Y”. All hypernym levels of a word can be structured
in a hierarchy in which the meanings are arranged from the most specific at the lower levels
up to the most general meaning at the top, for example “amphibian” is a hypernym of
“frog”, “vertebrate, craniate” is a hypernym of “amphibian”, and so on.
For a given word, we can build a hypernym tree including all hypernyms in their hierarchy
returned by WordNet. When a word has multiple senses, we get a set of hypernym trees,
one per sense. In order to find the hypernyms of a given word in WordNet, we must pro‐
vide the word and the syntactic class in which we are interested. In our approach, since on‐
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tologies generally represent information about objects, we are restricting the word senses
considered to only the noun senses for a candidate word.
4.1.2. Reference Hypernym Tree
Because WordNet organizes nouns into IS-A hypernym hierarchies that provide taxonomic
information, it is useful for identifying semantic similarity between words [25]. Our ap‐
proach constructs a reference hypernym tree (or standard hypernym tree) from a few man‐
ually disambiguated words. When a word has multiple senses, we construct the hypernym
tree for each sense. Then, we calculate how close each candidate sense’s hypernym tree is to
this reference source. We argue that the more similar a hypernym tree is to the reference
tree, the closer the word sense is to the key concepts in the ontology.
Figure 3. A part of the reference hypernym tree.
To build the reference hypernym tree, we consider only the top two levels of concepts of the
amphibian ontology since they cover many vocabularies appearing at lower levels. In addi‐
tion, since the concepts are also related using the “IS A” relation, the hypernyms of the con‐
cepts in top two levels of the ontology are also hypernyms of the concepts in the lower
levels. The main steps of this process are as following: first, we convert each concept in top
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based on extracting vocabulary directly from the domain literature.The advantages of using
WordNet is that it contains words and relationships that are, because it was manually con‐
structed, highly accurate.However, the drawbacks are that the vocabulary it contains is
broad and thus ambiguous.Also, for specialized domains, appropriate words and/or word
senses are likely to be missing. Thus, we contrast this approach with one that works di‐
rectlyon the domain literature.In this case, the appropriate words and word senses are
present and ambiguity is less of a factor. However, the relationships between the word
senses are implicit in how they are used in the text rather than explicitly represented.
4.1. Lexical Expansion Approach
This approach attempts to identify the correct WordNet sense for each concept-word and
then add that sense’s synsets and hypernyms as new vocabulary for the associated concept.
We base our concept-word sense disambiguation on comparing the various candidate
senses to those in a reference source of senses for the domain of the ontology. To provide
this standard reference, we manually disambiguate the WordNet senses for the concept-
words in the top two levels of the amphibian ontology. We then create a reference hyper‐
nym tree that contains the WordNethypernyms of these disambiguated WordNet senses.
The problem of solving the lexical ambiguity that occurs whenever a given concept-word
has several different meanings is now simplified to comparing the hypernym tree for each
candidate word sense with the reference hypernym tree. We then compute a tree similarity
metric between each candidate hypernym tree and the reference hypernym tree to identify
the most similar hypernym tree and, by association, the word sense most closely related to
the ontology domain.
4.1.1. WordNet Synonym and Hypernym
WordNet has become a broad coverage thesaurus that is now widely used in natural lan‐
guage processing and information retrieval [32]. Words in WordNet are organized into syn‐
onym sets, called synsets, representing a concept by a set of words with similar meanings.
For example, frog, toad frog, and batrachian are all words in the same synset. Hypernyms,
or the IS-A relation, is the main relation type in WordNet. In a simple way, we can define “Y
is a hypernym of X if every X is a (kind of) Y”. All hypernym levels of a word can be structured
in a hierarchy in which the meanings are arranged from the most specific at the lower levels
up to the most general meaning at the top, for example “amphibian” is a hypernym of
“frog”, “vertebrate, craniate” is a hypernym of “amphibian”, and so on.
For a given word, we can build a hypernym tree including all hypernyms in their hierarchy
returned by WordNet. When a word has multiple senses, we get a set of hypernym trees,
one per sense. In order to find the hypernyms of a given word in WordNet, we must pro‐
vide the word and the syntactic class in which we are interested. In our approach, since on‐
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tologies generally represent information about objects, we are restricting the word senses
considered to only the noun senses for a candidate word.
4.1.2. Reference Hypernym Tree
Because WordNet organizes nouns into IS-A hypernym hierarchies that provide taxonomic
information, it is useful for identifying semantic similarity between words [25]. Our ap‐
proach constructs a reference hypernym tree (or standard hypernym tree) from a few man‐
ually disambiguated words. When a word has multiple senses, we construct the hypernym
tree for each sense. Then, we calculate how close each candidate sense’s hypernym tree is to
this reference source. We argue that the more similar a hypernym tree is to the reference
tree, the closer the word sense is to the key concepts in the ontology.
Figure 3. A part of the reference hypernym tree.
To build the reference hypernym tree, we consider only the top two levels of concepts of the
amphibian ontology since they cover many vocabularies appearing at lower levels. In addi‐
tion, since the concepts are also related using the “IS A” relation, the hypernyms of the con‐
cepts in top two levels of the ontology are also hypernyms of the concepts in the lower
levels. The main steps of this process are as following: first, we convert each concept in top
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two level into concept-words that can be submitted to WordNet, for instance the concept
“anatomical_structure” is divided into two concept-words “anatomical” and “structure”.
The top two levels of our ontology contain 15 concepts and 19 concept-words. Then, we use
WordNet to collect all the hypernyms for each concept-word. We manually choose the hy‐
pernym that best matches the meaning in our domain and then add to the reference hyper‐
nym tree. Figure 3 presents a part of our reference hypernym tree that contains 110
hypernyms covering 12 hierarchical levels. This reference tree will be used as truth to evalu‐
ate the correct sense extracted from WordNet for each experiment word.
4.1.3. Similarity Computation Algorithm
In this section, we present our tree-based similarity measurement technique that is used to
compare hypernym trees corresponding to different senses of a concept-word with the refer‐
ence hypernym tree. Our similarity measure is based on two factors:
• Matched Tree Depth (D): Since all hypernym trees are represented from the most general
(top level) to the more specific meanings (lower levels), matches between hypernyms in
the lower levels of the two trees should be ranked higher. For example, matching on
“frog” is more important than matching on “vertebrate”. We calculate the depth (D) as
the distance from the most general hypernym (i.e., “entity”) until the first hypernym that
occurs in both the reference hypernym tree and a candidate hypernym tree. The higher
valued matched tree depth indicates that the meaning of the matched word is more spe‐
cific, thus it would be more relevant to the domain.
• Number of common elements (CE): Normally, if two trees contain many of the same entities,
they are judged more similar. Once we determine the depth (D), we count the number of
common elements between the reference hypernym tree and a candidate tree. If two can‐
didate trees have the same match depth, then the tree with more elements in common
with the reference hypernym tree would be considered the more similar one.
Once the hypernym tree is constructed for each sense, we are able to apply the similarity
computation algorithm to calculate these two above factors (i.e. D and CE) for each case.
Then, we weight these two factors to get the highest value.
Figure 4 shows an example of how the reference hypernym tree can be used to disambiguate
word senses and select the most relevant one. Suppose that the hypernym trees in this ex‐
ample, i.e., HTree1, HTree2 and HTree3, each correspond to one sense of a given concept-
word. We compare each hypernym tree to the reference hypernym tree by calculating the
matched tree depth and the number of common elements between two trees. Results show
that the first tree HTree1 is closest to the standard tree with the depth (D=6) and number of
common elements (CE=13) are greater than others.
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Figure 4. Similarity computation using the Reference (Standard) HypernymTree.
4.1.4. Experiments
a. Dataset and Experiments
As discussed in Section 3.2, we use the amphibian morphology ontology developed by the
AmphibAnat project [22] for our experiments. We used WordNet (3.0) as the lexical source
and the API library of MIT Java WordNet Interface (JWI 2.1.5) to locate the synsets and hy‐
pernyms for a given concept-word.
We begin by processing names for the concepts in the top two levels of the amphibian ontol‐
ogy and manually disambiguating them to create the reference hypernym tree. We then
process the names for the 1971 concepts in levels 3 and below. Since many concepts are
named with phrases of two or more wordsm and WordNet only contains single words, we
need to convert these words into single words, i.e., the concept-words. After removing du‐
plicate concept-words, e.g., concepts “anatomical_structure” and “multi-tissue_structure”
have a duplicate concept-word, “structure”, stopwords (e.g., of, to, for) and numbers, we
end up with a set of 877 unique concept-words. However, because the ontology is very do‐
main specific, many of these concept-words do not appear in WordNet at all. Very specific
terms in the amphibian domain, e.g., premaxilla, dorsalis, adjectives, e.g., nervous, embry‐
onic, hermaphroditic, and incomplete words added during the ontology creation process,
e.g., sp, aa, do not appear in WordNet. Therefore, we report results using only the 308 con‐
cept-words that were contained in WordNet.
We matched these 308 words to WordNet to identify all their corresponding senses, syno‐
nyms and hypernyms. However, not all of the senses for a given word are relevant so we
need to disambiguate the semantic similarity of these senses to choose the closest and most
correct one for our amphibian domain. We applied each of three similarity computation al‐
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Once the hypernym tree is constructed for each sense, we are able to apply the similarity
computation algorithm to calculate these two above factors (i.e. D and CE) for each case.
Then, we weight these two factors to get the highest value.
Figure 4 shows an example of how the reference hypernym tree can be used to disambiguate
word senses and select the most relevant one. Suppose that the hypernym trees in this ex‐
ample, i.e., HTree1, HTree2 and HTree3, each correspond to one sense of a given concept-
word. We compare each hypernym tree to the reference hypernym tree by calculating the
matched tree depth and the number of common elements between two trees. Results show
that the first tree HTree1 is closest to the standard tree with the depth (D=6) and number of
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a. Dataset and Experiments
As discussed in Section 3.2, we use the amphibian morphology ontology developed by the
AmphibAnat project [22] for our experiments. We used WordNet (3.0) as the lexical source
and the API library of MIT Java WordNet Interface (JWI 2.1.5) to locate the synsets and hy‐
pernyms for a given concept-word.
We begin by processing names for the concepts in the top two levels of the amphibian ontol‐
ogy and manually disambiguating them to create the reference hypernym tree. We then
process the names for the 1971 concepts in levels 3 and below. Since many concepts are
named with phrases of two or more wordsm and WordNet only contains single words, we
need to convert these words into single words, i.e., the concept-words. After removing du‐
plicate concept-words, e.g., concepts “anatomical_structure” and “multi-tissue_structure”
have a duplicate concept-word, “structure”, stopwords (e.g., of, to, for) and numbers, we
end up with a set of 877 unique concept-words. However, because the ontology is very do‐
main specific, many of these concept-words do not appear in WordNet at all. Very specific
terms in the amphibian domain, e.g., premaxilla, dorsalis, adjectives, e.g., nervous, embry‐
onic, hermaphroditic, and incomplete words added during the ontology creation process,
e.g., sp, aa, do not appear in WordNet. Therefore, we report results using only the 308 con‐
cept-words that were contained in WordNet.
We matched these 308 words to WordNet to identify all their corresponding senses, syno‐
nyms and hypernyms. However, not all of the senses for a given word are relevant so we
need to disambiguate the semantic similarity of these senses to choose the closest and most
correct one for our amphibian domain. We applied each of three similarity computation al‐
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gorithms, to determine the closest sense for each word and evaluated them: 1) based on the
number of matched tree depth (#Depth); 2) based on the number of common elements
( #CE); and 3) based on the sum of both factors (#Depth+CE). For each method, we got a list
of word senses selected by the algorithm and compared these senses to the truth-list provid‐
ed by our human expert to evaluate the effectiveness of our algorithm.
b. Evaluation Measures
In order to evaluate the results of our both approaches, i.e., Lexical Expansion and Text Min‐
ing, we needed to know the correct word sense (if any) for each word. An expert in the am‐
phibian domain helped us by independently judging the words and senses identified by
each technique and identifying which were correct. These judgments formed the truth lists
against which the words extracted by text mining and the senses chosen by the lexical ex‐
pansion were compared.
Information extraction effectiveness is measured in terms of the classic Information Retriev‐
al metrics of Precision, Recall and F-measure. We used these measures for both approaches,
but with some different definitions of measure for each approach. In the lexical expansion
approach, since each word in WordNet may have different senses and we have to find the
correct one, we define:
• Precision (P): measures the percentage of the words having correct sense identified by our
algorithm that matched the sense judged correct by the human expert.
P =
# _words _having _correct _sense _ identified
# _words _returned (1)
• Recall (R): measures the percentage of the correct words identified by our algorithm that
matched those from the truth-list words.
R =
# _words _having _correct _sense _ identified
# _ truth − list _words (2)
We use F-measure which is calculated as following for both approaches.
Fβ =
(1 + β 2) * P * R
β 2 * P + R
(3)
Because we want to enhance the ontology with only truly relevant words, we want a metric
that is biased towards high precision versus high recall. We chose to use the F-measure with
a β value that weights precision four times higher than recall.
4.1.5. Result Evaluation
Among 308 word returned from WordNet, human expert judged that 252 of the extracted
words were correct. Of the 56 incorrect words returned, there were no senses in WordNet
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relevant to the amphibian domain. Since each of above 252 returned words may have some
correct senses judged by the human expert, we got finally 285 correct senses.In order to see
how well each algorithm performed, we implemented different thresholds to see how re‐
sults are varied as we increased our selectivity based on level of match and/or number of
common elements matched. We varied the depth from 1 to 10, the common elements from 2
to 20, and the sum of the two from 3 to 30. For example with the #Depth+CE method, the
range of threshold t is from 3 to 30; the value t=15 means that we take only senses having the
number #Depth+CE is greater than 15. Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the F-measures achieved by
three methods of #Depth, #CE and #Depth+CE respectively using various threshold values.
Figure 5. F-measure of the #Depth only method (β=0.25).
Figure 6. F-measure of the #CE only method (β=0.25).
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Figure 7. F-measure of the #Depth+CE method (β=0.25).
We found that we got poor results when using depth only, i.e., a maximum F-measure of
0.42 with a threshold of 1, but the common elements approach performed better with a max‐
imum F-measure of 0.67 with a threshold of 10. However, the best result was achieved when
we used the sum of depth and common element using a threshold t=15. This produced a
precision of 74% and recall of 50% and an F-measure of 0.72. In this case, 155 words were
found by the algorithm of which 115 were correct. Table 1 presents the number of unique
synonym and hypernym words we could add to the ontology from WordNet based on our
disambiguated senses.
Threshold 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30
#words returned 308 291 271 225 155 98 62 17 8 4
# words correct 190 178 176 149 115 70 38 10 1 1
#SYN 417 352 346 308 231 140 78 26 1 1
#HYN 164 156 151 123 80 48 42 12 2 2
Table 1. Number of retrieved synonyms and hypernyms words.
To better  understand this  approach,  we present an example based on the concept-word
“cavity.” WordNet contains 4 different senses for this word: 1) pit,  cavity,  2) cavity,  en‐
closed space; 3) cavity, caries, dental caries, tooth decay; and 4) cavity, bodily cavity, cav‐
um. Based on the total value of #Depth+CE, our algorithm correctly selects the fourth sense
as the most relevant for the amphibian ontology (c.f., Table 2). Based on this sense, we then
consider the synonyms [cavity, bodily_cavity, cavum] and hypernyms [structure, anatomical_struc‐
ture, complex_body_part, bodily_structure, body_structure]  as words to enrich the vocabulary
for the concept “cavity”. This process is applied for all concept-words in the seed amphib‐
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ian ontology and new mined vocabularies will be used to enrich the corresponding con‐
cepts of the ontology.
# Depth #CE #Depth+CE
1st sense 5 7 12
2nd sense 4 7 11
3rd sense 10 7 17
4th sense 15 7 22
Table 2. Example of semantic similarity computation for the concept-word “cavity”.
4.2. Text Mining Approach
4.2.1. Searching and Collecting Documents
In order to collect a corpus of documents from which ontological enrichments can be mined,
we use the seed ontology as input to our focused search. For each concept in a selected sub‐
set of ontology, we generate a query that is then submitted to two main sources, i.e., search
engines and digital libraries. To aid in query generation strategies, we created an interactive
system that enables us to create queries from existing concepts in the ontology and allows us
to change parameters such as the Website address, the number of returned results, the for‐
mat of returned documents, etc.
We next automatically submit the ontology-generated queries to multiple search engines
and digital libraries related to the domain (e.g., Google, Yahoo, Google Scholar, http://
www.amphibanat.org). For each query, we process the top 10 results from each search site
using an HTML parser to extract the hyperlinks for collecting documents.
4.2.2. Classifying and Filtering Documents
Although documents are retrieved selectively through restricted queries and by focused
search, the results can contain some documents that are less relevant or not relevant at all.
Therefore, we still need a mechanism to evaluate and verify the relevance of these docu‐
ments to the predefined domain of the ontology. To remove unexpected documents, first we
automatically remove those that are blank or too short, are duplicated documents, or those
that are in a format that is not suitable for text processing. We then use LIBSVMclassification
tool [5] to separate the remaining documents into two main categories: (i) relevant and (ii)
non-relevant to the domain of ontology. We have also varied different parameters of
LIBSVM such as kernel type (-t), degree (-d), weight (-wi)… in order to select the best pa‐
rameters for our classification. Only those documents that are deemed truly relevant are in‐
put to the pattern extraction process.
The SVM classification algorithm must first be trained, based on labeled examples, so that it
can accurately predict unknown data (i.e., testing data). The training phase consists of find‐
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ing a hyper plane that separates the elements belonging to two different classes. Our topic
focused search combining with the SVM classification as described in [17] is 77.5% accurate,
in order to evaluate our text mining approach in the absence of noise, we report in this pa‐
per our results based on the labeled relevant training examples. In future, the topic focused
crawler will be used to feed directly into the text mining process.
4.2.3. Information Extraction using Text Mining
After the topic-specific searching produces a set of documents related to the amphibian mor‐
phology domain, this phase information mines important vocabulary from the text of the
documents. Specifically, our goal is to extract a set of words that are most related to the do‐
main ontology concept-words. We have implemented and evaluated a vector space ap‐
proach using two methods to calculate the tf*idf weights. Since most ontology concept-
words are nouns, we also explored the effect of restricting our extracted words to nouns
only. The weight calculation methods compared were the document-based selection and cor‐
pus-based selection. In both approaches, in order to give high weights to words important to
the domain, we pre-calculated the idf (inverse document frequency) from a collection of
10,000 documents that were randomly downloaded from a broad selection of categories in
the ODP1 collection.
a. Document-based selection (L1)
This method, L1, first calculates weights of words in each document using tf*idf as follows:
W (i, j)= rt f (i , j) ∗ id f i (4)
rt f (i , j) =
t f (i , j )
N ( j) (5)
id f i = log
| D |
| {d : ti ∈ d } | (6)
where
W(i,j) is the weight of term i in document j
rtf(i,j) is the relative term frequency of term i in document j
idfi is the inverse document frequency of term i, which is pre-calculated across 10,000 ODP
documents
tf(i,j) is the term frequency of term i in document j
N(j) means the number of words in document j
|D| is the total number of documents in the corpus
1 Open Directory Project http://www.dmoz.org/
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|{d:tid}| is number of documents in which ti appears.
A word list sorted by weights is generated for each document from which the top k words
are selected. These word lists are then merged in sorted order these words to only one list
ranked by their weight. We performed some preliminary experiments, not reported here,
which varied k from 1 to 110. The results reported here use k = 30, a value that was found to
perform best.
b. Corpus-based selection (L2)
This method, L2, calculates weights of words by using sum(tf)*idf. Thus, the collection based
frequency is used to identify a single word list rather than selecting a word list for each
document based on the within-document frequency and then merging, as is done in method




rt f (i , j) ∗ id f i (7)
where
W(i) is the weight of term i in the corpus
The other factors are calculated as in L1 method.
c. Part-of-speech restriction (L1N, L2N)
For each of the previous approaches, we implemented a version that removed all non-nouns
from the final word list. We call the word lists, L1N and L2N, corresponding to the subset of
words in lists L1 and L2 respectively that are tagged as nouns using the WordNet library
[25] using JWI(the MIT Java WordNet Interface).
4.2.4. Experiments
a. Dataset and Experiments
The current amphibian ontology is large and our goal is to develop techniques that can min‐
imize manual effort by growing the ontology from a small, seed ontology. Thus, rather than
using the whole ontology as input to the system, for our experiments we used a subset of
only the five top-level concepts from the ontology whose meaning broadly covered the am‐
phibian domain. Ultimately, we hope to compare the larger ontology we build to the full on‐
tology built by domain expert.
We found that when we expand the query containing the concept name with keywords de‐
scribing the ontology domain overall, we get a larger number of relevant results. Based on
these explorations, we created an automated module that, given a concept in the ontology,
currently generates 3 queries with the expansion added, e.g., “amphibian” “morphology”
“pdf”. From each of the five concepts, we generate three queries, for a total of 15 automati‐
cally generated queries. Each query is then submitted to each of the four search sites from
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idfi is the inverse document frequency of term i, which is pre-calculated across 10,000 ODP
documents
tf(i,j) is the term frequency of term i in document j
N(j) means the number of words in document j
|D| is the total number of documents in the corpus
1 Open Directory Project http://www.dmoz.org/
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|{d:tid}| is number of documents in which ti appears.
A word list sorted by weights is generated for each document from which the top k words
are selected. These word lists are then merged in sorted order these words to only one list
ranked by their weight. We performed some preliminary experiments, not reported here,
which varied k from 1 to 110. The results reported here use k = 30, a value that was found to
perform best.
b. Corpus-based selection (L2)
This method, L2, calculates weights of words by using sum(tf)*idf. Thus, the collection based
frequency is used to identify a single word list rather than selecting a word list for each
document based on the within-document frequency and then merging, as is done in method




rt f (i , j) ∗ id f i (7)
where
W(i) is the weight of term i in the corpus
The other factors are calculated as in L1 method.
c. Part-of-speech restriction (L1N, L2N)
For each of the previous approaches, we implemented a version that removed all non-nouns
from the final word list. We call the word lists, L1N and L2N, corresponding to the subset of
words in lists L1 and L2 respectively that are tagged as nouns using the WordNet library
[25] using JWI(the MIT Java WordNet Interface).
4.2.4. Experiments
a. Dataset and Experiments
The current amphibian ontology is large and our goal is to develop techniques that can min‐
imize manual effort by growing the ontology from a small, seed ontology. Thus, rather than
using the whole ontology as input to the system, for our experiments we used a subset of
only the five top-level concepts from the ontology whose meaning broadly covered the am‐
phibian domain. Ultimately, we hope to compare the larger ontology we build to the full on‐
tology built by domain expert.
We found that when we expand the query containing the concept name with keywords de‐
scribing the ontology domain overall, we get a larger number of relevant results. Based on
these explorations, we created an automated module that, given a concept in the ontology,
currently generates 3 queries with the expansion added, e.g., “amphibian” “morphology”
“pdf”. From each of the five concepts, we generate three queries, for a total of 15 automati‐
cally generated queries. Each query is then submitted to each of the four search sites from
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which the top ten results are requested. This results in a maximum of 600 documents to
process. However, because some search sites return fewer than ten results for some queries,
we perform syntactic filtering, and duplicate documents are returned by search engines, in
practice this number was somewhat smaller.
It is crucial to have a filtering stage to remove irrelevant and slightly relevant documents to
the amphibian ontology. We have adopted an SVM-based classification technique trained on
60 relevant and 60 irrelevant documents collected from the Web. In earlier experiments, our
focused search combining with the SVM classification was able to collect new documents
and correctly identify those related to the domain with an average accuracy 77.5% [17][19].
Ultimately, the papers collected and filtered by the topic-specific spider will be automatical‐
ly fed into the text mining software (with an optional human review in between). However,
to evaluate the effectiveness of the text mining independently, without noise introduced by
some potentially irrelevant documents, we ran our experiments using 60 documents man‐
ually judged as relevant, separated into two groups of 30, i.e., Group_A and Group_B. All
these documents were preprocessed to remove HTML code, stop words and punctuation.
We ran experiments to tune our algorithms using Group_A and then validated our results
using Group_B.
For the document-based approach, we took the top 30 words from each document and
merged them. This created a list of 623 unique words (L1). To be consistent, we also selected
the top 623 words produced by the corpus based approach (L2). We merged these two lists
and removed duplicates, which resulted in a list of 866 unique words that were submitted
for human judgment. Based on our expert judgment, 507 of the total words were domain-
relevant and 359 were considered irrelevant. These judgments were then used to evaluate
the 6 techniques, i.e., L1, L2, L1+L2, L1N, L2N and L1N+L2N.
When we selected only the nouns from L1 and L2, this resulted in lists L1N and L2N that
contained 277 and 300 words, respectively. When these were merged and duplicates were
removed, 375 words were submitted for judgment of which 253 were judged relevant and
122 were judged irrelevant to the amphibian morphology domain
b. Evaluation Measures
In the text mining approach, we define:
• Precision (P): measures the percentage of the correct words identified by our algorithm
that matched those from the candidate words.
P =
# _correct _words _ identified
# _candidate _words (8)
• Recall (R): measures the percentage of the correct words identified by our algorithm that
matched those from the truth-list words.
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R =
# _correct _words _ identified
# _ truth − list _words (9)
Based on these two measures, we also calculate the F-measure as the equation (3) to evaluate
methods’ performances.
4.2.5. Results
We evaluated our results by comparing the candidate word lists that were extracted from
the relevant documents using our algorithms with the judgments submitted by our human
domain expert. Since not all words on the word lists are likely to be relevant, we varied how
many of the top weighted words were used. We chose threshold values t from 0.1 to 1.0 cor‐
responding to the percentage of top candidate words that are extracted (e.g., t=0.1 means
that top 10% words are selected). We carried out 6 different tests corresponding to the four
candidate lists, i.e., L1, L2, L1N, L2N and two more cases L1+L2 (average of L1 and L2) and
L1N+L2N (average of L1N and L2N) as input to our algorithm. These tests are named by
their list names L1, L2, L1+L2, L1N, L2N and L1N+L2N. Figure 8 presents the F-measures ach‐
ieved by these tests using various threshold values.
Figure 8. F-measure of the tests in Group_A (β=0.25).
The best result was achieved in the test L1N, using the highest weighted nouns extracted
from individual documents. By analyzing results, we find that the best performance is ach‐
ieved with a threshold t=0.6, i.e., the top 60% of the words (277 words total) in the candidate
list are used. This threshold produced precision of 88% and recall of 58% meaning that 167
words were added to the ontology of which 147 were correct.
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which the top ten results are requested. This results in a maximum of 600 documents to
process. However, because some search sites return fewer than ten results for some queries,
we perform syntactic filtering, and duplicate documents are returned by search engines, in
practice this number was somewhat smaller.
It is crucial to have a filtering stage to remove irrelevant and slightly relevant documents to
the amphibian ontology. We have adopted an SVM-based classification technique trained on
60 relevant and 60 irrelevant documents collected from the Web. In earlier experiments, our
focused search combining with the SVM classification was able to collect new documents
and correctly identify those related to the domain with an average accuracy 77.5% [17][19].
Ultimately, the papers collected and filtered by the topic-specific spider will be automatical‐
ly fed into the text mining software (with an optional human review in between). However,
to evaluate the effectiveness of the text mining independently, without noise introduced by
some potentially irrelevant documents, we ran our experiments using 60 documents man‐
ually judged as relevant, separated into two groups of 30, i.e., Group_A and Group_B. All
these documents were preprocessed to remove HTML code, stop words and punctuation.
We ran experiments to tune our algorithms using Group_A and then validated our results
using Group_B.
For the document-based approach, we took the top 30 words from each document and
merged them. This created a list of 623 unique words (L1). To be consistent, we also selected
the top 623 words produced by the corpus based approach (L2). We merged these two lists
and removed duplicates, which resulted in a list of 866 unique words that were submitted
for human judgment. Based on our expert judgment, 507 of the total words were domain-
relevant and 359 were considered irrelevant. These judgments were then used to evaluate
the 6 techniques, i.e., L1, L2, L1+L2, L1N, L2N and L1N+L2N.
When we selected only the nouns from L1 and L2, this resulted in lists L1N and L2N that
contained 277 and 300 words, respectively. When these were merged and duplicates were
removed, 375 words were submitted for judgment of which 253 were judged relevant and
122 were judged irrelevant to the amphibian morphology domain
b. Evaluation Measures
In the text mining approach, we define:
• Precision (P): measures the percentage of the correct words identified by our algorithm
that matched those from the candidate words.
P =
# _correct _words _ identified
# _candidate _words (8)
• Recall (R): measures the percentage of the correct words identified by our algorithm that
matched those from the truth-list words.
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R =
# _correct _words _ identified
# _ truth − list _words (9)
Based on these two measures, we also calculate the F-measure as the equation (3) to evaluate
methods’ performances.
4.2.5. Results
We evaluated our results by comparing the candidate word lists that were extracted from
the relevant documents using our algorithms with the judgments submitted by our human
domain expert. Since not all words on the word lists are likely to be relevant, we varied how
many of the top weighted words were used. We chose threshold values t from 0.1 to 1.0 cor‐
responding to the percentage of top candidate words that are extracted (e.g., t=0.1 means
that top 10% words are selected). We carried out 6 different tests corresponding to the four
candidate lists, i.e., L1, L2, L1N, L2N and two more cases L1+L2 (average of L1 and L2) and
L1N+L2N (average of L1N and L2N) as input to our algorithm. These tests are named by
their list names L1, L2, L1+L2, L1N, L2N and L1N+L2N. Figure 8 presents the F-measures ach‐
ieved by these tests using various threshold values.
Figure 8. F-measure of the tests in Group_A (β=0.25).
The best result was achieved in the test L1N, using the highest weighted nouns extracted
from individual documents. By analyzing results, we find that the best performance is ach‐
ieved with a threshold t=0.6, i.e., the top 60% of the words (277 words total) in the candidate
list are used. This threshold produced precision of 88% and recall of 58% meaning that 167
words were added to the ontology of which 147 were correct.
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To confirm our results, we validated the best performing algorithm, L1N with a threshold of
0.6, using the 30 previously unused relevant documents in Group_B. We applied the docu‐
ment-based selection algorithm using nouns only with a threshold value 0.6. In this case, the
achieved results are P = 77%, R = 58% and F-measure = 0.7. This shows that, although preci‐
sion is a bit lower, overall the results are reproducible on a different document collection. In
this case 183 words were added to the ontology of which 141 were correct.
Threshold 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
#candidatewords 28 55 83 110 139 167 194 222 249 277
# words added 22 50 77 101 124 147 162 188 206 225
Table 3. Number of words can be added.
Table 3 reports in more detail on the number of candidate words and how many correct words
can be added to the ontology through the text mining process with the document-based selection
and restricting our words to nouns only, i.e. the L1N test with threshold 0.6 on the valida‐
tion documents, Group_B. We also observe that the top words extracted using this technique
are very relevant to the domain of amphibian ontology, for example, the top 10 words are:
frog, amphibian, yolk, medline, muscle, embryo, abstract, pallium, nerve, membrane.
4.3. Discussions
The experimental results show that the ontology enrichment process can be used with new
relevant vocabularies extracted from both of our approaches of text mining and lexical expan‐
sion. Overall, the text mining approach achieved a better result than the WordNet approach.









#Candidate Words 155 167
#Words mined correctly 115 147
#Words mined incorrectly 40 20
Table 4. Comparison of two approaches in the best case.
In the text mining approach, we got the best results using a vector space approach with the
document-based selection and restricting our words to nouns only. Overall, our algorithm
produced good accuracy, over than 81% for all cases. If we restrict our candidates to only
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the top-weighted candidates extracted from the documents, the precision is higher but the
recall decreases. In the best case, where the F-measure is maximized, the precision is 88% on
the test collection. Our algorithm was also validated with another dataset (i.e. documents in
Group_B), the precision in this case decreases to 77% which is still acceptable and does not
affect significantly to the number and quality of relevant words extracted.
The results in the lexical analysis approach also show that our similarity computation meth‐
od can provide an effective way to identify the correct sense for words in a given ontology.
These senses then provide a source of new vocabulary that can be used to enrich the ontolo‐
gy. Our algorithm was best with the precision of 74% in the method of #Depth+CE. If we
consider words with fewer senses, the accuracy of detection of correct words is higher. This
level of accuracy was achieved using a reference hypernym tree with 110 hypernyms, built
from only 14 manually disambiguated concept-words from the top two levels of our amphib‐
ian morphology ontology. From these words, we are able to identify a large collection of
synonyms and hypernyms that are a good potential source for the ontology enrichment process.
5. Ontology Enrichment
In previous sections, we have presented our main approaches to mine new relevant vocabu‐
laries to enrich a domain ontology from two main sources: (i) the WordNet database; and (ii)
domain-relevant documents collected from the Internet. In this section we describe how we
enrich the domain ontology by adding these newly-mined words to the appropriate con‐
cepts. Our main task in this phase is finding a method to add correctly a new candidate
word to the best appropriate ontology concept vocabulary.
5.1. Lexical Expansion Approach
As presented in the section 4.1, our lexical expansion approach has identifies the correct
WordNet sense for each concept-word and then considering that sense’s synsets and hyper‐
nyms as new vocabulary for the associated concept.In the previous phase, we used the hy‐
pernyms trees to identify the correct sense for each concept-word. For each correct sense, we
add the synonym words (synsets) of that sense to the ontology concept vocabulary. Because
we know which concept the synset is associated with, an advantage of this approach is that
it is trivial to attach the new vocabulary to the correct concept.
From the 285 correct senses mined in the first phase, our lexical expansion mineda total of
352 new synonym words over 155 concept words that were returned. Many synonym words
were duplicates, so we refined the candidate vocabulary by removing redundant words,
leaving 321 new words to add to the ontology.
To evaluate the accuracy of this approach, we presented each of these 155 word-concept
pairings to a human domain expert and asked them to validate whether or not the pairing is
accurate. In their judgment, 115 words were relevant to the amphibian morphology domain,
and their 260 synonyms words were considered. We then refined these synonym words by
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To confirm our results, we validated the best performing algorithm, L1N with a threshold of
0.6, using the 30 previously unused relevant documents in Group_B. We applied the docu‐
ment-based selection algorithm using nouns only with a threshold value 0.6. In this case, the
achieved results are P = 77%, R = 58% and F-measure = 0.7. This shows that, although preci‐
sion is a bit lower, overall the results are reproducible on a different document collection. In
this case 183 words were added to the ontology of which 141 were correct.
Threshold 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
#candidatewords 28 55 83 110 139 167 194 222 249 277
# words added 22 50 77 101 124 147 162 188 206 225
Table 3. Number of words can be added.
Table 3 reports in more detail on the number of candidate words and how many correct words
can be added to the ontology through the text mining process with the document-based selection
and restricting our words to nouns only, i.e. the L1N test with threshold 0.6 on the valida‐
tion documents, Group_B. We also observe that the top words extracted using this technique
are very relevant to the domain of amphibian ontology, for example, the top 10 words are:
frog, amphibian, yolk, medline, muscle, embryo, abstract, pallium, nerve, membrane.
4.3. Discussions
The experimental results show that the ontology enrichment process can be used with new
relevant vocabularies extracted from both of our approaches of text mining and lexical expan‐
sion. Overall, the text mining approach achieved a better result than the WordNet approach.









#Candidate Words 155 167
#Words mined correctly 115 147
#Words mined incorrectly 40 20
Table 4. Comparison of two approaches in the best case.
In the text mining approach, we got the best results using a vector space approach with the
document-based selection and restricting our words to nouns only. Overall, our algorithm
produced good accuracy, over than 81% for all cases. If we restrict our candidates to only
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the top-weighted candidates extracted from the documents, the precision is higher but the
recall decreases. In the best case, where the F-measure is maximized, the precision is 88% on
the test collection. Our algorithm was also validated with another dataset (i.e. documents in
Group_B), the precision in this case decreases to 77% which is still acceptable and does not
affect significantly to the number and quality of relevant words extracted.
The results in the lexical analysis approach also show that our similarity computation meth‐
od can provide an effective way to identify the correct sense for words in a given ontology.
These senses then provide a source of new vocabulary that can be used to enrich the ontolo‐
gy. Our algorithm was best with the precision of 74% in the method of #Depth+CE. If we
consider words with fewer senses, the accuracy of detection of correct words is higher. This
level of accuracy was achieved using a reference hypernym tree with 110 hypernyms, built
from only 14 manually disambiguated concept-words from the top two levels of our amphib‐
ian morphology ontology. From these words, we are able to identify a large collection of
synonyms and hypernyms that are a good potential source for the ontology enrichment process.
5. Ontology Enrichment
In previous sections, we have presented our main approaches to mine new relevant vocabu‐
laries to enrich a domain ontology from two main sources: (i) the WordNet database; and (ii)
domain-relevant documents collected from the Internet. In this section we describe how we
enrich the domain ontology by adding these newly-mined words to the appropriate con‐
cepts. Our main task in this phase is finding a method to add correctly a new candidate
word to the best appropriate ontology concept vocabulary.
5.1. Lexical Expansion Approach
As presented in the section 4.1, our lexical expansion approach has identifies the correct
WordNet sense for each concept-word and then considering that sense’s synsets and hyper‐
nyms as new vocabulary for the associated concept.In the previous phase, we used the hy‐
pernyms trees to identify the correct sense for each concept-word. For each correct sense, we
add the synonym words (synsets) of that sense to the ontology concept vocabulary. Because
we know which concept the synset is associated with, an advantage of this approach is that
it is trivial to attach the new vocabulary to the correct concept.
From the 285 correct senses mined in the first phase, our lexical expansion mineda total of
352 new synonym words over 155 concept words that were returned. Many synonym words
were duplicates, so we refined the candidate vocabulary by removing redundant words,
leaving 321 new words to add to the ontology.
To evaluate the accuracy of this approach, we presented each of these 155 word-concept
pairings to a human domain expert and asked them to validate whether or not the pairing is
accurate. In their judgment, 115 words were relevant to the amphibian morphology domain,
and their 260 synonyms words were considered. We then refined these synonym words by
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removing duplicates. Thus, we ultimately added 231 words to the appropriate concepts, al‐
most entirely automatically. The precision of adding correct synonym words to the ontology
was 71.9%. The only manual step in this process is the filtering out of the incorrect word-
senses extracted from WordNet.
5.2. Text Mining Approach
5.2.1. Overview
To reiterate our task, given a list of potential synonyms to be added to an ontology, we want
to develop an algorithm to automatically identify the best matching concept for each candi‐
date. Unlike the WordNet approach, this is a much more difficult task for words mined
from the literature. The candidate words are domain relevant, but exactly where in the on‐
tology do they belong?We again turn to thedomain-relevant corpus of documents to deter‐
mine the concept in the ontology to which these newly mined candidate words should be
attached. The main differences between our approach and that of others are:
• The documents are used as the knowledge base of word relationships as well as the
source of domain-specific vocabulary. Specifically, for each concept (and each candidate
word), chunks of text are extracted around the word occurrences to create concept-word
contexts and candidate word contexts. The words around each concept and/or candidate
word occurrence thus contain words related to the semantics of the concept/candidate
word.
• Word phrases can be handled. Instead of handling each word in a word phrase separately
and then trying to combine the results, as we did with WordNet, we can process the word
phrase as a whole. For each word phrase, we extract text chunks in which all of the words
occur. Thus, the contexts are related to the concept-word as a whole, not just the individu‐
al component words.
The four main steps of our approach are:
1. Extract text chunks surrounding the concept-word(s) from each input document. Com‐
bine the text chunks extracted to create context files that represent the concept. Using
the same method, create context files for each candidate word (i.e., potential synonym).
2. For each candidate, calculate the context-based similarity between the candidate context
and each concept context.
3. Identify the most similar concepts using kNN (k nearest neighbors).
4. Assign the candidate words to the concept(s) with the highest similarity.
5.2.2. Extracting concept-word contexts
This process begins with a set of domain-related documents that are used as a knowledge
base. From each preprocessed text file, we locate all candidate word occurrences and then
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created windows of plus/minus N words around each occurrence. Overlapping windows
are then combined to create non-overlapping text chunks. Because varying numbers of over‐
lapping windows may be combined to create the text chunks, the text chunks vary in size
and in the number of word occurrences they contain. In order to illustrate the text chunks
selection process, consider a single document representing the concept name “neural_canal”
with the query keywords are “neural” and “canal”.
a. Step 1: Identify windows around each query keyword
In one part of the document under consideration with the window size of +-10, there are
three occurrences of both terms “neural” and “canal” and thus three windows of size 21
with a word in the middle. We can see that Windows 1, 2, and 3 all contain keywords and
they are overlapping.
Window 1: (middle keyword is “neural”)
morphy pronounced reduction process boulengerella lateristriga maculata hypothesized synapomor‐
phic species neural synapomorphy laterosensory canal system body majority characiforms completely
developed posterior
Window 2: (middle keyword is “canal”)
process boulengerella lateristriga maculata hypothesized synapomorphic species neural synapomor‐
phy laterosensory canal system body majority characiforms completely developed posterior neural lat‐
erosensory canal
Window 3: (middle keyword is “neural”)
synapomorphy laterosensory canal system body majority characiforms completely developed posterior
neural laterosensory canalsystem body nearly lateral line scales minimally pore
b. Step 2: Combine overlapping chunks of text
In this step, we combine all overlapping windows to create the text chunks as following.
morphy pronounced reduction process boulengerella lateristriga maculata hypothesized synapomor‐
phic species neural synapomorphy laterosensory canal system body majority characiforms completely
developed posterior neural laterosensory canal system body nearly lateral line scales minimally pore
c. Step 3: Combining chunks of text across document
In this step, we simply combine the text chunks extracted for a given context from a docu‐
ment by appending them together.
5.2.3. Generating Vectors for the Extracted Contexts
After having extracted text chunks surrounding to keyword instances (i.e., concepts or syno‐
nyms), we have two sets of contexts: (1) S representing candidate synonyms; and (2) C rep‐
resenting concepts. In this step, we transform the contexts to vectors representing the
keywords. We adopted tf*idf approach to index tokens from the context files and assign
weight values to these tokens. Thus, all keywords can be represented by a series of features
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removing duplicates. Thus, we ultimately added 231 words to the appropriate concepts, al‐
most entirely automatically. The precision of adding correct synonym words to the ontology
was 71.9%. The only manual step in this process is the filtering out of the incorrect word-
senses extracted from WordNet.
5.2. Text Mining Approach
5.2.1. Overview
To reiterate our task, given a list of potential synonyms to be added to an ontology, we want
to develop an algorithm to automatically identify the best matching concept for each candi‐
date. Unlike the WordNet approach, this is a much more difficult task for words mined
from the literature. The candidate words are domain relevant, but exactly where in the on‐
tology do they belong?We again turn to thedomain-relevant corpus of documents to deter‐
mine the concept in the ontology to which these newly mined candidate words should be
attached. The main differences between our approach and that of others are:
• The documents are used as the knowledge base of word relationships as well as the
source of domain-specific vocabulary. Specifically, for each concept (and each candidate
word), chunks of text are extracted around the word occurrences to create concept-word
contexts and candidate word contexts. The words around each concept and/or candidate
word occurrence thus contain words related to the semantics of the concept/candidate
word.
• Word phrases can be handled. Instead of handling each word in a word phrase separately
and then trying to combine the results, as we did with WordNet, we can process the word
phrase as a whole. For each word phrase, we extract text chunks in which all of the words
occur. Thus, the contexts are related to the concept-word as a whole, not just the individu‐
al component words.
The four main steps of our approach are:
1. Extract text chunks surrounding the concept-word(s) from each input document. Com‐
bine the text chunks extracted to create context files that represent the concept. Using
the same method, create context files for each candidate word (i.e., potential synonym).
2. For each candidate, calculate the context-based similarity between the candidate context
and each concept context.
3. Identify the most similar concepts using kNN (k nearest neighbors).
4. Assign the candidate words to the concept(s) with the highest similarity.
5.2.2. Extracting concept-word contexts
This process begins with a set of domain-related documents that are used as a knowledge
base. From each preprocessed text file, we locate all candidate word occurrences and then
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created windows of plus/minus N words around each occurrence. Overlapping windows
are then combined to create non-overlapping text chunks. Because varying numbers of over‐
lapping windows may be combined to create the text chunks, the text chunks vary in size
and in the number of word occurrences they contain. In order to illustrate the text chunks
selection process, consider a single document representing the concept name “neural_canal”
with the query keywords are “neural” and “canal”.
a. Step 1: Identify windows around each query keyword
In one part of the document under consideration with the window size of +-10, there are
three occurrences of both terms “neural” and “canal” and thus three windows of size 21
with a word in the middle. We can see that Windows 1, 2, and 3 all contain keywords and
they are overlapping.
Window 1: (middle keyword is “neural”)
morphy pronounced reduction process boulengerella lateristriga maculata hypothesized synapomor‐
phic species neural synapomorphy laterosensory canal system body majority characiforms completely
developed posterior
Window 2: (middle keyword is “canal”)
process boulengerella lateristriga maculata hypothesized synapomorphic species neural synapomor‐
phy laterosensory canal system body majority characiforms completely developed posterior neural lat‐
erosensory canal
Window 3: (middle keyword is “neural”)
synapomorphy laterosensory canal system body majority characiforms completely developed posterior
neural laterosensory canalsystem body nearly lateral line scales minimally pore
b. Step 2: Combine overlapping chunks of text
In this step, we combine all overlapping windows to create the text chunks as following.
morphy pronounced reduction process boulengerella lateristriga maculata hypothesized synapomor‐
phic species neural synapomorphy laterosensory canal system body majority characiforms completely
developed posterior neural laterosensory canal system body nearly lateral line scales minimally pore
c. Step 3: Combining chunks of text across document
In this step, we simply combine the text chunks extracted for a given context from a docu‐
ment by appending them together.
5.2.3. Generating Vectors for the Extracted Contexts
After having extracted text chunks surrounding to keyword instances (i.e., concepts or syno‐
nyms), we have two sets of contexts: (1) S representing candidate synonyms; and (2) C rep‐
resenting concepts. In this step, we transform the contexts to vectors representing the
keywords. We adopted tf*idf approach to index tokens from the context files and assign
weight values to these tokens. Thus, all keywords can be represented by a series of features
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(i.e., weighted tokens) extracted from the relevant chunks. We have generated two types of
vectors for each keyword, i.e., individual vectors and a centroid vector. An individual vector
summarizes the contexts around a keyword within a single document while a centroid vec‐
tor combines the individual vectors to summarize all contexts in which a keyword appears.
a. Individual Vector
Let’s take an example of a concept keyword Ck represented by 5 context files extracted from
5 relevant documents (i.e., N=5). This keyword will have 5 individual vectorsrepresenting
for each individual context file. We used the KeyConcept package [9] to index features and
calculate their weights; each individual vector has the following format:
IN Di _Ck =( featurei1 :weigh ti1, featurei2 :weigh ti2, ..., featureim :weigh tim) (10)
in which weightij = rtfij * idfj,, the relative term frequency rtfij and the inverse document fre‐
quency idfij are respectively calculated by the following formulas
rt f ij =
# featurej _ in _contexti
# features _ in _contexti
(11)
id f j = log( #documents _ in _collection#documents _containing _ featurej ) (12)
In our experiments, the document collection we used is very specific to the amphibian mor‐
phology domain. In order to make the idf value more fair and accurate, we adopt the idf
dataset based on the ODP that we had used in the previous paper [19].
b. Centroid Vectors
The centroid vector of the concept keyword Ck is calculated based on the individual vectors
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5.2.4. Similarity Computation and Ranking
In the next sections, we present our methods to calculate the similarity between two sets,
i.e., (1) S representing candidate synonyms; and (2) C representing concepts, to create and
rank a list of synonym-concept assignments.
Since each context is essentially a collection of text, we use the classic cosine similarity met‐
ric from the vector space model to measure the semantic relatedness of two contexts. For each
context Sm representing a candidate synonym and Cn representing a concept, the similarity of
each pair (Sm, Cn) is the weight of cosine similarity value calculated by the following formula:


















wi,m : weight of the feature i in the vector representing Sm
wi,n : weight of the feature i in the vector representing Cn
t: total number of features
Note that these similarity values are normalized by the size of the context.
Since each keyword is presented either by N individual vectors (i.e., N context files) or a
centroid vector over N context files, we propose to conduct four different methods to calcu‐
late the similarities between candidate synonym vectors and concept vectors:
• Indi2Indi: calculates the similarity value between each individual vector of a synonym
keyword in Sm and each individual vector of the concept keyword in Cn.
• Cent2Indi: calculates the similarity value between the centroid vector of a synonym key‐
word in Sm and each individual vector of the concept keyword in Cn.
• Indi2Cent: calculates the similarity value between each individual vector of a synonym
keyword in Sm and a centroid vector of the concept keyword in Cn.
• Cent2Cent: calculates the similarity value between the centroid vector of a synonym key‐
word in Sm and a centroid vector of the concept keyword in Cn.
Finally, for each candidate synonym it is assigned to the top concepts whose context Cn has
the highest similarity values to the context for Sm.
Once the similarity between each word pair in (Sm, Cn) is calculated, we use the kNN meth‐
od to rank the similarity computation results. The higher the similarity means the candidate
synonym would be closer to the target concept. For each candidate word, we take top k
items from the similarity sorted list. Then, we accumulate the weights of pairs having the
same concept names. The final ranked matching list is determined by the accumulated
weights. We then pick the pairs having highest weights value between Sm and Cn as the po‐
tential concepts to which the candidate synonym is added.
5.2.5. Experiments
a. Baseline: Existing WordNet-Based Algorithms
We evaluated four WordNet-based algorithms that had produced high accuracy as report‐
ed, i.e., Resnik [27], Jiang and Conrath [13], Lin [16], and Pirro and Seco [26], using all 191
test synonyms in our dataset.
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od to rank the similarity computation results. The higher the similarity means the candidate
synonym would be closer to the target concept. For each candidate word, we take top k
items from the similarity sorted list. Then, we accumulate the weights of pairs having the
same concept names. The final ranked matching list is determined by the accumulated
weights. We then pick the pairs having highest weights value between Sm and Cn as the po‐
tential concepts to which the candidate synonym is added.
5.2.5. Experiments
a. Baseline: Existing WordNet-Based Algorithms
We evaluated four WordNet-based algorithms that had produced high accuracy as report‐
ed, i.e., Resnik [27], Jiang and Conrath [13], Lin [16], and Pirro and Seco [26], using all 191
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2.09% 2.62% 4.71% 5.24% 5.24% 6.28% 6.81% 6.81%
Table 5. Evaluation of WordNet-based algorithms.
Our baseline approach using WordNet was complicated by the fact that it does not contain
word phrases, which are very common in the concepts and synonyms in our ontology. We
separate each word phrase (e.g., neural_canal) into single words, e.g., neural and canal, then
submit each to WordNet to calculate the similarity. Then, we add together the individual
word similarity score to produce the total similarity value for each phrase. For each of the
191 synonyms in the test set, the similarity between that synonym and each of the 530 con‐
cept names pairs was calculated, and then the concepts were ranked in decreasing order by
similarity. Table 5 presents the accuracy for each method at different cutoff points in the list.
From the Table 5, we can see that Resnik’s algorithm works best with this test set, although
is only 1.05% accurate at the rank 1 location and 8.9% the correct concept appeared within
the top 10 ranked concepts. The other approaches are not as accurate.
b. Context-Based Algorithms
We evaluated results by comparing the list of top ranked concepts for each synonym pro‐
duced using our context-based method with the truth list we extracted from the ontology.
The performance is reported over varying text chunk sizes (or text window sizes - wsize),
from 4 to 40 tokens. Due to space limits, we only report here the best case achieved for each
method (c.f. Figure 9). We also evaluated different values of k from 5 to 30 in the kNN meth‐
ods to determine the k value that returned the best result. The numbers of k reported in each
chart were different since the number or results generated depend on the number of vectors
compared by each method. For example, when we measure the similarity between a syno‐
nym and a concept name, the Indi2Indi method used 5 individual vectors for each synonym
and concept; but we have only one vector for each keyword in the Cent2Cent method.
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Figure 9. Result of the context-based similarity computation methods
By analyzing results, we find that the best performance is achieved in the Indi2Indi method
with the window size (wsize) 4 and the k value 30 (c.f. Figure 9). Other methods slightly per‐
formed less well than the Indi2Ind. When the window size is increased, the performance is
not improved.
c. Comparison with Baseline
From the above charts (c.f. Figure 9), we found that the context-based method works better
with small text window size (i.e. size=4, 6). We evaluated the same reported pairs of syno‐
nym and concept-words with our text mining methods and the above WordNet-based algo‐
rithms. Figure 10 shows that our context-based similarity computation methods consistently
outperform the best WordNet-based algorithm. Even the less promising Cent2Cent method
produces performance better than the best case of the WordNet-based similarity algorithms
(i.e., RESNIK’s algorithm).
The experimental results support our belief that we might not need to rely on the WordNet
database to determine similar words. The WordNet-based algorithms have not provided high
precision results since many words are compound and/or do not exist in the WordNet database.
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and concept; but we have only one vector for each keyword in the Cent2Cent method.
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nym and concept-words with our text mining methods and the above WordNet-based algo‐
rithms. Figure 10 shows that our context-based similarity computation methods consistently
outperform the best WordNet-based algorithm. Even the less promising Cent2Cent method
produces performance better than the best case of the WordNet-based similarity algorithms
(i.e., RESNIK’s algorithm).
The experimental results support our belief that we might not need to rely on the WordNet
database to determine similar words. The WordNet-based algorithms have not provided high
precision results since many words are compound and/or do not exist in the WordNet database.
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Figure 10. Comparison of our context-based methods vs. WordNet-based algorithms
5.3. Discussion
Our context-based approach was evaluated using synonyms from the amphibian ontology
itself as our truth dataset. The experimental results show that our text mining approaches
outperform the common similarity calculation algorithms based on WordNet in terms of
correctly adding new words to the ontology concepts. Our best algorithm, Indi2Indi, with a
window size of 4 and k=30 for kNN, selected the correct concept within the top 10 concepts
19.37% of the time. In comparison, the best WordNet-based algorithm only achieved 8.9%
on the same task.
Overall, using WordNet similarity algorithms to assign a new vocabulary to an existing on‐
tology might not be an effective solution since it depends on the WordNet database. One of
the main drawbacks of the WordNet database is the unavailability of many words, particu‐
larly for narrowly-defined domains. Another problem with WordNet-based algorithms is
that, because WordNet is so broad in scope, an extra step is neededfor semantic disambigua‐
tion thatcan further decrease accuracy.In contrast, the text mining approach can be applied
to any domain and can use information from the Internet to mine new relevant vocabularies.
Compared with the lexical expansion approach, in terms of correctly assigning new words
to specific ontology concepts, both context-based and WordNet-based text mining algo‐
rithms have lower precision (19.37% and 8.9% vs. 71.9%). This difference is to be expected
because, with the lexical expansion approach, we already know the concepts to whichthe
new words are to be attached.With that process, we start with a concept and try to find rele‐
vant domain-specific words.In contrast, the text mining approach starts with domain-rele‐
vant words and then tries to find matching concepts.





# Total words 321 191 191
# Correct words added 231 17 37
Precision 71.9% 8.9% 19.3%
Table 6. Comparison of different approaches on number of words added and accuracy.
Table 6 summarizes the results for the various approaches.It is clear that, in spite of the diffi‐
culty in finding domain-specific words in WordNet, the lexical expansion approach achieves
both the best ontology enrichment, both in terms of the number of words added to the ontol‐
ogy and the quality of those additions.
6. Conclusions
The goal of this research study is to implement and validate an ontology learning frame‐
work in order to enrich the vocabulary of the domain ontology from Web documents related
to the domain and from the WordNet semantic lexicon. We have presented two approaches,
i.e., lexical expansion using WordNet and text mining, to perform these tasks. In the first ap‐
proach, we built a reference hypernym tree by manually disambiguating top two levels of
concepts from the ontology and compared three similarity computation methods to allow us
to disambiguate the other concept-words in the ontology using WordNet. For the correct
sense, we then enriched the corresponding concept with its synonyms and hypernyms. In
our second approach, we implemented a focused crawler that retrieved documents in the
domain of amphibian morphology that incorporates an SVM-based filter. The most relevant
documents are submitted for information extraction using text mining.
Our approaches were empirically tested based on the seed amphibian ontology with Word‐
Net lexical synsets and with retrieved Web document. While both approaches performed
well, the text mining approach had higher precision for extracting relevant vocabulary to en‐
rich the ontology. However, that approach had greater difficulty attaching the new vocabu‐
lary to the correct concept. Considering the ultimate utility of these two approaches, the text
mining approach depends on the number and quality of the documents collected by the top‐
ic specific crawler. In addition, although it extracts good words, these words are not match‐
ed with particular concepts within the ontology. A further pairing process, most likely
involving WordNet, is needed to complete the ontology enrichment process. In contrast, the
lexical expansion approach using WordNet is only dependent on the concept-words in the
ontology itself. It also extracts words from WordNet on a concept-by-concept basis, so no
extra process is required to match new words with concepts. However, it does suffer from
inaccuracies when the incorrect senses of words are used for expansion. It also requires a
small amount of manual effort in order to disambiguate a few concept-words in order to
construct the reference hypernym tree.
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lexical expansion approach using WordNet is only dependent on the concept-words in the
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extra process is required to match new words with concepts. However, it does suffer from
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In future, we hope to combine these two approaches to exploit the strengths of each. For ex‐
ample we can use WordNet pair the text mining with concepts and use the documents to
identify and disambiguate the multiple senses for the concept-words found in WordNet. In
order to mine more vocabularies for the ontology, we will deal with the concept-words that
currently do not appear in WordNet due to the very narrowness of the domain. Our other
main task is to validate our approach on ontologies from other domains, to confirm that it is
domain-independent. Finally, we need to incorporate the results of this work into a com‐
plete system to automatically enrich our ontology.
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1. Introduction
Travel guidebooks and portal sites provided by tour companies and governmental tourist
boards are useful sources of information about travel. However, it is costly and
time-consuming to compile travel information for all tourist spots and to keep these data
up-to-date manually. Recently, research about services for the automatic compilation and
recommendation of travel information has been increasing in various research communities,
such as natural language processing, image processing, Web mining, geographic information
systems (GISs), and human interfaces. In this chapter, we overview the state of the art of the
research and several related services in this field. We especially focus on research in natural
language processing, including text mining.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the automatic
construction of databases for travel. Section 3 describes analysis of travelers’ behavior.
Section 4 introduces several studies about recommending travel information. Section 5 shows
interfaces for travel information access. Section 6 lists several linguistic resources. Finally,
we provide our conclusions and offer future directions in Section 7.
2. Automatic construction of databases for travel
In this section, we describe several studies about constructing databases for travel. In Section
2.1, we introduce a study that identified travel blog entries in a blog database. In Section 2.2,
we describe several methods to construct databases for travel by extracting travel information,
such as tourist spots or local products, from travel blog entries using information extraction
techniques. In Section 2.3, we explain a method that constructs travel links automatically.
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2 Text Mining
2.1. Automatic identification of travel blog entries
Travel blogs1 are defined as travel journals written by bloggers in diary form. Travel blogs are
considered useful for obtaining travel information, because many bloggers’ travel experiences
are written in this form.
There are various portal sites for travel blogs, which we will describe in Section 6. At
these sites, travel blogs are manually registered by bloggers themselves, and the blogs are
classified according to travel destination. However, there are many more travel blogs in the
blogosphere, beyond these portal sites. In an attempt to construct an exhaustive database
of travel blogs, Nanba et al. [25] identified travel blog entries written in Japanese in a blog
database.2
Blog entries that contain cue phrases, such as “travel”, “sightseeing”, or “tour”, have a high
degree of probability of being travel blogs. However, not every travel blog contains such cue
phrases. For example, if a blogger describes his/her journey to Norway in multiple blog
entries, the blog might state “We traveled to Norway” in the first entry, while only writing
“We ate wild sheep!” in the second entry. In this case, because the second entry does not
contain any expressions related to travel, it is difficult to identify it as a travel blog entry.
Therefore, Nanba et al. focused not only on each blog entry but also on the surrounding
entries for the identification of travel blog entries. They formulated the identification of travel
blog entries as a sequence-labeling problem, and solved it using machine learning. For the
machine learning method, they examined the Conditional Random Fields (CRF) method [20];
its empirical success has been reported recently in the field of natural language processing.
The CRF-based method identifies the tag 3 of each entry. Features and tags are given in the
CRF method as follows: (1) k tags occur before a target entry; (2) k features occur before a
target entry; and (3) k features follow a target entry (see Figure 1). They used the value of
k = 4, which was determined in a pilot study. Here, they used the following features for
machine learning: whether an entry contains any of 416 cue phrases, such as “ (travel)”,
“ (tour)”, and “ (departure)”, and the number of location names in each entry.
Using the above method, Nanba et al. identified 17,268 travel blog entries from 1,100,000
blog entries, and constructed a system that plotted travel blog entries on a Google map (see
Figure 2).4 In this figure, travel blog entries are shown as icons. If the user clicks an icon, the
corresponding blog entry is shown in a pop-up window.
2.2. Automatic extraction of travel information from texts
Nakatoh et al. [24] proposed a method for extracting names of local culinary dishes from
travel blogs written in Japanese, which were identified when the blog entry included both
the name of a sightseeing destination and the word “tourism”. They extracted local dishes
by gathering nouns that are dependent on the verb “” (eat). Tsai and Chou [32]
also proposed a method for extracting dish names from restaurant review blogs written in
Chinese using a machine learning (CRF) technique.
1 We use the term travel blog. Other studies use the term “Travelogues” [10], indicating social networking service (SNS)
content, blogs, reviews, message boards, and so on, for travel.
2 Although Nanba et al. identified Japanese travel blogs, their method can be applied to blogs written in other
languages, if cue phrases for the language are prepared.
3 In this case, the tag indicates whether each entry is a travel blog entry or not.
4 http://www.ls.info.hiroshima-cu.ac.jp/test/travel-map/xml-travelmap.html
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Figure 1. Features and tags used in CRF
Figure 2. Travel blog entries plotted on a Google map
In the following, we explain the detail of the bootstrapping-based and machine
learning-based information extraction approaches based on Nanba’s work [25]. Nanba et
al. extracted pairs comprising a location name and a local product from travel blogs written
in Japanese, which were identified using the method described in Section 2.1. For the efficient
extraction of travel information, they employed a bootstrapping method.
First, they prepared 482 pairs as seeds for the bootstrapping. These pairs were obtained
automatically from a “Web Japanese N-gram” database provided by Google, Inc. The
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database comprises N-grams (N = 1-7) extracted from 20 billion Japanese sentences on
the Web. They applied the pattern “[] []” ([slot of “location name”] local
product[slot of “local product”]) to the database, and extracted location names and local
products from each corresponding slot, thereby obtaining the 482 pairs.
Second, they applied a machine learning-based information extraction technique to the travel
blogs identified in the previous step, and obtained new pairs. In this step, they prepared
training data for the machine learning in the following three steps.
1. Select 200 sentences that contain both a location name and a local product from the 482
pairs. Then automatically create 200 tagged sentences, to which both “location” and
“product” tags are assigned.5
2. Prepare another 200 sentences that contain only a location name. Then create 200 tagged
sentences, to which the “location” tag is assigned.
3. Apply machine learning to the 400 tagged sentences, and obtain a system that
automatically allocates “location” and “product” tags to given sentences.
As a machine learning method, they used CRF. The CRF-based method identifies the class of
each word in a given sentence. Features and tags are given in the CRF method as follows: (1)
k tags occur before a target word; (2) k features occur before a target word; and (3) k features
follow a target word. They used the value of k = 2, which was determined in a pilot study.
They used the following six features for machine learning.
• Word.
• The part of speech to which the word belongs (noun, verb, adjective, etc.)
• Whether the word is a quotation mark.
• Whether the word is a cue word, such as “”, “”, “” (local product), “”
(famous confection), or “” (souvenir).
• Whether the word is a surface case.
• Whether the word is frequently used in the names of local products or souvenirs, such as
“cake” or “noodle”.
2.3. Automatic compilation of travel links
Collections of Web links are usefel information sources. However, maintaining these
collections manually is costly. Therefore, an automatic method for compiling collections
of Web links is required. In this section, we introduce a method that compiles travel links
automatically.
From travel blog entries, which were automatically identified using the method mentioned
in Section 2.1, Ishino et al. [15] extracted the hyperlinks to useful Web sites for a tourist spot
included by bloggers, and thereby constructed collections of hyperlinks for tourist spots. The
procedure for classifying links in travel blog entries is as follows.
5 Here, a location name corresponds to only a local product in each sentence.
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1. Input a travel blog entry.
2. Extract a hyperlink and any surrounding sentences that mention the link (a citing area).
3. Classify the link by taking account of the information in the citing area.
They classified link types into the following four categories.
• S (Spot): The information is about tourist spots.
• H (Hotel): The information is about accommodation.
• R (Restaurant): The information is about restaurants.
• O (Other): Other than types S, H, and R.
A hyperlink may be classified as more than one type. For example, a hyperlink
to “” (Chinese noodle museum, http://www.raumen.co.jp/home/) was
classified as types S and R, because the visitors to this museum can learn the history of
Chinese noodles in addition to eating them.
For the classification of link types, they employed a machine learning technique using the
following features.
• A word.
• Whether the word is a cue phrase, detailed as follows, where the numbers in brackets
shown for each feature represent the number of cues.
Cue phrase The number
of cues
A list of tourist spots, collected from Wikipedia. 17,371
Words frequently used in the name of tourist spots, such as “” (zoo)
or “” (museum). 138
Words related to sightseeing, such as “” (sightseeing) or “” (stroll). 172
Other words. 131
Table 1. Cues for type S
Cue phrase The number
of cues
Words that are frequently used in the name of hotels, such as “” (hotel)
or “” (Japanese inn). 9
Component words for accommodations, such as
“” (front desk) or “” (guest room). 29
Words that are frequently used when tourists stay in accommodation,
such as “” (stay) or “” (check in). 14
Other words. 21
Table 2. Cues for type H
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5 Here, a location name corresponds to only a local product in each sentence.
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1. Input a travel blog entry.
2. Extract a hyperlink and any surrounding sentences that mention the link (a citing area).
3. Classify the link by taking account of the information in the citing area.
They classified link types into the following four categories.
• S (Spot): The information is about tourist spots.
• H (Hotel): The information is about accommodation.
• R (Restaurant): The information is about restaurants.
• O (Other): Other than types S, H, and R.
A hyperlink may be classified as more than one type. For example, a hyperlink
to “” (Chinese noodle museum, http://www.raumen.co.jp/home/) was
classified as types S and R, because the visitors to this museum can learn the history of
Chinese noodles in addition to eating them.
For the classification of link types, they employed a machine learning technique using the
following features.
• A word.
• Whether the word is a cue phrase, detailed as follows, where the numbers in brackets
shown for each feature represent the number of cues.
Cue phrase The number
of cues
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Words frequently used in the name of tourist spots, such as “” (zoo)
or “” (museum). 138
Words related to sightseeing, such as “” (sightseeing) or “” (stroll). 172
Other words. 131
Table 1. Cues for type S
Cue phrase The number
of cues
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or “” (Japanese inn). 9
Component words for accommodations, such as
“” (front desk) or “” (guest room). 29
Words that are frequently used when tourists stay in accommodation,
such as “” (stay) or “” (check in). 14
Other words. 21
Table 2. Cues for type H




Based on this method, Ishino et al. constructed a travel link search system.6 The system
generated a list of URLs for Web sites related to a location, and automatically identified link
types and the context of citations (“citing areas”), where the blog authors described the sites.
Figure 3 shows a list of links related to “” (Osaka).
Figure 3. A list of Web sites for a travel spot
Cue phrase The number
of cues
Dish names such as “omelet”, collected from Wikipedia. 2,779
Cooking styles such as “Italian cuisine”, collected from Wikipedia. 114
Words that are frequently used in the name of restaurants,
such as “” (restaurant) or “” (dining room). 21
Words that are used when taking meals, such as “” (eat)
or “” (delicious). 52
General words that indicate food, such as “” (rice) or “” (cooking). 31
Other words. 31
Table 3. Cues for type R
6 http://www.ls.info.hiroshima-cu.ac.jp/travel/
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3. Travelers’ behavior analysis
The analysis of people’s transportation information is considered an important issue in
various fields, such as city planning, architectural planning, car navigation, sightseeing
administration, crime prevention, and tracing the spread of infection of epidemics. In this
section, we focus on the analysis of travelers’ behavior.
Ishino et al. [15] proposed a method to extract people’s transportation information from
automatically identified travel blogs written in Japanese [25]. They used machine learning
to extract information, such as “departure place”, “destination”, or “transportation device”,
from travel blog entries. First, the tags used in their examination are defined.
• FROM tag indicates the departure place.
• TO tag indicates the destination.
• VIA tag indicates the route.
• METHOD tag indicates the transportation device.
• TIME tag indicates the time of transportation.
The following is a tagged example.
It took <TIME>five hours< /TIME> to travel from <FROM>Hiroshima< /FROM>
to<TO>Osaka< /TO> by <METHOD>bus< /METHOD>.
They formulated the task of identifying the class of each word in a given sentence and
solved it using machine learning. For the machine learning method, they used CRF [20],
in the same way as Nanba et al. [25], which we mentioned in Section 2.2. The CRF-based
method identifies the class of each entry. Features and tags are used in the CRF method as
follows: (1) k tags occur before a target entry; (2) k features occur before a target entry; and
(3) k features follow a target entry. They used the value k = 4 7 , which was determined via
a pilot study. They used the following features for machine learning.
• A word.
• The part of speech to which the word belongs (noun, verb, adjective, etc.).
• Whether the word is a quotation mark.
• Whether the word is a cue phrase.
The details of cue phrases, together with the number of cue phrases of the given type, are
shown as follows.
1. FROM: The word is a cue that often appears immediately after the FROM tag, such as
“” (from) or “” (left): 40.
7 Nanba et al.[25] used the smaller value k = 2 in the extraction of pairs comprising a location name and a local
product (Section 2.2), because the tags are determined by a word itself or its adjacent words in most cases in Nanba’s
task.
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2. FROM & TO: The word is frequently used in the name of a tourist spot, such as “”
(museum) or “” (amusement park): 45.
The word is frequently used in the name of a destination, such as “” (sightseeing
tour) or “” (station): 11.
The word is the name of a tourist spot: 13,779.
The word is the name of a station or airport: 9437.
3. TO: The word is a cue that often appears immediately after the “TO” tag, such as “”
(to) or “” (arrival): 271.
4. VIA: The word is a cue that often appears immediately after the “via” tag, such as “”
(via) or “” (through): 43.
The word is the name of a highway: 101.
5. METHOD: The word is the name of a transportation device, such as “” (airplane)
or “” (car): 148.
The word is the name of a vehicle: 128.
The word is the name of a train or bus: 2033.
6. (TIME): The word is an expression related to time, such as “” (minute) or “” (hour):
77.
They also constructed a visualization of transportation information, which is shown in Figure
4. In this figure, each arrow indicates a link from a departure place to a destination. In
addition to arrows, transportation methods, such as trains or buses, are shown as icons.
Transportation information can also be extracted from texts written in English. Davidov
[6] presented an algorithm framework that enables automated acquisition of map-link
information from the Web, based on linguistic patterns such as “from X to”. Given a
set of locations as initial seeds, he retrieved an extended set of locations from the Web,
and produced a map-link network that connected these locations using edges showing the
transportation type.
4. Recommending travel information
Recommendation systems provide a promising approach to ranking commercial products
or documents according to a user’s interests. In this section, we describe several studies
and services that recommend travel information. We describe the recommendation of tourist
spots, landmarks, travel products, accomodation, and photos.
4.1. Recommending tourist spots
Recommending tourist spots8 has been well studied in the multimedia field. Movies and
images are used as information sources in addition to texts. In this section, we describe two
multimedia studies.
Hao et al. [10] proposed a method for mining location-representative knowledge from travel
blogs based on a probabilistic topic model (the Location–Topic model). Using this model,
8 Here, we use the terms “tourist spot” and “landmark” for a region, such as “Paris” or “New York”, and also for a
location or building, such as “the Eiffel Tower” or “Statue of Liberty”.
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Figure 4. Example of transportation information automatically extracted from travel blogs
they developed three modules: (1) destination recommendation for flexible queries; (2)
characteristics summarization for a given destination, with representative tags and snippets;
and (3) identification of informative parts of a travel blog and enriching recommendations
with related images.
Figure 5 shows an example of the system output. In this figure, a travel blog segment9 is
enriched with three images that depict its most informative parts. Each image’s original tags
and the words in the text to which it corresponds are also presented.
Wu et al. [34] proposed a system that summarized tourism-related information. When a
user (traveler) entered a query, such as “What is the historical background of Tian Tan?”, the
system searched for and obtained information from Wikipedia, Flickr, YouTube, and official
tourism Web sites using the tourist spot name as a query. The system also classified the query
as belonging to one of five categories—“general”, “history”, “landscape”, “indoor scenery”,
and “outdoor scenery”—in order to provide users with more relevant information. For
example, when a query is classified as belonging to the “history” category, the information
is obtained from texts, while for a query regarding “outdoor scenery”, the information is
obtained from photos and videos.
9 A segment of a Maui travel blog entitled “Our Maiden Journey to Magical Maui”,
http://www.igougo.com/journal-j23321-Maui-Our_Maiden_Journey_to_Magical_Maui.html
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Figure 5. Example of travel blog segment visually enriched with related images
4.2. Recommending landmarks
Finding and recommending landmarks is considered an important research topic in the
multimedia field, along with recommending tourist spots. Abbasi et al. [1] focused on
the photo-sharing system Flickr, and proposed a method to identify landmark photos using
tags and social Flickr groups. Gao et al. [7] also proposed a method to identify landmarks
using Flickr and the Yahoo Travel Guide.
Ji et al. [17] proposed another method for finding landmarks. They adopted the method of
clustering blog photos relating to a particular tourist site, such as Louvre Museum in Paris.10
Then they represented these photos as a graph based on the clustering results, and detected
landmarks using link analysis methods, such as the PageRank [3] and HITS [19] algorithms.
4.3. Recommending travel products
Ishino et al. [14] proposed a method that added links to advertisements for travel products to
the travel information links that were described in Section 2.3.11 The procedure for providing
ad links is as follows.
1. Input a link type and the citing areas of a travel information link.
2. Extract keywords from the citing areas.
3. Extract product data containing all keywords, and calculate the similarity between the
citing areas of a travel information link and the product data.
4. Provide the ad link to the product data having the highest similarity to the travel
information link.
They extracted keywords for travel products corresponding to the link type. They used
the same cues to classify travel information links [15] (see Section 2.3), and then extracted
keywords from the citing areas of links of types S (Spot) and R (Restaurant).
10 For calculating the similarity between two photos, they used the Bag-of-Visual-Words representation [18, 26], which
represents an image as a set of salient regions (visual words), called Bag-of-Visual-Words vectors. Then the similarity
between photos is measured based on the cosine distance between their Bag-of-Visual-Words vectors. In addition
to the features in each image, they also used textual information for each photo, such as the title, description, and
surrounding text.
11 http://www.ls.info.hiroshima-cu.ac.jp/travel/
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First, the method for extracting keywords from the citing areas of links of type S is described.
The cues for type S, such as tourist spots collected from Wikipedia and words frequently used
in the names of tourist spots, tend to become keywords. Therefore, they registered these cues
as candidate keywords for links of type S. If the citing areas of these links contained candidate
keywords, they extracted the candidates as keywords. In addition, if citing areas contained
names of places, they extracted the names as keywords.
The cues for type R, such as dish names and cooking styles, also tend to become keywords.
Therefore, they registered these cues as candidate keywords for links of type R. If the citing
areas for links of type R contained candidate keywords, they extracted them as keywords.
4.4. Recommending accommodation
Titov and McDonald [31] proposed an aspect-based summarization system, and applied the
method to the summarization of hotel reviews. The system took as input a set of user reviews
for a specific product or service with a numeric rating (left side in Figure 6), and produced
a set of relevant aspects, which they called an aspect-based summary (right side in Figure
6). To extract all relevant mentions in each review for each aspect, they introduced a topic
model. They applied their method to hotel reviews on the TripAdvisor Web site12, and
obtained aspect-based summaries for each hotel.
Figure 6. Producing aspect mentions from a corpus of aspect rated reviews
To obtain more reliable hotel reviews, opinion spams should be detected and eliminated.
Opinion spams are fictitious opinions that have been deliberately written to sound authentic.
Ott et al. [27] proposed a method to detect opinion spam among consumer reviews of
hotels. They created 400 deceptive opinions using the Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT)
crowdsourcing service13 by asking anonymous online workers (Turkers) to create the opinion
spam for 20 chosen hotels. In addition to these spam messages, they selected 6,977 truthful
opinions from TripAdvisor, and used both groups for their task.
4.5. Recommending photos
Bressan et al. [2] proposed a travel blog assistant system that facilitated the travel blog
writing by selecting for each blog paragraph the most relevant images from an image set.
The procedure is as follows.
12 http://www.tripadvisor.com
13 https://www.mturk.com/
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1. The system adds metadata to the traveler’s photos based on a generic visual categorizer,
which provides annotations (short textual keywords) related to some generic visual
aspects of and objects in the image.14
2. Textual information (tags) was obtained using a cross-content information retrieval
system using a repository of multimedia objects.
3. For a given paragraph, the system ranked the uploaded images according to the similarity
between the extracted metadata and the paragraph.
5. Interfaces for travel information access
In this section, we describe two studies that focused on interfaces for travel information
access.
5.1. Providing travel information along streetcar lines
Ishino et al. [13] proposed a method for collecting blog entries about the Hiroshima Electric
Railway (Hiroden) from a blog database.15 Hiroden blog entries were defined as travel
journals that provide regional information for streetcar stations in Hiroshima. The task of
collecting Hiroden blog entries was divided into two steps: (1) collection of blog entries; and
(2) identification of Hiroden blog entries.
Figure 7 shows a route map used by the system for providing travel information along the
Hiroden streetcar lines. The route map shows Hiroden streetcar stations and major tourist
spots. The steps in the search procedure are as follows.
• (Step 1) Click the Hiroden streetcar station, such as “ ” (Atomic Bomb
Dome), in Figure 7 to generate a list of links to Hiroden blog entries (Figure 8).
• (Step 2) Click the link to a Hiroden blog entry to display it.
5.2. Natural language interface for accessing databases
Several ontologies for e-tourism have been developed (see Section 6). Unfortunately, the gap
between human users who want to retrieve information and the Semantic Web is yet to be
cloased. Ruiz-Martínez et al. [30] proposed a method for querying ontological knowledge
bases using natural language sentences. For example, when the user inputted the query
“I want to visit the most important tourist attractions in Paris”, the system conducted
part-of-speech tagging, lemmatizing, and modification of query terms by synonyms, and
finally searched the ontology.
14 Bressan et al. used images that were categorized into 44 classes as training data for visual categorization. Each class
was given a short text name, such as “clouds and sky” or “beach”. When an image was categorized as belonging
to classes A and B using the visual categorizer, the short texts given to each class were assigned as keywords of the
image.
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This site provides fifty million reviews written in various languages.
• Footstops: http://footstops.com
This site provides more than 8,000 blog entries written in English.
• IgoUgo: http://www.igougo.com
This site provides 530,000 reviews and 62,000 blog entries written in English.
• Travbuddy: http://www.travbuddy.com
This site provides more than 90,000 reviews and 180,000 blog entries written in English.
• TravelBlog: http://www.travelblog.org
This site provides more than 600,000 blog entries written in English. Each entry is
classified at city level in a geographic hierarchy.
• Travellerspoint: http://www.travellerspoint.com
This site provides more than 180,000 blog entries written in English.
• TravelPod: http://www.travelpod.com
This site is one of the oldest travel portal, started since 1997, and provides blog entries
written in English.
• 4travel: http://4travel.jp
This site provides approximately 300,000 reviews and 600,000 blog entries written in
Japanese. Each review is classified at city level in a geographic hierarchy.
Databases for Travel
• Rakuten travel data: http://www.nii.ac.jp/cscenter/idr/datalist.html (Japanese)
Basic information about 11,468 properties and 350,000 reviews
• Travel product data in Rakuten Shopping Mall (Rakuten Ichiba):
http://www.nii.ac.jp/cscenter/idr/datalist.html (Japanese)
The data comprise 50 million items. Each item has name, code, price, URL, picture, shop
code, category ID, and descriptive text and registration data.
Useful Sites or Services for Travel
• Yahoo Travel Guide: http://travel.yahoo.com/
This site provides an area-based recommendation service. For each country, several main
cities are listed.
• WikiTravel: http://wikitravel.org
The travel recommendation system contributed by “WikiTravellers”. For each destination,
the articles in WikiTravel generally include all or parts of the following information:
history, climate, landmarks, work information, shopping information, food, and how to
get there.
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Ontologies for Travel
• The World Tourism Organization (WTO) provides a multilingual thesaurus in English,
French, and Spanish that provides a standard terminology for tourism [33].
• DERI’s e-Tourism Working group has created a tourism ontology called “OnTour”
[28]. This ontology describes the main conventional concepts for tourism such as
accommodation or activities, together with other supplementary concepts such as GPS
coordinates or a postal address.
• LA_DMS is an ontology for tourism destinations that was developed for the Destination
Management System (DMS). This system adapts information requests about tourist
destinations to users’ needs [16].
Many other ontologies for travel were introduced by Ruiz-Martínez et al. [30].
Evaluation Workshop
GeoCLEF: Geographic Information Retrieval
GeoCLEF (http://ir.shef.ac.uk/geoclef/) was the cross-language geographic retrieval track
run as part of the Cross-Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF). It operated from 2005 to 2008
[11, 12, 21, 22]. The goal of this task was to retrieve news articles relevant to particular aspects
of geographic information.
NTCIR GeoTime
NTCIR GeoTime was another cross-language geographic retrieval track run as part of the
NTCIR. It operated from 2008 to 2011 [8, 9]. The focus of this task was searching with
geographic and temporal constraints using Japanese and English news articles as target
documents.
7. Conclusions and future directions
In this chapter, we have introduced the state of the art of research and services related to
travel information. There are several future directions for this research field.
• We mentioned in Section 2 that several natural language processing technologies are
useful for creating databases for travel. These technologies may also be applied to
maintain manually created databases or ontologies for travel, such as those discussed
in Section 6.
• Multilingualization of the ontologies for travel using machine translation techniques [4]
is also considered an important task for encouraging further studies in this research field.
• There are many different locations that have the same name (place name polysemy),
and there may be multiple names for a given location (place name synonymy). To
eliminate this geo-ambiguity problem, Ji et al. [17] proposed the Hierarchical-comparison
Geo-Disambiguation (HGD) algorithm, which distinguished the city-level location using
a combination of its lower-level locations, derived from the hierarchical location
relationships. In addition to this method, several natural language processing
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technologies, such as automatic acquisition of synonyms [5, 29, 35, 36] and word sense
disambiguation [23], are available.
• Recommending landmarks (landmark finding) is a standard research topic in image
processing using Flickr. In this chapter, we mentioned three studies [1, 7, 17] that
relied mainly on image processing and tag-based recommendation techniques rather than
natural language processing. The authors believe that there is still room to improve the
methods of recommending landmarks by natural language processing, because sentiment
analysis techniques, such as those used for recommending accommodation, have not yet
been used for recommending landmarks.
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1. Introduction
One of main raison d’etre of medical care should cure patients and save their lives. Drug
safety has attracted attention for a long time, with an emphasis on toxicity and side effects
of drugs. Additional to this, the safety of drug use is attracting increasing attention from the
perspective of medical accident prevention. In order to prevent medical accidents, such as
errors involving medicines, double dosage and insufficient dosage, it is necessary to ensure
the proper treatment of the right medicines, namely, safety of drug use. The confirmation of
usage should be one of the keys to identifying errors and prevention from misuse. Consider
the case when a doctor inputs prescription data into a computerized order entry system for
medicines. If the system shows him information concerning therapeutic indications, he can
subsequently avoid the errors. To enable this, the order entry system requires the databases
containing information on dosage regimens so that the proper usage can be verified.
The most reliable data, which can be a source of the databases, is a package insert published
by pharmaceutical companies as an official document attached to its medicine. Original
package inserts are, however, distributed as paper documents and unsuitable for processing
by a computer system. In Japan, Pharmaceutical and Medical Devices Agency (PMDA),
which is an extra-departmental body of the Japanese Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare,
has released SGML formatted package insert data. SGML is an old-established markup
language, which adds metadata and structures to data by tagging, which is defined by DTD.
In fact, it is difficult to leverage the data structure defined in the DTD for analysis of the data.
This is because the definition of data structure is ambiguous and because the information is
not well structured, namely, described by the sentences in tagged elements. This hinders
the utilization of the SGML formatted package insert data, especially as a database used in
computer systems that ensure the safety of medicinal usage. We should also note that the
SGML version package inserts usually describe their contents as sentences, as is described
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a survey in the form of a questionnaire. In particular, the freely described data included in the
questionnaire responses represent an important source to let us know the real thoughts of the
people. However, it is not easy to analyze such freely described data by hand, since a large
number of responses are anticipated and subsequent analysis using manual counting may
be influenced by the individual prejudice of the analysts involved. It is, therefore, suitable to
apply a text mining approach to objectively analyze such freely described data. As readers
know, text mining is an analytical technique based on data mining / statistical analysis
algorithms and NLP algorithms. It has wide applicability — including clustering research
papers or newspaper articles, finding trends in call center logs or blogged articles, and so on.
The clustering of textual data is popular as a commonly-available method to classify data
and understand their structure. Unlike such applications, however, the freely described data
contained in the responses of a questionnaire have characteristics such as a small number of
short sentences in each piece of data and wide-ranging content that precludes the application
of clustering algorithms to classify it. In this chapter, we review the cases of application of
our method to questionnaire data.
As we mentioned above, it is necessary to avoid medical accidents. In order to take
a countermeasure, past cases must be investigated to identify their causes and suitable
countermeasures. Medical incidents, caused by treatment with the wrong medicines, are
strongly related to medical accidents occurring due to a lack of safety in drug usage.
Medical incidents are the ones that may potentially become medical accidents without
certain suppression factors, and tend to occur more frequently than medical accidents.
Incorporating Heinrich’s law, which shows the tendency of frequency and seriousness of
industrial accidents, we can estimate that for every serious medical accident, there are 300
incidents and thirty minor accidents. This can be interpreted as medical accidents having
many causes, most of which are eliminated by certain suppression factors, which lead to
incidents, while the remaining causes lead to medical accidents. From this perspective, we
can expect both medical accidents and incidents to originate from identical causes, which
suggests that the analysis of data concerning incidents is valid in order to investigate the
cause of medical accidents, since their occurrence frequency tends to be much larger than
that of medical accidents. Though simple aggregation calculations and descriptive statistics
have already been applied to drug-related medical incident data, the analyses are too simple
to extract sufficient information, such as the reasons behind incidents depending on the
circumstances. To ensure such analyses could be properly performed, we should apply text
mining technique to the texts describing incidents.
In this chapter, we introduce the techniques that we have developed, Word-link method and
Dependency-link method, and review their application to the following data:
• Package inserts
• Application to an analysis on descriptions of dosage regimens described in package
inserts of medicines
• Questionnaire data
• Application to data obtained by nation-wide investigations based on questionnaires
about the ‘therapeutic classification mark’ printed on transdermal cardiac patches
• Medical incident data
• Application to incident data disclosed by Government of Japan
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2. Method
2.1. Word-link method and dependency-link method [3]
2.1.1. Introduction
In order to determine the features of freely described data, the easiest and simplest way is to
apply morphological analysis and count the number of the root (main part) of morphemes,
which shows us particular words recurring frequently and suggests the nature of the themes
discussed by respondents. This method, however, derives a difficult result to interpret in
the case where there are several different topics contained in the entire free descriptions
contained in the questionnaire responses. This is because that method can show the
appearance of words but does not preserve their inter-relations. This method cannot,
therefore, provide us with more in-depth information, such as how matters related to the
topic are evaluated by the respondents.
Regarding the syntax tree of a sentence based on modification relationships as
semi-structured data, Matsuzawa et al. [1] and Kudo et al. [2] have applied pattern
mining algorithms to extract frequently appearing subtrees, namely, sub-sentences recurring
frequently in plural sentences more than a specified number of times (support). These
represent rigorous means to determine the pattern of sub-sentences, which preserves the
co-occurrence relationships of words and their structure in sentences.
As for the freely described data written by respondents, there is no guarantee of them
expressing the same opinion in sentence of the same structure. If the respondents write
similar sentences but with slightly different structures, it is difficult to identify the sentences
by only matching their substructures alone. In addition, we have to maintain the entire data
in memory at the same time when we use the pattern mining algorithm, which prunes the
substructure appearing less than the support during the process. It is preferable that the
algorithm be applicable to the huge size of data to a sufficient extent to cover surveillance in
the form of a large-scale questionnaire.
In this section, we, therefore, suggest a method featuring summarized description data, by
initially aggregating modification relations and then limiting them to instances appearing
more than the support. By connecting the resultant modification relations and finding word
sequences which can be reconstituted into understandable sentences, we can expect to extract
sentences which contain the main opinions of the respondents.
2.1.2. Theory
Let si (i = 1 · · · n) denote the sentences in freely described text data. Applying morphological
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denotes a dependency relation in the sentence si, and their union set D = ∪iD(si).
For instance, if we target the two sentences, s1=“ ”(the safety of drug is
important) and s2=“ ”(the safety of drug needs improved),
• W(s1) = { (drug), (safety), (important) },
• W(s2) = { (drug), (safety), (improved), (needs)},
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• D(s1) = { (drug)→ (safety), (safety)→ (important)},
• D(s2) = { (drug)→ (safety), (safety) → (needs),
(improved)→ (needs) }
• D = { (drug)→ (safety), (safety)→ (important), (safety) →
(needs), (improved)→ (needs)}.
Note that, following the linkage of dij ∈ D(si), we can reproduce the original sentence si
except for the order of appearance of modifications which modify the same word. If the
word wij modifies another word w
i
k and the dependency relation d
i ∈ D(si) is related to these
words, we can define ‘counterpart’ functions such as







The function L denotes dependency linkage between wij, w
i
k and S and E returns a modifying
word and a modified word respectively. For instance, as for the dependency (drug)→
(safety), d = L( (drug), (safety)), (drug)= S(d) and (safety)=E(d).
Note that some relations between these functions hold as follows:











Let us assume the verb of the main clause is modified by other words but does not modify
another word in the target language. For all dependency relations di ∈ D(si) whose E(d
i) is
not the verb of the main clause of si, there exists another d




because each word but the verb of the main clause necessarily modifies other word in the
sentence.
Thus, there exists d′ ∈ D satisfying E(d) = S(d′) for each d ∈ D, if d is not the verb of the
main clause of the original sentences {si}. Since D(si) ⊂ D because of the definition of D,
we can find a series of modification relations which satisfy the Eq.2.1.2 in D and reproduce
all the original sentences {si} by following their linkage.
However, rather than all sentences, we are only interested in the sentences described by
plural respondents. If the same sentences appear η times, the dependency relations in the
sentences will also recur (more than) η times. Let us define a ‘support’ function:
suppD(d) = card{si | d ∈ D(si)},
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where ‘card’ denotes the cardinality of a set. The above statement can be described via
suppD(d) as follows: if there are η sentences, which have the same dependency structure as
si , the number of sentences is equivalent to η, which contains d
i
k ∈ D(si). Thus the following




Therefore, If we limit D to the set with the constraint of Eq.2.1.2:
Dη = {d | d ∈ D, suppD(d) ≥ η},
each modification relation in sentences with the same dependency structure, namely more
than η times, is a member of Dη . These dependency relations satisfy the same relation as
Eq.2.1.2, though, in general, we cannot necessarily expect the existence of the dependency
relation d ∈ Dη such that E(d) = S(d′) for each d′ ∈ Dη . We can therefore expect to find
sentences described by plural respondents and with an equivalent dependency structure by
following the linkage of dependency relations in Dη , which satisfies the relation Eq.2.1.2.
(We call this method using a series of dependency relations the ‘word-link method’.)
In fact, we should be aware that the extraction of a series of dependency relations in Dη
satisfying Eq.2.1.2 is a necessary condition to find such sentences and the co-occurrence of
dependency relations is not preserved in this operation. In other words, the elements of
Dη , d and d′, which satisfy the relation E(d) = S(d′), do not necessarily appear in the
same sentence. In order to ensure the co-occurrence of dependency relations, it is necessary
to confirm that the dependency relations d and d′ satisfying E(d) = S(d′) are included in
the same sentence. If more sentences exist than the support, which contains a series of
dependency relations satisfying E(d) = S(d′), we can conclude that the sentences are written
by more respondents than the number preliminarily determined. Taking the calculation
cost and the degree of freedom of expression into account, we relax the above restriction as
follows:
1. Firstly, find the pairs of dependency relations d, d′ ∈ D satisfying E(d) = S(d′), both of
which are contained in the same sentence. Let d → d′ denotes such a pair of dependency
relations (First step).
2. Next, find the two pairs d → d′ and d′ → d′′, where the dependency relationship d′ in
both pairs is identical. If such pairs exist, we presume there is a link connecting these
pairs (Second step).
3. Finally, follow the linkages of such pairs which appear more than η′ times and reproduce
sentences (Third step). η′ is the threshold to limit the lower boundary of the number of
appearances.
In this method, each of two pairs of dependency relations d → d′ and d′ → d′′ contains a
common pair of words E(d) = S(d′) and E(d′) = S(d′′), which appears in the same sentence.
Since the variations of the structures of descriptions related to common opinions in a set of
questionnaire data tend to be small, such overlap of words is (at least empirically) sufficient
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to approximately reproduce sentences summarizing original sentences. (We call this method
using the series of the pairs of modification relations the ‘dependency-link method’.)
In addition, our method helps us find the sentences which have similar dependency
structures. We usally visualize the result as a graph structure, whose nodes denote modifying
or modified words and edges denote dependency relationships between the words. We can
expect that such sentences are placed in the same graph structure since they share the same
words and the similar dependency relations.
3. Application
3.1. Analysis on descriptions of dosage regimens in package inserts of
medicines [4]
To prevent medical accidents, such as mix-ups involving medicines, double dosage and
insufficient dosage, it is necessary to ensure the proper treatment of the right medicines,
namely, ‘safety of usage’ of medicines.
There occurred, in some Japanese hospitals, fatal accidents due to mix-ups involving a
steroid, Saxizon, with a similarly-titled medicine, Succine, which is a muscle relaxant. There
are two conceivable ways to avoid such accidents, one of which is to prevent the naming
and use of medicines resembling other medicines in their name, both in terms of appearance
and sound. Another method is to confirm the medicine by checking the actual usage based
on their dosage regimens. Though the former method can be realized by utilizing a name
checking system provided by the Japan Pharmaceutical Information Center or making a rule
to adopt medicines which have confusing names, the accident is known to have occurred
despite the existence of a rule to reject Succine due to its confusing name.
This suggests to us that the latter, namely the confirmation of usage, should be the key
to identifying error. Consider the case when a doctor inputs prescription data into a
computerized order entry system for medicines. If the system shows him information
concerning therapeutic indications, he can subsequently avoid mix-ups of medicines such
as the case in question. To enable this, the order entry system requires a database containing
information on dosage regimens so that the proper usage can be verified.
As is described in Introduction in this chapter, the structure of the portion of dosage regimens
in package insert data does not achieve sufficiently fine granularity to enable its effective
utilization in a computer system, such as the order entry system mentioned above. In this
section, we show the method to find the description patterns of the sentences in the dosage
regimen portion of the SGML formatted package inserts data. Based on this result, we also
propose the data structure of dosage regimen information, which will be the basis of a drug
information database to ensure safe usage.
The target data in this section is the SGML formatted package insert data of medicines for
medical care, which can be downloaded from the PMDA web site. Since we need the list
of medicines to retrieve the data, we utilize the standard medicine master data (the version
released on September 30, 2007), which is provided with The Medical Information System
Development Center (MEDIS-DC). Using the master data, we obtained 11,685 SGML files,
which are our target data.
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The part of dosage regimens contain ’detail’ elements. They describe information concerning
dosage regimens as sentences and are suitable to apply a text mining technique in order to
find potential meta data of dosage regimens.
We applied the word-link method to descriptions in ‘detail’ elements concerning the dosage
regimens in each SGML package insert. Since, as a minimum, dosage, administration and
adaptation diseases will differ for each medicine, with a considerable scope of expression,
our original method, whereby attempts are made to find patterns, including the use of nouns,
might result in a failure to find the common sentences. We thus extend it to determine the
tendency for the co-occurrence of nouns and particles (parts of speech which play roles
similar to prepositions in English) and extract structural patterns except for noun variations.
The analytical steps are as follows:
1. We retrieve sentences in the ‘detail’ elements and apply dependency analysis to them.
2. If the segment in the dependency contains a noun, we differentiate the latter from the
segment. The resultant characters are expected to be particles, hence we name a ‘particle
candidate’ in this paper.
3. We aggregate nouns that appear in segments including each particle candidate and find
the characteristics of the particle candidates in use. We call the part of the segment
obtained by removing a particle segment the ‘main part of segment’.
4. We replace the found nouns with a symbol such as ‘ ’ in order to mask them,
and apply the word-link method. If there are certain rules governing the way in which
particles should be used, this method extracts the common structures of sentences and
suggests us the idea of data items, for which descriptions must be converted into a
structured data form.
Figure 1. The particle candidates of segments included in the ‘detail’ elements.
Fig. 1 shows the distribution chart of particle candidates with their frequencies. First,
we investigate the nature of the nouns involved in the segments containing the particle
candidates appearing frequently in the sentences of dosage regimens. Fig. 1 indicates that
the particle candidate of more than 50% of the segments is a null character, namely the
segments contain only their main part. Since the targets in Fig. 1 are all segments contained
in sentences of dosage regimens, they involve not only nouns but also other part of speech
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such as verbs. The particle candidate of segments whose main word is not a noun is expected
to be a null character. In the following analysis, we thus exclude segments whose main word
is not a noun.
Fig. 2 shows nouns in the segments whose particle candidate is a null character. This
indicates that such segments contain information about units of administration, ‘ ’ (days),
‘ ’ (times), ‘mg’, the manner of administration, ‘ ’ (arbitrarily), ‘ ’ (usually), and the
condition of age such as ‘ ’ (age) and ‘ ’ (adult) and so on.

Figure 2. The nouns whose segment has a null character as the particle candidate.
Figure 3. The nouns whose segment has a particle candidate . (top 20)
We outline the nouns in the segments, including each particle segment, as follows:
• Fig. 3 shows nouns in the segments, including ‘ ’ as a particle segment. We can see that
they express amounts of medication such as ‘mg’, ‘ ’ (tablets) and ‘ ’ (titers).
• The nouns in the segments whose particle segment is ‘ ’ (at/to) are shown in Fig. 4,
which shows that the particle segments tend to be used with frequency-related words
such as ‘ ’ (times) and ‘ ’ (sometimes), and concerning the timing of administration,
such as ‘ ’ (inter cibos) and ‘ ’ (before bedtime), administration site such as ‘
’ (in a vein).
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Figure 4. The nouns whose segment has a particle candidate (at/to).(top 20)
Figure 5. The nouns whose segment has a particle candidate (as). (top 20)
Figure 6. The nouns whose segment has a particle candidate (for). (top 20)
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Figure 7. The nouns whose segment has a particle candidate (depending on). (top 20)
• The particle segment ‘ ’ (as) is included in the segments whose main words are
nouns, as shown in Fig. 5. Besides the nouns for the formulaic phrases, ‘ ’ (as
a rule), ‘(1) ’ (as a daily dosage) and ‘ ’ (as a maintenance dosage),
the other nouns shown in the figure represent active ingredients of medicines.
• Fig. 6 shows nouns in the segments including the particle segment ‘ ’ (for). This
mainly contains nouns showing an object person such as ‘ ’ (adult), ‘ ’ (child) and
‘ ’ (elder person). It also shows the name of symptoms such as ‘ ’ (severe
infection) and ‘ ’ (hepatic disease).
• In Fig. 7, segments whose particle candidate is ‘ ’ (depending on) tend to contain
the word ‘ ’ (symptom). In this figure, we can also read words such as ‘ ’ (body
weight), ‘ ’ (age), ‘ ’ (objective) and so on. This results and the meaning of the
particle candidate suggest that these segments show the condition to adjust a dose.
Figure 8. The verbs included in detail elements describing dosage regimens.(top 20)
Based on the results shown above, we can find the tendency of contents in the segments
including each particle segment. We replaced each segment containing nouns with the
symbol ‘ ’, and applied the word-link method to the replaced sentences. Fig. 8
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shows the verbs used in the sentences of dosage regimens. To absorb the difference in
verb expressions, we replace verbs of similar meanings with a representative verb. For
instance, the verbs, ‘ ’ (dose orally) and ‘ ’ (drip-feed intravenously)
have analogous meanings in terms of medication and are hence consolidated into a single
verb. In this paper, to enhance comprehension, we consolidated them into ‘ ’
(administrate/use). Moreover, we consolidated the verbs that mean increase or decrease into
‘ ’ (escalate) and replaced the verb ‘ ’ (divide) with ‘ ’ (split).

Figure 9. The result of the word-link method applied to ‘detail’ elements (the links show co-occurrence more than 1149 times).
Blue nodes denote modifying words and red nodes denote modified words.
Following this consolidation, we applied the word-link method and obtained sentence
structures based on dependency relationships. Fig. 9 shows the links of dependency
relationships appearing more than 1149 times. Based on this figure, we can read the following
contents:
• Increase or decrease according to conditions such as indication (disease) and age (Part A
in Fig. 9 ).
• Dosage based on the information concerning the administration site, frequency, object
person, symptoms, amount of medication and (the amount of) active gradients (Part B).
• Daily dosage (Part C) and description of conditions (Part D)
Based on these and the fact that verbs indicate the method of administration, we can see that




• Amount of medication
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No. Questions Respondents Num of
(Originally Japanese) responses






Q2 What are the preventive
measures to avoid medical






Q3 What is your opinion of the
cardiac transdermal patch?
Patients 529
Q4 Have you ever been asked







Table 1. The free description part of the questionnaire concrening the therapeutic classification mark printed on a cardiac
transdermal patch.
• Amount of active gradient
• The way of administration
• Frequency
• Conditions of increase or decrease
3.2. A questionnaire concerning the therapeutic classification mark printed on a
cardiac transdermal patch [5]
In certain hospitals in Japan, medical accidents have occurred, whereby patients suffering
from lung ailments and those suffering from heart disease were mixed up and operations
were performed without any modification. It is known that the incident happened because
a cardiac transdermal patch was placed on the body of the heart disease sufferer, which
indicated when the patients were delivered. If surgeons had known what the patch signified,
they would have avoided making a mistake with the surgery. To prevent recurrences,
the pharmaceutical company marketing the patches voluntarily printed a ‘therapeutic
classification mark’ on them. The ‘therapeutic classification mark’ is a security feature
linked to the use of the drug and shows that the patch is a cardiac medicine. We
applied our method to the free description part of a questionnaire, which is conducted as
a nationwide investigation into the ‘therapeutic classification mark’ printed on isosorbide
dinitrate transdermal patches. The respondents were doctors, pharmacists, nurses and
patients and the number of respondents and the questions asked are listed in Table 1.
Table 2 lists the resulting sentences for the dependency-linking method(η′ = 3), where
we filled postpositions and implemented classification by respondent and topic. We only
presented representative sentences in the content columns where there are many sentences
with similar meanings.
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Respondents [A typical sentence (translated)]
Examples of sentences originally obtained by the method.
Doctors, [It is usable for the patients who
Pharmacists, have a difficulty in taking the
Nurses medicine orally.]
Doctors, Nurses [Easy to use.]
Pharmacists [There are few burdens for patients.]
Nurses [I do not know well.]
Doctors [The number of oral drugs decreases.]
[The medicine works slowly.]
/
[For the hope/ease of patients]
/
[Mental effects]
Table 2. The resultant sentences obtained by the dependency-link method for Q1. In this table we show the typical sentences
translated in English with some examples of original sentences in Japanese.
The table shows that all medical experts prioritized reducing the load of patients as the
reason for selecting the transdermal patch, since it could be used by patients who were
unable to take medicines orally. In addition, this shows that doctors and nurses focused on
the ease of use and that doctors also prioritized the effect of the medicine.
The following is a summary of the results for Q2 -Q4 obtained by the dependency-link
method:
For Q 2, the result shows that medical experts appreciated the name of the medicine and the
therapeutic classification mark printed on the patch in order to prevent medical accidents
and considered it necessary to have a space for the date. The doctors also required a patch
that was much smaller and that changed color depending on the amount of time having
elapsed. The nurses focused on the behavior of patients, while the pharmacists emphasized
the widespread need for awareness regarding correct use of the medicine.
The result of Q 3 shows numerous patients’ opinions concerning the medicine, skin
symptoms, mentality, and the site of the patch. We can also see that patients in their 40s
and 50s mainly commented on skin symptoms, although those in their 60s to 80s covered all
these opinions. This suggests that the younger generation focused on the functions of the
medicine, while older patients focused on other factors, like ease of mind.
For Q 4, we obtained a result showing that patients asked nurses and pharmacists questions
about where to place the patch and how to use it. Nurses also asked questions concerning
the effect of the medicine, while pharmacists asked about displays on the patch or packaging
and when to use it. This suggests that patients expect nurses to tell them about the efficacy
of the medicine and pharmacists to tell them about usage.
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The result clarifies that opinions differed depending on the viewpoints of the respondents,
although they all wanted to use the same medicine safely. This meant that it is necessary to
collect and analyze people’s opinions from various backgrounds to ensure drugs are being
used safely.
3.3. Incident data related to the safety of drug use [6]
The target data were reports of medical near-miss cases related to medicines and collected
by the surveys of the Japan Council for Quality Health Care, which is an extra-departmental
body of the Japanese Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare. We analyzed 858 records from
the 12th - 14th surveys, whose data attributes are shown in Table 3. This is because they
contain free-description data such as ‘Background / cause of the incident’ and ‘Candidates
of counter measures’. Applying text mining to such data required the deletion of characters
such as symbols and unnecessary line feed characters. We must also standardize synonyms,
since it is difficult to control by making respondents use standard terms to reduce the number
of diverse expressions. For this reason, we standardized the words using the dictionary
prepared for this analysis.












Name of wrong drug
Dosage form of wrong drug
Effect of wrong drug
Name of right drug
Dosage form of right drug
Medical benefit of right drug
Discussed cause
Concrete descriptions of the incident
Background/cause of the incidents
Candidates of counter measures
Comment
Table 3. Data attributes of records corrected by 12th - 14th surveys.
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3.3.1. background/cause of incidents
We applied the Word-link method to data in the field ‘background/cause of incidents’ in
order to determine the concrete information concerning the cause of incidents. The method
was applied by occupation to determine the difference in backgrounds and the causes
of incidents depending on the job title. We fixed the value of each η so as to make a
resultant graph understandable for us. Figure 10 and Fig. 11 show the result of nurses’ and
pharmacists’ comments, respectively. Both figures contain the common opinions, namely,
‘the problem of the checking system of the protocol and the rule’ (A) and ‘confirmation
is insufficient’ (B), nurses point out ‘the systematic problem of communication’(C) and
pharmacists ‘the problem of adoption of medicines’ (C’). We can see that, though B arises
due to individual faults, A, C and C’ are systematic problems.
Figure 10. The backgrounds and causes of incidents caused by nurses (η = 4).
Figure 11. The backgrounds and causes of incidents caused by pharmacists (η = 3).
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We applied Word-link method to the field ‘Candidates of countermeasures’ to summarize
the nurses’ and the pharmacists’ opinions concerning the countermeasures to prevent the
incidents. Fig. 12 is the summary of the counter measures described by nurses, and suggests
that there are many opinions stating ‘(it is necessary to) instruct to confirm and check’, ‘make
a speech’ and ‘ensure confirmation’. Fig. 13 shows the summary of the countermeasures
proposed by pharmacists. This explains that, besides the confirmation and audit, it is also
necessary to attract (pharmacists’) attention and to devise ways of displaying medicines such
as labels.
Compared with the both results, except for the pharmacists’ opinion concerning the
innovation of labels, only few opinions exist on the countermeasures related to the system of
the medical scenarios. This suggests that the medical experts such as nurses and pharmacists
tend to try to find solutions to problems within themselves. To solve the structural problems
of medical situations, it is important not only to promote the efforts of each medical expert,
but also to strive to improve the organization to which they belong. It is also desirable
for them to be aware of the importance of organizational innovation, and to combat the
systematic error.
Figure 12. The countermeasures of incidents caused by nurses. (η = 5)
Figure 13. The countermeasures of incidents caused by pharmacists. (η = 4)
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4. Discussion
4.1. Methods
The three analyses suggest that our method can be a powerful tool to extract the parts of
sentences that commonly appear in original sentences. The target data have been Japanese
sentences. Let us discuss whether our method is applicable to the data in the other
language, English. As we introduced in Section 2.1, Word-link method and Dependency-link
method utilize dependency relationships in target sentences. One of the representative
dependency parsers for English sentences is Stanford parser [7–9], which provides us with
the dependency relationships in Stanford Dependencies format. In principle, it enables us to
perform our method.
The difference between Japanese and English data comes from the followings:
• Directions of dependency relationships. The dependency relationships in a Japanese
sentence always have forward direction, whereas the relationships in an English sentence
can have both forward and backward direction. Let us show an example that illustrates
this. The Japanese sentence ‘ ’ corresponds to the English sentence
‘John talked to Taro’. In the both sentences, there exist dependency relationships, “
(John) → (talk)” and “ (Taro) → (talk)”. We should note that both ‘
’(John) and ‘ ’(Taro) also appear prior to the verb ‘ ’(talk) in the Japanese sentence.
This coincidence of order helps us to suggest the sentences that frequently appear in
original data. 1 However, in the English sentence, the noun ‘Taro’ follows the verb
‘talked’. Though this helps to distinguish a subject and an object, it does not preserve the
order of words that appear in original sentences. Because of this, as for the dependency
relationship between an object and a verb, we should swap their order (e.g. (talk) →
(Taro)) to reproduce summarizing sentences.
• Treatment of a relative pronoun. In English sentences, we frequently use a relative
pronoun. It essentially requires reference resolution to identify an antecedent that is
modified by the relative pronoun. Reference resolution often requires semantics of words
and the knowledge related to them. Because of this, it is currently a difficult problem
to find a right antecedent. In contrast, Japanese language does not have a relative
pronoun. The relationship between a relative clause and its antecedent is built in normal
modification relationships. Therefore, Japanese sentences do not cause the difficulty that
originates from a relative pronoun.
• Zero pronoun. In Japanese language, we often omits a subject in a sentence. Such
omission is usually called as ‘zero pronoun’. In contrast, a subject in an English sentence
is seldom omitted. This fact tells us that we can expect the patterns that include subjects
in English sentences. If there are only the patterns without subjects, this indicates no
definite subjects that appear in the target sentences. However, as for Japanese sentences,
we cannot necessarily obtain information about subjects and may have to guess them
based on the semantics of words included in the obtained patterns.
1 Of course, if you need to distinguish which is a subject or an object, you should focus on particles as we did in
Section 3.1.
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Figure 12. The countermeasures of incidents caused by nurses. (η = 5)
Figure 13. The countermeasures of incidents caused by pharmacists. (η = 4)
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In this subsection, let us briefly review related works and discuss text mining applied to the
description data related to medical safety.
4.2.1. Package inserts
U.S. Food and Drug Administration [14] also defines a specification of a package insert
document markup standard, Structured Product Labeling (SPL), and . This is similar to
SGML formatted package inserts disclosed by PMDA. Thus, in this chapter, we identify SPL
with package inserts.
Recently, there emerge several studies which analyze descriptions in drug package inserts.
Let us review some of them.
Duke et al. [10, 11] developed a tool, SPLICER, which utilized natural language processing
to extract information from SPLs. It parses SPL by identification of target parts, removal
of XML tags and extraction of terms. It also identify sysnonymns of the extracted terms
by mapping them to medical dictionary, MedDRA. In their study, they applied their tool to
quantitatively show the “overwarning” of adverse events in the package inserts of newer and
more commonly prescribed drugs. They also showed that recent FDA guide lines do not
succeed in reducing overwarning.
Bisgin et al. [12] applied a text mining method, topic modeling, to package insert data. A
topic modeling method, latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), explores the probabilistic patterns
of ‘topics’, implicitly expressed by words in documents. They identified topics corresponding
to adverse events or therapeutic application. This enabled them to identify potential adverse
events that might arise from specific drugs.
Richard et al. [13] applied machine learning techniques to package insert data. It is a trial
to automatically identify pharmacokinetic drug-drug interaction based on unstructured data.
They created a corpus of package inserts, which is manually annotated by a pharmacist and a
drug information expert. Using the corpus data as a training set, they evaluated the accuracy
of identification and obtained F-measure of 0.8-0.9.
The number of the studies that deal with adverse events seems to be much more than the
ones that deal with safety of drug usage. For the purpose of finding adverse events, package
inserts are just one of text sources. Other sources are academic papers or Medline abstracts.
We expect that there emerge more studies from the various viewpoint of safety to utilize
package insert data.
4.2.2. Questionnaire data
There are many studies where text mining approach is applied to questionnaire data.
However, as for application in the area of medication, there are only a few studies. This
might be because analysts tend to take a traditional approach, manual reading, because it
captures the written information more precisely than text mining. However, it is obviously
time and cost consuming.
Suzuki et al. [15] applied a text mining technique to questionnaire data about clinical practice
pre-education conducted to pharmacists, providers of clinical practices. Their method
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was correspondence analysis between keywords appearing in sentences and attributes of
respondents, such as a type of their affiliation and their profession. As a result, they
obtained the tendency that mentors in hospitals feel anxious about mismatch between
learning contents and real situation.
4.2.3. Medical incident data
Malpractice reduction is one of important themes of medical safety. A lot of governments or
institutions construct incident reporting system and analyze the collected report data to find
knowledge therein.
Kawanaka et al. [16, 17] utilized Self Organizing Map (SOM) to make a map expressing
the relationships of sentences in incident report data. They calculated the co-occurrence
possibility of keywords in sentences and defined a characteristic vector for each keyword.
They also defined a vector to characterize a report by summing up the vectors whose
corresponding keywords appear in it. They input a vector for each report to SOM algorithm.
As a result, they found two clusters of reports, the former of which is summarized as “Forget
of inscription to medication note” and the latter is as “Forget of administration of medicine
taken before sleep”. Based on this technique, they also proposed an incident report analysis
system.
Baba et al. [18] proposed a method to analyze the co-occurrence relation of the words that
appear in the medical incident reports using concept lattice.
Classification is a start point to analyze incident reports. Empirically, the incident types seem
to obey Zipf’s law. This makes it difficult to classify reports by naive application of clustering
algorithms, because they generate too many small-size clusters or a large-size cluster of . If
we target major incidents, the better strategy to understand reports is to focus on relative
large-size clusters and to summarize the reports in them. However, one should also note that
there exist important but less frequently occurring cases. Thus, it is expected to introduce a
parameter to measure importance and use it to narrow down clusters to focus on.
All of the above studies suggest that text mining studies tend to focus on words not syntactic
structures. Remember that stochastical approach and data mining assume table-type
structured data.This might be the reason why it is more difficult to analyze syntactic
structures than words. However, as Richard et al. pointed out the importance of the use
of syntactic information [13], syntactic structures include information much richer than just
a collection of words. They also provide us with easier interpretation of results. This is a
basis of the strategy of our method.
5. Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduced the text mining method to analyze text data such as documents
and questionnaire response data, and reviewed the studies where we used the method.
Our method utilizes syntactical information of target sentences. We extract a dependency
relations from each sentence and restrict them to the ones that appear more than frequency
threshold. Connecting common words in the resultant dependencies produces the patterns
that contain the frequently appearing portions of sentences. We reviewed the study where
we applied the method to drug package inserts, questionnaire data and medical incident
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reports. We discussed the consideration points to apply our method to English sentences.
We also introduced the related works and discussed their tendency.
Though an analysis on medical safety data is important, most of the data are untouched to
be analyzed. It is expected that not only text mining techniques are developed but also they
are applied to medical safety data.
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1. Introduction
It is well known that the rapid growth and dissemination of the Internet has resulted in
huge amounts of information generated and shared, available in the form of textual data,
images, videos or sounds. This overwhelming surge of data is also true for specific areas
such as biomedicine, where the number of published documents, such as articles, books and
technical reports, is increasing exponentially. For instance, the MEDLINE literature database
contains over 20 million references to journal papers, covering a wide range of biomedical
fields. In order to organize and manage these data, several manual curation efforts have
been set up to identify, in texts, information regarding entities (e.g. genes and proteins) and
their relations (e.g. protein-protein interactions). The extracted information is stored in
structured knowledge resources, such as Swiss-Prot [1] and GenBank [2]. However, the ef‐
fort required to continually update these databases makes this a very demanding and ex‐
pensive task, naturally leading to increasing interest in the application of Text Mining (TM)
systems to help perform those tasks.
One major focus of TM research has been on Named Entity Recognition (NER), a crucial ini‐
tial step in information extraction, aimed at identifying chunks of text that refer to specific
entities of interest, such as gene, protein, drug and disease names. Such systems can be inte‐
grated in larger biomedical Information Extraction (IE) pipelines, which may use the auto‐
matically extracted names to perform other tasks, such as relation extraction, classification
or/and topic modeling. However, biomedical names have various characteristics that may
difficult their recognition in texts [3]:
• Many entity names are descriptive (e.g. “normal thymic epithelial cells”);
© 2012 Campos et al.; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
© 2012 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons 
Attribution License http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, 
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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• Two or more entity names sharing one head noun (e.g. “91 and 84 kDa proteins” refers to
“91 kDa protein” and “84 kDa protein”);
• One entity name with several spelling forms (e.g. “N-acetylcysteine”, “N-acetyl-cysteine”,
and “NAcetylCysteine”);
• Ambiguous abbreviations are frequently used (e.g. “TCF” may refer to “T cell factor” or
to “Tissue Culture Fluid”).
Consequently, several NER systems have been developed for the biomedical domain, using
different approaches and techniques that can generally be categorized as being based on
rules, dictionary matching or Machine Learning (ML). Each approach fulfills different re‐
quirements, depending on the linguistic characteristics of the entities being identified. Such
heterogeneity is a consequence of the predefined naming standards and how faithfully the
biomedical community followed them. Thus, it is recommended to take advantage of the ap‐
proaches that better fulfill the requirements of each entity type:
• Rule-based: names with a strongly defined orthographic and morphological structure;
• Dictionary-based: closely defined vocabulary of names (e.g. diseases and species);
• ML-based: strong variability and highly dynamic vocabulary of names (e.g. genes and
proteins).
Applying the best approaches is not possible in all cases, since each approach presents dif‐
ferent technical requirements [4]. However, when the appropriate resources are available,
ML-based solutions present several advantages over other methods, and provide the best
performance results.
The development of ML-based NER solutions integrates various complex steps that incorpo‐
rate different processing pipelines. Thus, along the past years, a variety of systems were de‐
veloped using the most different frameworks, techniques and strategies. This chapter gives
an overview of ML-based biomedical NER solutions, providing a brief description of the lat‐
est and most significant research techniques, and presenting an in-depth analysis of the
available systems and frameworks, considering the technical characteristics, provided fea‐
tures and performance outcomes. In the end, future directions and research opportunities on
ML-based NER solutions are discussed.
2. Methods
ML-based solutions use statistical models focused on recognizing specific entity names, us‐
ing a feature-based representation of the observed data. Such approach solves various prob‐
lems of rule and dictionary-based solutions, recognizing new entity names and new spelling
variations of an entity name. However, ML does not provide identifiers from curated re‐
sources, which can be solved by using a dictionary in an extra step. Nonetheless, the main
drawback of such solutions is the dependency on annotated documents, which are hard and
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expensive to obtain. Thus, the absence of such resource for a specific biomedical entity type
may limit the applicability of ML solutions.
The development of ML-based solutions requires two essential steps (Figure 1): train and
annotate. At first, the ML model must be trained using the annotations present on the anno‐
tated documents. This step can take some time depending on the complexity of the model
and on the available computational resources. After storing the model in a physical re‐
source, raw documents can be annotated, providing entity names based on the past experi‐














Figure 1. Illustration of the development process of ML-based solutions.
Both training and annotation tasksdepend on various processing steps and resources. Figure
2 presents the pipeline of the required modules to implement ML-based NER solutions:
• Corpora: collection of texts related with the target domain;
• Pre-processing: process the input data in order to simplify the recognition process;
• Feature processing: extract, select and/or induce features from the pre-processed input
data;
• ML model: use the generated features to automatically define a set of rules that describe
and distinguish the characteristics and patterns ofentity names;
• Post-processing: refinement of the generated annotations, solving problems of the recog‐
nition process or extending recognized names;
• Output: input corpora with automatically generated annotations or the extracted informa‐
tion ina structured format.
Each module must perform one or various essential tasks. Moreover, each task can be per‐
formed using different algorithms or/and resources, depending on the target goal and pre-
defined requirements. The following sub-sections present the main goals of each module
and briefly describe alternative approaches to fulfill the requirements of each task.
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Figure 2. Overall pipeline of the required steps to develop ML-based NER solutions.
2.1. Corpora
In this context, a corpus is a set of text documents that usually contain annotations of one or
various entity types. Such annotations are used to train ML models, inferring characteristics
and patterns of the annotated entity names. Thus, the trained model is highly dependent on
the quality of the annotations present on those corpora. This dependency must be carefully
analyzed, since a corpus may contain annotations of a specific entity type but not reflecting
the whole spectrum of names. A corpus is also used to obtain performance results, in order
to understand the behavior of the system on real-life problems. Such evaluation enables the
comparison of distinct solutions to the same problem.
There are two types of annotated corpora, varying with the source of the annotations:
• Gold Standard Corpora (GSC): annotations are performed manually by expert annotators,
following specific and detailed guidelines;
• Silver Standard Corpora (SSC): annotations are automatically generated by computerized
systems.
Table 1 presents a list of relevant GSC available for the various biomedical entity types. As we
can see, most of the research efforts have been on the recognition of gene and protein names,
with various corpora containing several thousands of annotated sentences. Such effort is a
consequence of two different factors: the importance of genes and proteins on the biomedi‐
cal domain, and the high variability and no standardization of names. Various challenges were
organized for the recognition of gene and protein names, such as BioCreative [5] and JNLPBA
[6], and most advances on ML-based NER were achieved in those challenges.
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When the amount of annotated documents is not sufficient to reflect the whole spectrum of
names, corpora are mostly used for evaluation procedures, as is generally the case for the
identification of disorders and species names. The SCAI IUPAC corpus is also a good exam‐
ple of a specific sub-entity type corpus, containing only annotations of chemicals that follow
the IUPAC nomenclature. Finally, both AnEM and CellFinder are very recent corpora (re‐
leased on 2012), showing that the development of manually annotated corpora for the vari‐
ous entity types is still an ongoing work.
Entity Corpus Type Size (sentences)
Gene and Protein
GENETAG [7] Sentences 20000
JNLPBA [6] (from GENIA [8]) Abstracts 22402
FSUPRGE [9] Abstracts ≈29447*
PennBioIE [10] Abstracts ≈22877*
Species
OrganismTagger Corpus [11] Full texts 9863
Linnaeus Corpus [12] Full texts 19491
Disorders
SCAI Disease [13] Abstracts ≈3640*
EBI Disease [14] Sentences 600
Arizona Disease (AZDC) [15] Sentences 2500
BioText [16] Abstracts 3655
Chemical
SCAI IUPAC [17] Sentences 20300
SCAI General [18] Sentences 914
Anatomy AnEM1 Sentences 4700
Miscellaneous CellFinder2 Full texts 2100
Table 1. List of relevant Gold Standard Corpora (GSC) available for each biomedical entity, presenting the type of
documents and its size.
*Each MEDLINE abstract contains on average 7.2±1.9 sentences [19]. We considered the best-case scenario with ≈9
sentences.
As we can see on Table 1, only small sets of documents have been annotated, due to the
complexity of generating GSC. The CALBC [20] (Collaborative Annotation of a Large Bio‐
medical Corpus) project aimedto minimize this problem, providing a large-scale biomedical
SSC automatically annotated through the harmonization of several NER systems. This large
corpus contains one million abstracts with annotations of several biological semantic
groups, such as diseases, species, chemicals and genes/proteins.
1 http://www.nactem.ac.uk/anatomy
2 http://www.informatik.hu-berlin.de/forschung/gebiete/wbi/resources/cellfinder
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Natural Language Processing (NLP) solutions can be accomplished by computerized sys‐
tems in an effective manner. However, it is necessary firstly to properly delimit the docu‐
ments into meaningful units. Most NLP solutions expect their input to be segmented into
sentences, and each sentence into tokens. Since real-world documents lack such well-de‐
fined structure, it is necessary to implement a few methods to perform such tasks.
2.2.1. Sentence splitting
Sentence splitting is the process of breaking a text document into its respective sentences. In
the end, each sentence should provide a specific local, logical and meaningful context for fu‐
ture tasks. Various solutions were developed to perform sentence splitting on biomedical
documents, such as JSBD [21], OpenNLP3 and SPECIALIST NLP4.The best performing solu‐
tions can achieve an accuracy of 99.7%.
2.2.2. Tokenization
Tokenisation is the process of breaking a sentence into its constituent meaningful units,
called tokens. It is one of the most important tasks of the IE workflow, since all the following
tasks will be based on the tokens resulting from this process. Consequently, various tools
were developed specifically for the biomedical domain, such as GENIA Tagger [22], JTBD
[21] and SPECIALIST NLP. In [23], the authors present a detailed comparison of various bio‐
medical tokenizers. The best solutions achieve accuracies around 96%.
2.2.3. Annotationencoding
In order to internally represent the annotated entity names, it is necessary to use an encod‐
ing scheme to give a tag to each token of the text. The simplest is the IO encoding, which tags
each token as either being in (tag “I”) a particular named entity or outside (tag “O”). This en‐
coding is defective, since it cannot represent two entities next to each other. The BIO encod‐
ing is the de facto standard, and it extends the IO encoding solving the boundary problem. In
this scheme, the “in” tag is subdivided into tag “B”, representing the first token or begin‐
ning of the entity name, and tag “I” for the remaining tokens. The BMEWO encoding ex‐
tends the BIO encoding by distinguishing the end of an entity (tag “E”) tokens from the middle
entity tokens (tag “M”), and adding a new tag (“W”) for entities with only one token.
2.3. Feature processing
Feature processing is a crucial NER task, since the predictions will be performed based on
the information that they encode, reflecting special phenomena and linguistic characteristics
of the naming conventions. Thus, the definition of a rich and carefully selected set of fea‐
tures is required in order to properly represent the target entity names.
3http://opennlp.apache.org
4http://lexsrv3.nlm.nih.gov/Specialist
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2.3.1. Linguistic
The most basic internal feature is the token itself. However, in most cases, morphological
variants of words have similar semantic interpretations, and can be considered as equiva‐
lent. For this reason, stemming or lemmatization can be used to group together all inflected
forms of a word, so that they can be analyzed as a single item. The basic idea of stemming is
to find the prefix that is common to all variations of the term. On the other hand, lemmatiza‐
tion is a more robust method, because it finds the root term of the variant word (e.g. the
lemma of “was” is “be”). Along with normalization techniques, it is also possible to asso‐
ciate each token with a particular grammatical category based on its context, a procedure
called Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging. Additionally, chunking can be also used, dividing the
text into syntactically correlated parts of words (e.g., noun or verb phrases). These linguistic
features only provide a local analysis of the token in the sentence. To complement this, fea‐
tures can be derived from dependency parsing tools to collect the relations between the vari‐
ous tokens in the sentence.
2.3.2. Orthographic
The purpose of orthographic features is to capture knowledge about word formation. For
example, a word that starts with a capital letter could indicate the occurrence of an entity
name (e.g. in the protein name “MyoD”). Various features can be used, reflecting the pres‐
ence of uppercase or lowercase characters, the presence of symbols, or counting the number
of digits and uppercase characters in a token.
2.3.3. Morphological
Morphological features, on the other hand, reflect common structures and/or sub-sequences
of characters among several entity names, thus identifying similarities between distinct to‐
kens. To accomplish this goal, three distinct types of morphological features are commonly
considered:
• Suffixes and prefixes:can be used to distinguish entity names. For instance, suffixes like
“ase”, “ome” and “gen” frequently occur in gene and protein names;
• Char n-grams: are sub-sequences of ncharacters from a given token. It extends suffixes
and prefixes by considering sub-sequences of characters in the middle of tokens;
• Word shape patterns: generate a sequence of characters to reflect how letters, digits and
symbols are organized in the token. For instance, “Abc: 1234” could be represented by the
following patterns: “Abc: *”, “Aaa#1111” and/or “a#1”.
2.3.4. Context
Higher-level relations between tokens and extracted features can be established through
windows or conjunctions of features, reflecting the local context of each token. The applica‐
tion of windows consists of adding features of preceding and succeeding tokens as features
of each token. On the other hand, conjunction of features consists of creating new features
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by grouping together features of the surrounding tokens. To apply those context methods, it
is important to limit the features to use as context information, since using the complete set
of features from the surrounding tokens wouldgenerate millions of new features. However,
pre-selecting the features used forbuilding the conjunctions may mean that informative con‐
junctions are not considered. Feature induction solves this problem, by iteratively consider‐
ing sets of atomic and conjunction features created from the initial feature set. On each
iteration, only candidates that provide useful information are included in the updated set of
features. Intuitively, features with high gain provide strong evidence for many decisions.
2.3.5. Lexicons
Adding biomedical knowledge to the set of features can further optimize NER systems. To
provide this knowledge, dictionaries of specific domain terms and entity names are matched
in the text and the resulting tags are used as features. Two different types of dictionaries are
commonly used: target entity names (match tokens with dictionaries with a complete set of
names of the target entity name), and trigger names (match names that may indicate the
presence of biomedical names in the surrounding tokens).
2.4. Machine learning model
As the input to the ML model, each feature should assume the value “1” if it is present on
the current token or “0” if it is not (Table 2).
Feature 1 Feature 2 … Feature m
Token 1 1 1 … 0
Token 2 0 1 … 0
… … … … …
Token n 0 0 … 1
Table 2. Illustration of the matrix of features as the input tothe ML model. Each vector defines the features present for
the corresponding token.
Each modeling technique uses the feature matrix to create a probabilistic description of the
entity names boundaries. The various ML models can be classified as being supervised or
semi-supervised, depending on unannotated data being used or not. Supervised learning,
which only uses annotated data, has received most research interest in recent years. Conse‐
quently, different supervised models have been used on NER systems, namely Conditional
Random Fields (CRFs) [24], Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [25], Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) [26] and Maximum Entropy Markov Models (MEMMs) [27]. CRFs have been ac‐
tively used during the last years, since they present several advantages over other methods.
Firstly, CRFs avoid the label bias problem [24], a weakness of MEMMs. In addition, CRFs
also have advantages over HMMs, a consequence of their conditional nature that results in
relaxation of the independence assumptions [28]. Finally, although SVMs can provide com‐
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parable results, more time is required to train complex models.Semi-supervised solutions
use both annotated and unannotated data, in order to solve the data sparseness problem.
Thus, the main goal is to collect features of the unannotated data that are not present in the
annotated data, which may contribute to a better identification of the entity names bounda‐
ries. There are various approaches to implement semi-supervised solutions, such as Semi-
CRFs [29, 30], Semi-SVMs [31], ASO [32] and FCG [33].
2.5. Model Combination
The most recent results on biomedical NER clearly indicate that better performance results
can be achieved by combining several systems with different characteristics. As an example,
the top five systems of the BioCreative II gene mention challenge [5] used ensembles of NER
systems. In order to generate ML models that reflect different characteristics of the annotat‐
ed data, it is common to use different parsing directions (forward and backward) or differ‐
ent feature sets. Moreover, different approaches can be used to combine the generated
annotations, using union, intersection, machine learning [34] or lexicons [35].
2.6. Post-processing
Post-processing techniques are commonly used to solve some recognition mistakes, which
may be easily corrected through simple rules or methods:
• Remove or correct recognition mistakes: annotations with an odd number of brackets
may be removed or corrected.
• Extend or make annotations more precise: abbreviation resolution methods can be used to
extend detected annotations. Moreover, curated dictionaries can be also used to correct
generated annotations.
• Remove uninformative terms: some annotations may be known for being non-informative
or unwanted terms, and consequently must be removed.
2.7. Evaluation
In order to understand the behavior of the system, it is important to measure the accuracy of
the generated annotations. This can be performed by annotating a corpus and then compare
the automatic annotations with the ones provided by expert curators. Thus, each automatic
annotation must be classified as being a:
• True Positive (TP): the system provides an annotation that exists in the curated corpus;
• True Negative (TN): the non existence of an annotation is correct according to the curated
corpus;
• False Positive (FP): the system provides an annotation that does not exist in the curated
corpus;
• False Negative (FN): the system does not provide an annotation that is present in the cu‐
rated corpus.
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in the text and the resulting tags are used as features. Two different types of dictionaries are
commonly used: target entity names (match tokens with dictionaries with a complete set of
names of the target entity name), and trigger names (match names that may indicate the
presence of biomedical names in the surrounding tokens).
2.4. Machine learning model
As the input to the ML model, each feature should assume the value “1” if it is present on
the current token or “0” if it is not (Table 2).
Feature 1 Feature 2 … Feature m
Token 1 1 1 … 0
Token 2 0 1 … 0
… … … … …
Token n 0 0 … 1
Table 2. Illustration of the matrix of features as the input tothe ML model. Each vector defines the features present for
the corresponding token.
Each modeling technique uses the feature matrix to create a probabilistic description of the
entity names boundaries. The various ML models can be classified as being supervised or
semi-supervised, depending on unannotated data being used or not. Supervised learning,
which only uses annotated data, has received most research interest in recent years. Conse‐
quently, different supervised models have been used on NER systems, namely Conditional
Random Fields (CRFs) [24], Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [25], Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) [26] and Maximum Entropy Markov Models (MEMMs) [27]. CRFs have been ac‐
tively used during the last years, since they present several advantages over other methods.
Firstly, CRFs avoid the label bias problem [24], a weakness of MEMMs. In addition, CRFs
also have advantages over HMMs, a consequence of their conditional nature that results in
relaxation of the independence assumptions [28]. Finally, although SVMs can provide com‐
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parable results, more time is required to train complex models.Semi-supervised solutions
use both annotated and unannotated data, in order to solve the data sparseness problem.
Thus, the main goal is to collect features of the unannotated data that are not present in the
annotated data, which may contribute to a better identification of the entity names bounda‐
ries. There are various approaches to implement semi-supervised solutions, such as Semi-
CRFs [29, 30], Semi-SVMs [31], ASO [32] and FCG [33].
2.5. Model Combination
The most recent results on biomedical NER clearly indicate that better performance results
can be achieved by combining several systems with different characteristics. As an example,
the top five systems of the BioCreative II gene mention challenge [5] used ensembles of NER
systems. In order to generate ML models that reflect different characteristics of the annotat‐
ed data, it is common to use different parsing directions (forward and backward) or differ‐
ent feature sets. Moreover, different approaches can be used to combine the generated
annotations, using union, intersection, machine learning [34] or lexicons [35].
2.6. Post-processing
Post-processing techniques are commonly used to solve some recognition mistakes, which
may be easily corrected through simple rules or methods:
• Remove or correct recognition mistakes: annotations with an odd number of brackets
may be removed or corrected.
• Extend or make annotations more precise: abbreviation resolution methods can be used to
extend detected annotations. Moreover, curated dictionaries can be also used to correct
generated annotations.
• Remove uninformative terms: some annotations may be known for being non-informative
or unwanted terms, and consequently must be removed.
2.7. Evaluation
In order to understand the behavior of the system, it is important to measure the accuracy of
the generated annotations. This can be performed by annotating a corpus and then compare
the automatic annotations with the ones provided by expert curators. Thus, each automatic
annotation must be classified as being a:
• True Positive (TP): the system provides an annotation that exists in the curated corpus;
• True Negative (TN): the non existence of an annotation is correct according to the curated
corpus;
• False Positive (FP): the system provides an annotation that does not exist in the curated
corpus;
• False Negative (FN): the system does not provide an annotation that is present in the cu‐
rated corpus.
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Exact and fuzzy matching can be used to obtain performance results and to better under‐
stand the behavior of the system. With approximate matching we can find the performance
when minor and non-informative mistakes are discarded. Such evaluation is important since
various post-NER tasks, such as relation extraction and topic modeling, can be performed
with imprecise annotations.
Performance results are obtained using three important measures: precision, recall and F-
measure. Those measures assume values between 0 (worst) and 1 (best). Precision measures
the ability of a system to present only relevant names, and it is formulated as:
Precision = relevant names recognizedtotal names recognized =
TP
TP + FP (1)
On the other hand, recall measures the ability of a system to present all relevant names, and
is formulated as:
Recall = relevant names recognizedrelevant names on corpus =
TP
TP + FN (2)
Finally, F-measure is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. The balanced F-measure is
most commonly used, and is formulated as:
F - measure =2 Precision × RecallPrecision + Recall (3)
3. Tools
In order to understand and expose the current trends of ML-based NER solutions, it is im‐
portant to study existing tools and respective characteristics, analyzing their applicability on
real life problems. Since dozens of tools are available for the recognition of a specific entity
type (e.g. gene and protein), we decided to study the systems that better reflect the overall
progress of the domain. On the other hand, some entity types do not have any relevant ML-
based systems. For instance, species recognition is already efficiently performed by diction‐
ary-based solutions: LINNAEUS [12] and OrganismTagger [11] already achieve ≈95% and
≈97% of F-measure, respectively. Curiously, OrganismTagger uses a simple ML module that
gives a small contribution in the recognition of species strains. Also there are no ML solu‐
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tions for the recognition of anatomy names, since the AnEM corpus was just released (May,
2012). However, due to the characteristics of the corpus and the importance of anatomy enti‐
ty type in the biomedical domain, we believe that various solutions will be developed soon.
Table 3 presents an overview of the ML-based systems characteristics that we considered
for the various entity types, presenting the used programming languages, features, mod‐
els and post-processing techniques. The tools presented in the miscellaneous section can be
applied to more than one entity type, namely on gene/protein and disorders. However, dif‐
ferent entity types have different characteristics, requiring the applicability of distinct tech‐
niques and/or feature sets. As we can see, features such as chunking, dependency parsing
and conjunctions are only used in gene and protein names recognition, which require a
much more complex feature set. Moreover, the BioEnEx authors show that the use of some
morphological and orthographic features has a negative impact on the recognition of disor‐
der names [36].
The application of complex techniques is a reflex of the research effort spent on each entity
type. As expected, gene and protein names have been the main research target, with eight
systems. Four of those systems, including AIIAGMT and IBM Watson, were developed spe‐
cifically for these entity types. The other four systems were also adapted for the recognition
of disorders, such as ABNER and BANNER. It is also interesting to see that the systems de‐
veloped for the recognition of chemicals are not used in any other entity type or vice-versa.
We believe that this is a consequence of various factors: available corpora do not cover the
whole spectrum of chemical names or is sparse; and chemical names present different chal‐
lenges when compared with gene and protein names, namely high variability but different
levels of names standardization.
We also studied the various tools in terms of source code availability, since using and adapt‐
ing already implemented methods may streamline the development of new and improved
IE solutions. For instance, one can use Gimli or BANNER to implement new tools for the
recognition of different entity types (e.g., BANNER was used in the development of BioEn‐
Ex). It is also interesting to see that closed source solutions commonly present more ad‐
vanced and/or complex techniques. For instance, only IBM Watson applies a semi-
supervised algorithm and, with the exception of Gimli, only closed source solutions use
model combination strategies.
Regarding used features, we can observe that some features are common to every recogni‐
tion task, namely some orthographic, morphological and context features. Thus, we may ar‐
gue that those features are essential in the development of ML-based NER tools. One can
also observe that linguistic features are only used in the recognition of entity names that
present high variability and low standardization. Moreover, from the results of various tools
we can conclude that the use of dictionary matching as features always presents a positive
contribution, since adding domain knowledge provides an increased precision.
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and conjunctions are only used in gene and protein names recognition, which require a
much more complex feature set. Moreover, the BioEnEx authors show that the use of some
morphological and orthographic features has a negative impact on the recognition of disor‐
der names [36].
The application of complex techniques is a reflex of the research effort spent on each entity
type. As expected, gene and protein names have been the main research target, with eight
systems. Four of those systems, including AIIAGMT and IBM Watson, were developed spe‐
cifically for these entity types. The other four systems were also adapted for the recognition
of disorders, such as ABNER and BANNER. It is also interesting to see that the systems de‐
veloped for the recognition of chemicals are not used in any other entity type or vice-versa.
We believe that this is a consequence of various factors: available corpora do not cover the
whole spectrum of chemical names or is sparse; and chemical names present different chal‐
lenges when compared with gene and protein names, namely high variability but different
levels of names standardization.
We also studied the various tools in terms of source code availability, since using and adapt‐
ing already implemented methods may streamline the development of new and improved
IE solutions. For instance, one can use Gimli or BANNER to implement new tools for the
recognition of different entity types (e.g., BANNER was used in the development of BioEn‐
Ex). It is also interesting to see that closed source solutions commonly present more ad‐
vanced and/or complex techniques. For instance, only IBM Watson applies a semi-
supervised algorithm and, with the exception of Gimli, only closed source solutions use
model combination strategies.
Regarding used features, we can observe that some features are common to every recogni‐
tion task, namely some orthographic, morphological and context features. Thus, we may ar‐
gue that those features are essential in the development of ML-based NER tools. One can
also observe that linguistic features are only used in the recognition of entity names that
present high variability and low standardization. Moreover, from the results of various tools
we can conclude that the use of dictionary matching as features always presents a positive
contribution, since adding domain knowledge provides an increased precision.
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Table 3. Overview of the ML-based systems characteristics considering the various target entity types and presenting
the used programming languages, features, models and post-processing techniques.
5 http://bioinformatics.ua.pt/gimli
6 http://nersuite.nlplab.org
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As stated above, nine of the ten tools use supervised models. From those, all the systems de‐
veloped in the last four years (from 2008 to 2012) take advantage of CRFs, which shows the
success of this modeling technique. However, there is a growing research interest in the ap‐
plication of semi-supervised models, since they may provide more general and non-corpus
specific solutions.
Finally, post-processing methods are commonly applied by closed source solutions, with the
exception of Gimli and BANNER that already take advantage of several high-end techni‐
ques. Thus, we can argue that parentheses processing and abbreviation resolution are essen‐
tial tasks, since its applicability is independent of the entity type.
Besides the study of the characteristics of each tool, we have also conducted a set of evalua‐
tion experiments to help elucidating about the solutions that perform the best. Figure 3
presents a performance comparison of the analyzed tools per entity type.
3.1. Gene and Protein names
Most of the developed solutions are focused on two main corpora, GENETAG and JNLPBA.
GENETAG is not restricted to a specific domain, containing annotations of proteins, DNA
and RNA (grouped in only one semantic type), which were performed by experts in bio‐
chemistry, genetics and molecular biology. This corpus was used in the BioCreative II chal‐
lenge [5], and it contains 15000 sentences for training and 5000 sentences for testing. For
evaluation, the matching is performed allowing alternative names provided by the expert
annotators. On the other hand, the JNLPBA corpus is a sub-set of the GENIA corpus, con‐
taining 2404 abstracts extracted from MEDLINE using the MeSH terms “human”, “blood‐
cell” and “transcription factor”. The manual annotation of these abstracts was based on five
classes of the GENIA ontology, namely protein, DNA, RNA, cell line, and cell type. This cor‐
pus was used in the BioEntity Recognition Task in BioNLP/NLPBA 2004 [6], providing 2000
abstracts for training and the remaining 404 abstracts for testing. On this challenge, the eval‐
uation was performed using exact matching. Since GENETAG is not focused on any specific
biomedical domain, its annotations are more heterogeneous than those of JNLPBA. A brief
analysis, considering protein, DNA and RNA classes, shows that GENETAG contains al‐
most 65% of distinct names, as opposed to the 36% found on JNLPBA.
As expected, a model trained on GENETAG provides annotations not focused on any specif‐
ic biomedical domain, which may be recommended for general real life applications. How‐
ever, the same semantic group contains annotations of DNA, RNA and gene/protein. On the
other hand, a model trained on the JNLPBA corpus may provide annotations optimized for
research on human blood cell transcription factors. On this corpus, the various entity types
are split on different semantic groups.
Overall, the systems present high performance results on both corpora, where the best per‐
forming systems achieve an F-measure of 88.30% on GENETAG and 73.05% on JNLPBA.
Both systems, AIIAGMT and Gimli, present complex solutions that include the application
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taining 2404 abstracts extracted from MEDLINE using the MeSH terms “human”, “blood‐
cell” and “transcription factor”. The manual annotation of these abstracts was based on five
classes of the GENIA ontology, namely protein, DNA, RNA, cell line, and cell type. This cor‐
pus was used in the BioEntity Recognition Task in BioNLP/NLPBA 2004 [6], providing 2000
abstracts for training and the remaining 404 abstracts for testing. On this challenge, the eval‐
uation was performed using exact matching. Since GENETAG is not focused on any specific
biomedical domain, its annotations are more heterogeneous than those of JNLPBA. A brief
analysis, considering protein, DNA and RNA classes, shows that GENETAG contains al‐
most 65% of distinct names, as opposed to the 36% found on JNLPBA.
As expected, a model trained on GENETAG provides annotations not focused on any specif‐
ic biomedical domain, which may be recommended for general real life applications. How‐
ever, the same semantic group contains annotations of DNA, RNA and gene/protein. On the
other hand, a model trained on the JNLPBA corpus may provide annotations optimized for
research on human blood cell transcription factors. On this corpus, the various entity types
are split on different semantic groups.
Overall, the systems present high performance results on both corpora, where the best per‐
forming systems achieve an F-measure of 88.30% on GENETAG and 73.05% on JNLPBA.
Both systems, AIIAGMT and Gimli, present complex solutions that include the application
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of linguistic and lexicon features and the combination of various CRF models with different
characteristics. When comparing open with closed source solutions, there is no significant
difference, since both apply high-end techniques and high performance results. Moreover,
Gimli is the open-source solution that provides more implemented features,with the best
performance results. Nevertheless, BANNER, BioEnEx and NER Suite also present positive
outcomes using simpler models and no combination techniques.
The high performance results achieved on this task, on both general and specific corpora,
indicate that the recognition of gene and protein names is ready to be used on real life prob‐
lems, presenting an acceptable error margin.
3.2. Disorder names
Following the UMLS description of disorder, it includes various semantic sub-groups with
different interpretations. Thus, a corpus must contain names of diseases, symptoms, abnor‐
malities and dysfunctions in order to reflect the whole spectrum of disorder names in the
best way as possible.Some of those sub-groups are important since new diseases are often
referred as a set of signs and symptoms until the disease receives an official name.
Only two corpora were used for the development of ML solutions: Arizona Disease Corpus
(AZDC) and BioText. AZDC presents a set of annotations that reflect the whole spectrum of
disorder names. The annotation process was performed manually by one expert and revised
by another. On the other hand, the BioText corpus was annotated for the identification of
disease and treatment mentions, not covering the whole spectrum of names. Moreover, the
primary goal of this corpus was to explore different types of relationships between diseases
and treatments. Thus, a high degree of annotation consistency was not required at the token
level. Regarding both corpora, we consider that the amount of annotated sentences (2500
and 3655) may not be sufficient to train an accurate ML model for real life applications. For
instance, the AZDC corpus provides 3228 disease mentions. In comparison, GENETAG con‐
tains ≈24000 primary gene and protein annotations and more than 17000 alternative men‐
tions for approximate matching.
Due to the restrictions of the available corpora, most solutions for the recognition of disor‐
ders are typically implemented through the application of dictionary-based approaches.
Nevertheless, various solutions were developed using only ML and the existing corpora.
Overall, those solutions present a simpler feature set when comparing with gene and pro‐
tein models.
As expected, a model trained on the AZDC corpus may provide general annotations consid‐
ering the whole spectrum of disorder names in one semantic group. On the other hand, a
model trained on the BioText corpus only provides annotations of diseases and treatments.
However, on both cases, a large amount of disorder names are missed since their statistical
description is not present on the training corpus.
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Considering exact matching, the best system achieves an F-measure of 81.08% on the AZDC
corpus, which is a good performance result. The improved performance of BioEnEx in com‐
parison to BANNER may be justified by the use of dependency parsing and the absence of
some orthographic features. On the other hand, the BioText inconsistencies cause the per‐
formance of systems to be overly pessimistic. As we can see, the best performing system on‐
ly achieves an F-measure of 54.84%.
In summary, we believe that the AZDC corpus provides a good benchmark for the recogni‐
tion of disorder names. However, the implementation of systems based only on that specific
corpus is doubtful, due to the small amount of annotated documents. Moreover, we also be‐
lieve that the BioText corpus is not the best solution for systems comparison, due to the re‐
ported inconsistences and achieved results.
3.3. Chemical names
Chemical names can be divided into two classes [38]: a closed (finite) class for trivial names,
and an open (infinite) class for names following strictly defined nomenclatures (e.g. IUPAC
names). The SCAI General corpus contains manual annotations of both classes. However,
we believe that 914 sentences with only 1206 mentions is not sufficient for development and
evaluation procedures, due to the amount and complexity of chemical names. On the other
hand, the SCAI IUPAC corpus only contains annotations of chemical names that follow the
IUPAC nomenclature. In this case, we believe that 20300 sentences are sufficient for ML
models to infer the patterns of the rule-based convention with success.
As expected, the systems developed using the IUPAC corpus deliver good results. The best
performing solution achieves 85.60% of F-measure using exact matching. As we can see,
ChemSpot and SCAI have similar characteristics in terms of model and features. However,
the achieved results are quite different. Such difference may be related with specific charac‐
teristics of the CRF training. The authors of ChemSpot argue that SCAI uses a third-order
CRF (instead of second-order) with optimized meta-parameters, which may over fit the
model and consequently provide worse performance on unseen instances.
The same model of ChemSpot that was trained on the IUPAC corpus was tested on the
SCAI corpus. As expected, it provides low recall results, since only IUPAC annotations are
generated. Overall, it presents an F-measure of 42.60%, which is a good result considering
that IUPAC annotations represent around 32% of all names present on the SCAI corpus.
Since the systems for IUPAC entity names provide positive outcomes, we believe that an op‐
timal solution for the recognition of chemical names must be hybrid, combining ML and dic‐
tionary-based solutions. Thus, ML may be used for IUPAC names and the dictionary
matching for trivial names and drugs. Actually, ChemSpot does exactly that, and achieved
an F-measure of 68.10% on the SCAI corpus, presenting an improvement of ≈11% against
previous solutions.
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Figure 3. Performance comparison of the various ML-based NER solutions per entity type and corpus.
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4. Conclusion
This chapter presented a detailed survey of machine learning tools for biomedical named
entity recognition. We started by introducing the various fundamental steps for the develop‐
ment of such tools. Afterwards, we described each step in detail, presenting the required
methods and alternative techniques used by the various solutions. Using that knowledge,
we presented various tools for each biomedical entity, describing the used methodologies
and provided features. Thus, solutions for recognition of gene/protein, disorder and chemi‐
cal names were studied in detail, exposing the main differences between the various sys‐
tems characteristics. Such analysis allowed us to expose the current trends of ML-based
solutions for biomedical NER, and compare the performance outcomes considering the dif‐
ferent systems’ characteristics. Thus, we can summarize the current trends by task:
• Corpora: annotated abstracts are the most used corpus type;
• Pre-processing: sentence splitting, tokenization and annotation encoding are fundamental
for input data processing;
• Features: most of orthographic, morphological, lexicon and context features are essential
in the recognition of any biomedical entity type. Linguistic features and conjunctions
present an important contribution in the recognition of non-standardized entity names;
• Model: supervised CRF models are widely used and present positive outcomes on all bio‐
medical entity types;
• Post-processing: parentheses processing and abbreviation resolution are essential tasks
and provided positive contributions on all entity types.
Overall, we can argue that the amount and quality of ML-based tools already provide a sig‐
nificant number of advanced features with good performances results. Such results show
that most tools are ready to be used on real life applications, providing acceptable error
margins.
Regarding future steps, we believe that using full text documents will be fundamental, since
they provide more information and completely different challenges, due to the increased
ambiguity. Moreover, the application of semi-supervised algorithms will take advantage of
the millions of unannotated documents. Such strategy presents various advantages, contri‐
buting to the development of ML-based solutions for entity types that have a reduced
amount of annotated corpora, and allowing the development of general models, independ‐
ent of the training corpora and ready to annotate any text with high accuracy. Finally, we
also believe that feature induction will be essential, enabling automatic generation of infor‐
mative features to extract new and unknown characteristics of entity names.
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1. Introduction
The world is undergoing a huge transformation from industrial economies into an informa‐
tion economy, in which the indices of value are shifting from material to non-material re‐
sources. This transformation has been rightly described as a revolution that is accompanied
by considerable dangers for the future and the survival of many languages and their associ‐
ated cultures. The last years have seen a growing tendency in investigating applying lan‐
guage processing methods to other languages than English. However, most of tools and
methods' development on language processing has so far concentrated on a fairly small and
limited number of languages, mainly European and East-Asian languages.
Nevertheless, there is a mandatory requirement for all people over the world to be able to
employ their own language when accessing information on the Internet or using computers.
To this end, a variety of applications is needed, and lots funds are involved. But the fact that
the most of the research sponsored around the world has focused only on the economically
and politically important languages makes the language technology gap between the lan‐
guages of the developed countries and those of the less developed ones leading up to a larg‐
er and a largest gap.
According to some linguists’ estimations in 1995, half of the 6000 world's languages is be‐
ing disappearing, 2000 among the 3000 remaining will be threatened in the next century [1].
This means that if there are no efforts put in place to reduce the technology gap and to pre‐
serve these languages so many of them will disappear completely by the end of this centu‐
ry. Unfortunately, there are numerous obstacles to advance in language processing for this
kind of languages. In the first hand, the language features themselves might impose specif‐
© 2012 Ataa Allah and Boulaknadel; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms
of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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ated cultures. The last years have seen a growing tendency in investigating applying lan‐
guage processing methods to other languages than English. However, most of tools and
methods' development on language processing has so far concentrated on a fairly small and
limited number of languages, mainly European and East-Asian languages.
Nevertheless, there is a mandatory requirement for all people over the world to be able to
employ their own language when accessing information on the Internet or using computers.
To this end, a variety of applications is needed, and lots funds are involved. But the fact that
the most of the research sponsored around the world has focused only on the economically
and politically important languages makes the language technology gap between the lan‐
guages of the developed countries and those of the less developed ones leading up to a larg‐
er and a largest gap.
According to some linguists’ estimations in 1995, half of the 6000 world's languages is be‐
ing disappearing, 2000 among the 3000 remaining will be threatened in the next century [1].
This means that if there are no efforts put in place to reduce the technology gap and to pre‐
serve these languages so many of them will disappear completely by the end of this centu‐
ry. Unfortunately, there are numerous obstacles to advance in language processing for this
kind of languages. In the first hand, the language features themselves might impose specif‐
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ic strategies to be undertaken. In the second hand, the lack of previously existing language
resources produces a vicious circle: having resources makes creating electronic ones and proc‐
essing tools easier, but not having resources makes the development and testing of new ones
more difficult and time-consuming. Furthermore, there is usually a disturbing lack of inter‐
est that people needs to be able to employ their own language in computer applications.
In the aim to help in revitalizing endangered languages, that are generally under or less re‐
sourced languages, many efforts need to be made. One way is to encourage younger genera‐
tions to use their mother tongue by building e-learning platforms, and creating instructive
games. Oral documenting can be used to preserve the culture of endangered languages; es‐
pecially that many of these languages are only spoken. They have rich oral cultures with sto‐
ries, sayings, songs, chants and histories, but no written forms. So, the extinction of such
language will quickly lead to the annihilation of its culture. Machine translation system can
also be employed to produce translations from other languages, in order to extend the use of
these languages from familiar and home use to more formal social contexts such as media,
administration, and commercial relations. Another way to contribute in preserving endan‐
gered languages is the use of Internet. This later might be handy to raise awareness about
the issues of language extinction and language preservation.
In this context, this paper presents the key strategies for improving endangered languages
on human language technologies. It describes the experiments currently underway on Ama‐
zigh at Computer Science Studies, Information Systems and Communications Center (CEI‐
SIC) in the Royal Institute of the Amazigh Culture (IRCAM), in order to let this language
becoming more intercommunicated and widely used in the community.
2. Strategies for enhancing under and less resourced languages
Recently, several private companies, technology centers, and public institutes have begun to
get interested and to invest in developing technology for under and less resourced languag‐
es. To successfully deal with this task some studies have focused on studying the main strat‐
egies that could be taken in order to promote and develop this set of languages.
2.1. Linguistic contribution
Generally, the computational processing of a language involves linguistic contributions that
consist on matching or modeling language competence by discovering and presenting for‐
mally the rules governing this language. These linguistic contributions can be efficiently
shared by a collaborative work on the web [2], substituting a local development team with
potentially bigger distributed team. This idea avoids reduplication and wastage of efforts
and resources. It has been investigated in an early Montaigne project (1996), and has been
implemented at GETA for the Lao language. It has also been applied by Oki to the Japanese
language and by NII/NECTEC to a Japanese-Thai dictionary [3].
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2.2. Resource recycling
Building electronic resources is indispensable parts of any computational language process.
However, this task requires time and valuable human competence. An alternative solution
for developing such resources is to get firstly electronic files by using Optical Character Rec‐
ognition (OCR) [4], then to generate from these files a standardized suitable format of re‐
sources that will be exploitable for automated task.
The resource standardization is an important step in the process of resource building. It al‐
lows the reuse of resources in different researches, tools and applications. Furthermore, it
facilitates the maintenance of a coherent document life cycle through various processing
stages, and enables the enrichment of existing data with new information.
2.3. Adapting CLP techniques
Adapting Computational Language Processing (CLP) techniques is an interesting way to
build new tools for a specific language while taking the advantages of the similarity be‐
tween languages’ features. Such experiment has been particularly applied in machine trans‐
lation projects. One of these project is the ‘MAJO system‘, where the investment of
syntactical and morphological similarities between Japanese and Uighur has helped suffi‐
ciently to obtain good results [5].
2.4. Extensibility focused
The philosophy of this direction suggests that the conception of any project should be made
in such a way that others can easily come and extend the work to another level. This means
that the project’s development should not focus only on getting results, but looking for oth‐
ers to be able to continue the work [6]. In this context, there are several examples: The ‘Aca‐
bit system’ has been developed firstly for the extraction of French multiword. Then, it has
been extended to Japanese and Arabic languages [7]. Similarly, the ‘NOOJ framework’ has
been built for European languages. Whereas, the work is still continuing on this framework
for other languages such as Arabic [8], and Amazigh [9].
2.5. Open source focused
In general, the under and less resourced languages are economically poor. Whereas, doing
computational language processing involves lots funds. To get around this obstacle and to
cut down on the financial issues, it is suggested to adopt the open source strategy. Further‐
more, this strategy will allow the adoption of the two previous directions (adapting CLP
techniques and extensibility focused).
2.6. Professional documentation
Documentation will also greatly help in the continuation and the extension of projects. This
documentation could be in terms of manuals or Websites, assisting people who may be in‐
terested in the use of a project, or allowing them to access to any phase of the work and con‐
tinue its development.
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The evaluation system can be defined as a process allowing measuring the gap between
fixed objectives and attained results. The choice of the time of the evaluation depends on the
aim of the evaluation. Generally, the evaluation of a project could be done before its realiza‐
tion, to make a diagnostic that determines the objectives of this project and its prerequisites;
during the development, to make a progressive evaluation that pilots and directs the prog‐
ress of the development; and after the implementation, to make a final evaluation which
yields the results of the level of satisfaction, relevance, durability of the project, and finally
of the continuity and the extensibility of the project.
2.8. Road map
Conscious that search engine, machine translation, human-machine dialogue, and e-learning
play a key role in the survival of under and less resourced languages, in manner that they
will strongly help these languages to find their way into our daily lives by extending their
use from familiar use to social one, we have organized and prepared a clear vision to realize
these specific projects in a progressive approach.
While studying these projects, we have noted that:
• Search engine is designed to look for the information needed of the user by understand‐
ing his/her query, retrieving the relevant information related to the given query inde‐
pendently of the used language, and presenting a list of ranked search results. To this
end, most of the search engines are based on automatic web crawlers, ranking algorithm,
and relevance techniques of automatic indexing. These later either rely on keyword-based
indexing, linguistic analysis indexing, concept-based indexing, or multilingual indexing.
• Machine translation objective is to allow translating text with roughly the skill of a hu‐
man, by ensuring a high quality of hierarchical phrase-based translation. In this aim, most
of the machine translation systems combine the strengths of rule-based and statistical ap‐
proaches to reduce the amount of the required linguistic information and training data,
and also reduce the size of the statistical models while maintaining high performance.
The rule-based machine translation (RBMT) approach is described as interlingual or
transfer-based machine translation. It is based on lexicons with morphological, syntactic,
and semantic information, and sets of rules. While the statistical machine translation
(SMT) approach is based on parallel corpora to properly train the translation system. The
two approaches can be merged in different ways: either translation is performed using a
rules based engine, then statistics are used in an attempt to adjust/correct the output from
the rules engine; rules are used to pre-process data in an attempt to better guide the statis‐
tical engine; or rules are used to post-process the statistical output.
• Human-machine dialogue aims to support interactions between users and machines by
designing receptive products to the user's needs. The Human-machine dialogue systems
can be represented as a four process: Speech recognition process to transcribe sentences
spoken into written text, natural language understanding process to extract the meaning
from the text, execution process to perform actions on the conversation meaning, and re‐
sponse generation process to give feedback to the user.
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• E-learning increases access to learning opportunities, by offering knowledge and skills’
online transfer that can be ensured anytime and anywhere through a variety of electronic
learning and teaching solutions such as Web-based courseware, online discussion groups,
live virtual classes, video and audio streaming. Nowadays, modern technology, especially
computational language processing, is strongly used in e-learning to assist reading, writ‐
ing, and speaking a language. While a person writes a sentence or reads a text aloud, the
system can correct and monitor which words are not right or even analyze and tutor par‐
ticular problems.
From this study we have noticed that these projects are mutually related to each other, and
one can act as a part of the other. Furthermore, they are based on various processing which
requires a large amount of specialized knowledge. Therefore, we have identified a list of the
necessary processes needed to ensure the functionality of these projects, and we have sug‐
gested arranging them in a road map chronologically for short, medium, and long term ac‐
cording to the availability of resources and the level of functionality expected within each term [10].
As discussed, the achievement of our goal requires a large amount of specialized knowledge
that is mainly encoded in complex systems of linguistic rules and descriptions, such as
grammars and lexicons, which will in turn involve a considerable amount of specialized
manpower. Thus depending on the availability of linguistic expertise and resources, we
have estimated that short term phase will necessitate at least 5-year to 10-year plan to estab‐
lish the low level processing and resources, and pave the way for medium and long terms
applications. While, based on the undertaken studies for well resourced language, we have
gauged that the two other phases will demand only 5-year plan. Figure 1 represents the
road map structured on these three phases.
2.8.1. Short term phase
This phase is considered as an initial step. It consists mainly on the identification of the lan‐
guage encoding, and the foundation of the primarily resources namely keyboard, fonts, ba‐
sic lexical database (list of lemmas and affixes), and the elementary corpora that serve in
the elaboration of most computational language processing applications (text raw corpus,
corpus for evaluating search engine and information retrieval systems, manually part of
speech tagged corpus, and speech corpus). Furthermore, basic tools and applications such
encoding converter,  sentence and token splitter,  basic  concordancer  and web search en‐
gine, morphological generator, and optical character recognition system also need to be de‐
veloped in this phase.
2.8.2. Medium term phase
After paving the way by the elaboration of the fundamental and the basic resources in the
first phase, this one needs to be focused on advanced tools and applications. Based on the
size and the representativity of the elaborated resources, the processing tools of this phase
could be even rule-based or statistical. The most important processing to undertake, in this
step, are stemming or lemmatization (depending on the morphological features of the stud‐
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ied language), part of speech tagging, morphological analyzer, chunker, syntactical ana‐
lyzer, and speech recognition. These processing tools will enable to build a spell checker, a
terminology extractor, a text generator, and human-machine dialogue. Furthermore, they
will allow the enhancement of the first phase tools and applications.
The medium term phase represents also the time to prepare the necessary resources for the
next step, including multilingual dictionaries, multilingual aligned corpora, and semantic
annotated corpora.
Figure 1. Road map for under and less resourced languages.
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2.8.3. Long term phase
The third step of the road map could be considered as the synthesis phase of the realized
work. Beside the elaboration of a pronunciation lexicon, Word Net, word-sense disambigua‐
tion and speech synthesis, this phase is also focused on the multilingualism applications,
mainly machine translation system.
3. Amazigh language features
The Amazigh language, known as Berber or Tamazight, is a branch of the Afro-Asiatic (Ha‐
mito-Semitic) languages [11, 12]. Nowadays, it covers the Northern part of Africa which ex‐
tends from the Red Sea to the Canary Isles and from the Niger in the Sahara to the
Mediterranean Sea.
3.1. Sociolinguistic context
In Morocco, this language is divided, due to historical, geographical and sociolinguistic fac‐
tors, into three main regional varieties, depending on the area and the communities: Tarifite
in North, Tamazight in Central Morocco and South-East, and Tachelhite in the South-West
and the High Atlas.
The Amazigh is spoken approximately by the half of Moroccan population, either as a first
language or bilingually with the spoken Arabic dialect. However, it was until 1994 reserved
only to family domain [13]. But in 2001, thanks to the King Mohammed VI Speech, which
has established by a Dahir the creation of the Royal Institute of the Amazigh Culture, the
Amazigh language has become an institutional language nationally recognized; and in July
2011, it has become an official language beside the classical Arabic.
3.2. Tifinaghe-IRCAM graphical system
Since the ancient time, the Amazigh language has its own script called Tifinaghe. It is found
engraved in stones and tombs in some historical sites attested from 25 centuries. Its writing
form has continued to change from the traditional Tuareg writing to the Neo-Tifinaghe in
the end of the sixties, and to the Tifinaghe-IRCAM in 2003.
The Tifinaghe-IRCAM graphical system has been adapted, and computerized, in order to
provide the Amazigh language an adequate and usable standard writing system. While, it
has been chosen to represent to the best all the Moroccan Amazigh varieties, it tends to be
phonological [14].
However, before adopting Tifinaghe-IRCAM as an official graphic system in Morocco, the
Arabic script was widely used for religion and rural poetry writing, and the Latin script
supported by the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) was used particularly in missionar‐
ies’ works.
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The Tifinaghe-IRCAM graphical system contains:
• 27 consonants including: the labials (ⴼ, ⴱ, ⵎ), the dentals (ⵜ, ⴷ, ⵟ, ⴹ, ⵏ, ⵔ, ⵕ, ⵍ), the alveo‐
lars (ⵙ, ⵣ, ⵚ, ⵥ), the palatals (ⵛ, ⵊ), the velar (ⴽ, ⴳ), the labiovelars (ⴽ, ⴳ), the uvulars (ⵇ, ⵅ,
ⵖ), the pharyngeals (ⵃ, ⵄ) and the laryngeal (ⵀ);
• 2 semi-consonants: ⵢ and ⵡ;
• 4 vowels: three full vowels ⴰ, ⵉ, ⵓ and neutral vowel (or schwa) ⴻ which has a rather spe‐
cial status in Amazigh phonology.
3.3. Punctuation and numeral
No particular punctuation is known for Tifinaghe. IRCAM has recommended the use of the
international symbols (“ ” (space), “.”, “,”, “;”, “:”, “?”, “!”, “…”) for punctuation markers;
and the standard numeral used in Morocco (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) for the Tifinaghe system
writing.
3.4. Directionality
Historically, in ancient inscriptions, the Amazigh language was written horizontally from
left to right, and from right to left; vertically upwards and downwards; or in boustrophe‐
don. However, the orientation most often adopted in Amazigh language script is horizontal
and from left to right, which is also adopted in Tifinaghe-IRCAM writing system.
3.5. Amazigh morphological properties
The main syntactic categories of the Amazigh language are the noun, the verb, and the parti‐
cles [14, 15, 16].
3.5.1. Noun
In the Amazigh language, noun is a lexical unit, formed from a root and a pattern. It could
occur in a simple form (ⴰⵔⴳⴰⵣ ‘argaz’ the man), compound form (ⴱⵓⵀⵢⵢⵓⴼ ‘buhyyuf‘ the fam‐
ine), or derived one (ⴰⵎⵢⴰⵡⴰⴹ ‘amyawaḍ‘ the communication). This unit varies in gender (mas‐
culine, feminine), number (singular, plural) and case (free case, construct case).
3.5.2. Verb
The verb, in Amazigh, has two forms: basic and derived forms. The basic form is composed
of a root and a radical, while the derived one is based on the combination of a basic form
and one of the following prefixes morphemes: ⵙ ‘s’ / ⵙⵙ ‘ss’ indicating the factitive form, ⵜⵜ
‘tt’ marking the passive form, and ⵎ ‘m’ / ⵎⵎ ‘mm’ designating the reciprocal form. Whether
basic or derived, the verb is conjugated in four aspects: aorist, imperfective, perfect, and
negative perfect.
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3.5.3. Particles
In the Amazigh language, particle is a function word that is not assignable to noun neither
to verb. It contains pronouns, conjunctions, prepositions, aspectual, orientation and negative
particles, adverbs, and subordinates. Generally, particles are uninflected words. However in
Amazigh, some of these particles are flectional, such as the possessive and demonstrative
pronouns (ⵜⴰ ‘ta’ this (fem.)  ⵜⵉⵏⴰ ‘tina’ these (fem.)).
4. The complexity of Amazigh in CLP
Amazigh is an official language in Morocco. However, it has been less studied from the
computational point of view for many years. Moreover, it is among the languages having
rich morphology and different writing forms. Below we describe the difficulties that the
Amazigh language confronts in developing computational language applications.
4.1. Amazigh script
Amazigh is one of the languages with complex and challenging pre-processing tasks. Its
writing system poses three main difficulties:
• Writing forms’ variation that requires a transliterator to convert all writing prescriptions
into the standard form ‘Tifinaghe – Unicode’. This process is confronted with spelling
variation related to regional varieties ([tfucht] [tafukt] (sun)), and transcription systems
([tafuct] [tafukt]), especially when Latin or Arabic alphabet is used.
• The standard form adopted ‘Tifinaghe – Unicode’ requires special consideration even in
simple applications. Most of the existed CLP applications were developed for Latin script.
Therefore, those that will be used for Tifinaghe – Unicode require localization and adjust‐
ment.
• Different prescriptions differ in the style of writing words using or elimination of spaces
within or between words ([tadartino] [tadart ino] (my house)).
4.2. Phonetic and phonology
The Amazigh phonetic and phonological problems depend particularly on the regional vari‐
eties. These problems consist on allophones and two kinds of correlations: the contrast be‐
tween constrictive and occlusive consonants, and that between lax and tense ones.
• The allophone problems concern single phonemes that realized in different ways, such
as /ll/ and /k/ that are pronounced respectively as [dž] and [š] in the North.
• The contrast between constrictive and occlusive consonants concern particularly the Riffi‐
an and the Central varieties. Those have a strong tendency to plosive spirantization,
where b, t, d, ḍ, k, g become respectively b, t, ḍ, k, g.
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The Tifinaghe-IRCAM graphical system contains:
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• In the phonological Amazigh system, all phonemes can alternate from lax to tense, which
is characterized by greater articulator energy and often a longer duration. Some phonetic
and phonological evidence consider the opposition lax versus tense as a tense correlation
and not a gemination [17], while others consider this opposition as gemination [14]. More‐
over, the realization of this opposition varies from region to region and from consonant to
consonant.
4.3. Amazigh morphology
An additional reason for the difficulties of computational processing of the Amazigh lan‐
guage is its rich and complex morphology. Inflectional processes in Amazigh are based pri‐
marily on both prefix and suffix concatenations. Furthermore, the base form itself can be
modified in different paradigms such as the derivational one. Where in case of the presence
of geminated letter in the base form, this later will be altered in the derivational form (ⵇⵇⵉⵎ
‘qqim’  ⵙⵖⵉⵎ ‘svim’ (make sit)).
5. Primarily experiments for the Amazigh language
For many decades the Amazigh language was solely oral, exclusively reserved for familial
and informal domains, although 50% of the Moroccan population are Amazigh speakers
[14]. Since the colonial period, many studies have been undertaken, but most of them have
contributed to the collection of the Amazigh oral tradition or have focused on linguistic fea‐
tures. Whereas, the computational studies have been neglect until the creation of the IRCAM
in 2001. This creation has enabled the Amazigh language to get an official spelling [18],
proper encoding in the Unicode Standard [19], appropriate standards for keyboard realiza‐
tion, and linguistic structures [15, 18].
Nevertheless, this is not sufficient for a less-resourced language as Amazigh to join the well-
resourced languages in information technology. In this context, many researches, based on
the approaches used for well-resourced languages, are undertaken at national level to im‐
prove the current situation [20, 21, 22]. In the remainder of this paper we present existing
systems and resources built for Amazigh languages.
5.1. Amazigh encoding
5.1.1. Tifinaghe encoding
Over several years, the Amazigh language has been writing in Latin alphabet supported by
the IPA, or in Arabic script. While after adopting Tifinaghe as an official script in Morocco,
the Unicode encoding of this script has become a necessity. To this end considerable efforts
have been invested. However, this process took ample time to be done, which required the
use of ANSI encoding as a first step to integrate the Amazigh language into the educational
system at time.
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Considering Tifinaghe variants used in all parts of the Amazigh world, the Unicode encod‐
ing is composed of four character subsets: the basic set of IRCAM, the extended IRCAM set,
other Neo-Tifinaghe letters in use, and modern Touareg letters. The two first subsets consti‐
tute the sets of characters chosen by IRCAM. While, the first is used to arrange the orthogra‐
phy of different Moroccan Amazigh varieties, the second subset is used for historical and
scientific use. The letters are classified in accordance with the order specified by IRCAM.
Other Neo-Tifinaghe and Touareg letters are interspersed according to their pronunciation.
Thus, the Unicode Consortium accepts the 55 Tifinaghe characters for encoding in the range
U+2D30..U+2D65, U+2D6F, with Tifinaghe block at U+2D30..U+2D7F [19].
5.1.2. Keyboard and fonts
Amazigh integration in international standard prescription keyboards ISO/IEC 9995 has
fixed two keyboards: a basic one containing the Tifinaghe characters recommended by IR‐
CAM, and an enhanced keyboard including all characters adopted by ISO. To facilitate key‐
boarding, Tifinaghe characters’ position was chosen in a manner that matches their Latin
correspondent position of Azerty keyboard (see Table 2).
In order to integrate the Amazigh language in the Moroccan education system in 2003, eight
Tifinaghe fonts, associated with the ANSI encoding, were developed. Then a new Unicode
font generation was succeeded [23].
5.2. Optical character recognition
In the aim to achieve perfection on Amazigh optical character recognition systems many
studies have been undertaken using different approaches. Most of these approaches have
achieved a recognition rate around 92%. In the following, we present briefly some Amazigh
optical character recognition systems. Es Saady et al. focused on isolated printed characters
recognition based on a syntactic approach using finite automata [24]. Amrouch et al. pro‐
posed a global approach based on Hidden Markov Models for recognizing handwritten
characters [20]. El Ayachi et al. presented a method using invariant moments for recogniz‐
ing printed script [25]. Ait Ouguengay et al. proposed an artificial neural network approach
to recognize printed characters [26].
5.3. Fundamental processing tools
5.3.1. Transliterator
The Amazigh language has known through its existence different forms of writing: Latin
supported by the International Phonetic Alphabet, Arabic script, and Tifinaghe character
based on ANSI and Unicode encoding. In the aim to allow an automatically passage from
one form to another, a transliterator tool has been developed [27]. This later allows users to
read or write in a suitable form, and converts all writing prescriptions into a standard
unique form for text pre-processing tasks.
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one form to another, a transliterator tool has been developed [27]. This later allows users to
read or write in a suitable form, and converts all writing prescriptions into a standard
unique form for text pre-processing tasks.
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Figure 2. Transliterator tool conception.
The Amazigh transliterator consists of two processes: Convertisor and transliterator.
• Convertisor: This process allows the passage from ANSI representation of Tifinaghe into
Unicode representation and vice versa.
• Transliterator: The transliterator process aims to transcribe words from one script to an‐
other, while conserving the phonetic pronunciation of the words. This process is based on
direct mapping between the pairs of scripts (Latin, Tifinaghe Unicode) and (Arabic, Tifi‐
naghe Unicode). In the Latin - Tifinaghe Unicode mapping the correspondences illustrat‐
ed in Table 2 are used. While in the Arabic - Tifinaghe Unicode mapping, there are more
constrained rules to use the correspondences represented in Table 2. These constraints de‐
pend mainly on the writing cursivity of the Arabic language, the phonetic pronunciation,
and the use of Amazigh and Arabic vowels. Thus, some Arabic - Tifinaghe correspond‐
ences have been adapted (c.f. Table 1), and orthographic rules have been specified mainly
on the transliteration from Arabic script into Tifinaghe one.
These rules are as follow:
• If the word contains any emphatic letter (ⴹ, ⵕ, ⵚ, ⵟ, ⵥ), the letter ‘ر’ will be represented by ‘ⵕ’.
• If the letter ‘ي’ is preceded by a vowel, it will be represented by the semi-consonants ‘ⵢ’.
Otherwise, it will be represented by the vowel ‘ⵉ’.
• If the letter ‘و’ is preceded by the vowel ‘ا’, it will be represented by the semi-consonants
‘ⵡ’. If it is preceded by the vowel ‘ي’ or preceded and succeeded by a consonant, it will be
represented by the vowel ‘ⵓ’.
English appellation Tifinaghe Latin correspondence New Arabic correspondence
yag ⴳ g ڭ
yagw ⴳ gw ُ ڭ
yakw ⴽ kw ُک
yi ⵉ i (in the beginning of a word) ئـ
you ⵓ u (in the beginning of a word) ؤ
yarr ⵕ ṛ ر
yaw ⵡ w و
yay ⵢ y ي
Table 1. Tifinaghe – Arabic adapted correspondences.
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5.3.2. Stemmer
To enhance the performance of information retrieval systems for the Amazigh language a
computational stemming process was realized. This process consists in splitting Amazigh
words into constituent parts (stem, prefix, suffix) without doing complete morphological
analysis, in order to conflate word variants into a common stem [28].
The algorithm is merely based on an explicit list of prefixes and suffixes that need to be
stripped in a certain order. This list is derived from the common inflectional morphemes of
gender, number and case for nouns; personal markers, aspect and mood for verbs; and affix
pronouns for kinship nouns and prepositions. While, the derivational morphemes are not
included in order to keep the semantic meaning of words. See Figure 3 for more details.
Figure 3. Amazigh light stemming process.
The set of prefixes and suffixes, that has been identified, are classified to five groups ranged
from one character to five characters.
Prefix Set
• One-character: ⴰ ‘a’, ⵉ ‘i’, ⵏ ‘n’, ⵓ ‘u’, ⵜ ‘t’.
• Two-character: ⵏⴰ ‘na’, ⵏⵉ ‘ni’, ⵏⵓ ‘nu’, ⵜⴰ ‘ta’, ⵜⵉ ‘ti’, ⵜⵓ ‘tu’, ⵜⵜ ‘tt’, ⵡⴰ ‘wa’, ⵡⵓ ‘wu’, ⵢⴰ ‘ya’, ⵢⵉ
‘yi’, ⵢⵓ ‘yu’.
• Three-character: ⵉⵜⵜ ‘itt’, ⵏⵜⵜ ‘ntt’, ⵜⵜⴰ ‘tta’, ⵜⵜⵉ ‘tti’.
• Four-character: ⵉⵜⵜⴰ ‘itta’, ⵉⵜⵜⵉ ‘itti’, ⵏⵜⵜⴰ ‘ntta’, ⵏⵜⵜⵉ ‘ntti’, ⵜⴻⵜⵜ ‘tett’.
• Five-character: ⵜⴻⵜⵜⴰ ‘tetta’, ⵜⴻⵜⵜⵉ ‘tetti’.
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• One-character: ⴰ ‘a’, ⴷ ‘d’, ⵉ ‘i’, ⴽ ‘k’, ⵎ ‘m’, ⵏ ‘n’, ⵖ ‘γ’, ⵙ ‘s’, ⵜ ‘t’.
• Two-character: ⴰⵏ ‘an’, ⴰⵜ ‘at’, ⵉⴷ ‘id’, ⵉⵎ ‘im’, ⵉⵏ ‘in’, ⵉⵖ ‘iγ’, ⵎⵜ ‘mt’, ⵏⵖ ‘nγ’, ⵏⵜ ‘nt’, ⵓⵏ ‘un’, ⵙⵏ
‘sn’, ⵜⵏ ‘tn’, ⵡⵎ ‘wm’, ⵡⵏ ‘wn’, ⵢⵏ ‘yn’.
• Three-character: ⴰⵎⵜ ‘amt’, ⴰⵏⵜ ‘ant’, ⴰⵡⵏ ‘awn’, ⵉⵎⵜ ‘imt’, ⵉⵏⵜ ‘int’, ⵉⵡⵏ ‘iwn’, ⵏⵉⵏ ‘nin’, ⵓⵏⵜ ‘unt’,
ⵜⵉⵏ ‘tin’, ⵜⵏⵖ ‘tnγ’, ⵜⵓⵏ ‘tun’, ⵜⵙⵏ ‘tsn’, ⵙⵏⵜ ‘snt’, ⵡⵎⵜ ‘wmt’.
• Four-character: ⵜⵓⵏⵜ ‘tunt’, ⵜⵙⵏⵜ ‘tsnt’.
5.3.3. Search engine
As the number of Amazigh documents grew, searching algorithms have become one of the
most essential tools for managing information. Thus, Ataa Allah and Boulaknadel have been
proposed a first tentative in order to develop a search engine that could support the Ama‐
zigh language characteristics [21]. They have tried to develop an Amazigh search engine
that is mainly structured on three parts: data crawling, indexing, and searching.
• Data crawling: Data crawling is a process behind the search engine, based on spiders or web
robots, to fetch web pages. In this context, they have developed a spider that collects auto‐
matically and daily all the pages containing Tifinaghe script from the IRCAM Website. All
the fetched pages are stored in a web pages’ repository, and associated to an ID number. To
this ID, called also docID, a web page is assigned whenever a new URL is parsed.
• Data indexing: Based on vector space model [29], the data indexing system creates an in‐
dex for a set of documents and assigns the Okapi BM-25 weight to each term-document
association. The Okapi formulas, especially the BM-25 scheme, attack the problem of
higher term frequencies in long documents, and the chances of retrieving long documents
over shorter ones [30]. Considering the common use of infixes for both Arabic and Ama‐
zigh languages, and based on the study undertaken in Arabic information retrieval [31],
the data indexing system of this search engine performs four steps on each document:
word identification, stop-word removal, light stemming, and indexing. First, it identifies
individual words in the document. Second, all the “stop words” in a document are re‐
moved based on a pre-defined list. Then, it reduces the words to their light stem. Finally,
it records the information about the relationships between these words and the docu‐
ments to support searching.
• Data searching: The data searching system includes query engine and a web user inter‐
face. The query engine accepts search queries from users, applies the light stemming, rep‐
resents the query as a vector in term-document space, and assigns a weight to each term-
query. Then, it calculates scores between the user query and the set of documents. After
retrieving search results, the query engine ranks the search results according to content
analysis scores, generates a summary for each search result, based on the web pages’ re‐
pository, and renders its link. Whereas, the web user interface allows submitting queries
and view the search results. When a user performs a search through the web interface, the
query is passed to the query engine, which retrieves the search results and passes them
back to the user, who can specify the number of retrieved web pages per each result page.
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Figure 4. Amazigh search engine architecture.
5.3.4. Concordancer
Amazigh linguistics corpora are currently enjoying a surge activity. As the growth in the
number of available Amazigh corpora continues, there is an increased need for robust tools
that can process this data, whether it is for research or teaching. One such tool that is useful
for both groups is the concordancer, which is displaying a specified target word in its con‐
text. However, obtaining one that can reliably cope with the Amazigh language characteris‐
tics has proved an extreme difficulty. Therefore, an online concordancer that supports all
Moroccan Amazigh language scripts was developed [32].
Figure 5. Amazigh concordancer conception.
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This concordancer is relatively simple to get up and running. Its interface ensures:
• Corpus selection: The Amazigh concordancer accepts compressed file format and most
common text file formats including proprietary and non-proprietary formats such as Mi‐
crosoft Word, RTF, and PDF files.
• Query keyboarding: The goal of the Amazigh concordance system is to allow a user to
look for instances of specific words or expressions. For this purpose, the system opens up
two ways for the user to enter his/her query in any one of the scripts involved. The first
way is by specifying one of the following kinds of query: exact single word query, or ex‐
act string query. Whereas, the second way allows choosing a word from a list in the fre‐
quency panel.
• Word frequency panel: The Amazigh concordancer displays a list of the corpus words
and their frequency.
• Display of results: Concordances generated by the Amazigh concordancer can be sent ei‐
ther to screen, to printer as hard copy, or to file for future manipulation.
• Context size choice.
5.3.5. Tagging assistance tool
The use of corpora in CLP, especially those annotated morphosyntactically, has become an
indispensable step in the language tools’ production and in the process of language comput‐
erization. In this context, an initiative has been taken to build a morphosyntactic corpus, which
has elicited the development of a tool providing support and linguists’ assistance [33].
Figure 6. Tagging assistance tool conception.
This tool is structured in three-step process: management, annotation, and validation proc‐
esses.
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• Management: Management is a process for managing user’s account and electronic docu‐
ments. It allows creating or deleting user account, and modifying user information or
privileges. Also, it provides to store different range of data, namely original documents,
transliterated or corrected ones. Furthermore, it provides a standardized format of the an‐
notated corpus.
• Annotation: This process assists linguists to grammatically annotate a text, by providing
them sentences segmented into single words, and allowing them the ability to select for
each word its morphological tag from a list of tags that has been elaborated in collabora‐
tion with some linguists. Moreover, it requires them to specify the appropriate lemma of
each word. Then, the process stores the triples (word, tag, lemma) in the database for fur‐
ther processing.
• Validation: Validation process consists on comparing tags and lemmas specified by all lin‐
guists working on the same document, and extracting a list of anomalies. Then, the proc‐
ess returns the context of each word in the list and the information related to, namely the
name of linguists that have annotated the word along with the selected tags and the speci‐
fied lemmas. After, the process allows the correction by updating inconsistent annotations.
5.4. Language resources
Human language technologies are showing more interest in the Amazigh language in recent
years. Suitable resources for Amazigh are becoming a vital necessity for the progress of this
research. In this context some efforts are currently underway.
5.4.1. Corpora
Corpora are a very valuable resource for CLP tasks, but Amazigh lacks such resources. There‐
fore, researchers at IRCAM have tried to build Amazigh corpora in progressive way until
reaching a large-scale corpus that follows TREC’s standards. Thus, three parallel works are
undertaking [[34], [35], [36]]. The first consists in building a general corpus based on texts deal‐
ing with different literary genres: novels, poems, stories, newspaper articles, and covering var‐
ious topics; while the second is based on POS tagged data that was collected from IRCAM’s
newspapers, websites and pedagogical supports; whereas the third work is dealing with the
construction of a corpus for evaluating information retrieval system, where the queries’ crea‐
tion and the relevance assessment are manually performed by narrative speakers.
5.4.2. Dictionary
Although many paper dictionaries are available for the Amazigh language, none of them is
computational. To deal with this lack, an application that is helping in collecting and access‐
ing Amazigh words has been elaborated [22]. This application has provided all necessary in‐
formation such as definition, Arabic French and English equivalent words, synonyms,
classification by domains, and derivational families. Moreover, it provides the possibility to
generate a word copy of the dictionary.
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fore, researchers at IRCAM have tried to build Amazigh corpora in progressive way until
reaching a large-scale corpus that follows TREC’s standards. Thus, three parallel works are
undertaking [[34], [35], [36]]. The first consists in building a general corpus based on texts deal‐
ing with different literary genres: novels, poems, stories, newspaper articles, and covering var‐
ious topics; while the second is based on POS tagged data that was collected from IRCAM’s
newspapers, websites and pedagogical supports; whereas the third work is dealing with the
construction of a corpus for evaluating information retrieval system, where the queries’ crea‐
tion and the relevance assessment are manually performed by narrative speakers.
5.4.2. Dictionary
Although many paper dictionaries are available for the Amazigh language, none of them is
computational. To deal with this lack, an application that is helping in collecting and access‐
ing Amazigh words has been elaborated [22]. This application has provided all necessary in‐
formation such as definition, Arabic French and English equivalent words, synonyms,
classification by domains, and derivational families. Moreover, it provides the possibility to
generate a word copy of the dictionary.




While the Amazigh language is given new status, it becomes necessary, even inevitable to
own a terminology covering the largest number of lexical fields. Thus, a tool managing ter‐
minology database has been developed to facilitate the work of researchers allowing an effi‐
cient exploitation of users. This tool allows the processing of new terminology data, the
compilation, and the management of existing terminology [37].
6. Conclusion and future directions
In this paper, we have outlined the key strategies to uphold under and less resourced lan‐
guages on human language technologies. We have specified a road map based on the ele‐
mentary and necessary processing, resources and applications needed to ensure the survival
of under and less resourced languages in "information society". Moreover, we have dis‐
cussed the main challenges in processing the Amazigh language, and we have attempted to
survey the research work on Amazigh CLP in Morocco.
In the aim to convert Amazigh language from a less resourced language into a resourced
and well studied language from computational point of view we need to expedite the basic
research on Amazigh CLP tools development by addressing the following issues:
• Building a large and representative Amazigh corpus which will be helpful for spelling
and grammar checking, speech generation, and many other related topics.
• Re-use the existing language technologies developed over the years for resourced lan‐
guages and particularly for Arabic that shares with Amazigh a number of linguistic prop‐
erties, which will allow saving time and funds.
• Elaborating an E-learning application to ensure the language and culture transmission to
young generation.
• Developing a machine translation system which will immensely contribute to promote
and disseminate the Amazigh language.
• Creating a pool of competent human resources to carry out research work on Amazigh
CLP by offering scholarship for higher degrees and attracting young researchers with at‐
tractive salary.
However, there are other research tracks, especially those related to recent technologies, that
need to be taken into account to attract young generations, namely:
• Investing on media social contents will strongly contribute in the salvation of many less
resourced languages.
• Developing mobile phone and tablet applications will also keep language alive for future
generations and help foreign visitors to discover the region for better understanding of
the local culture.
• Elaborating special applications in Amazigh language for people with disabilities, in or‐
der to offer them opportunities to access information and services in their native language.
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Apendix
English appellation Tifinaghe Latin correspondence Arabic correspondence
ya ⴰ a ا
yab ⴱ b ب
yag ⴳ g گ
yagw ⴳ gw گ‘
yad ⴷ d د
yadd ⴹ ḍ ض
yey ⴻ e
yaf ⴼ f ف
yak ⴽ k ک
yakw ⴽ kw ک‘
yah ⵀ h ه
yahh ⵃ ḥ ح
yaa ⵄ ε ع
yakh ⵅ x خ
yaq ⵇ q ق
yi ⵉ i ي
yazh ⵊ j ج
yal ⵍ l ل
yam ⵎ m م
yan ⵏ n ن
you ⵓ u و
yar ⵔ r ر
yarr ⵕ ṛ رֶ
yagh ⵖ γ غ
yas ⵙ s س
yass ⵚ ṣ ص
yash ⵛ c ش
yat ⵜ t ت
yatt ⵟ ṭ ط
yaw ⵡ w ۉ
yay ⵢ y ˆي
yaz ⵣ z ز
yazz ⵥ ẓ ژ
Table 2. Tifinaghe-Ircam Alphabet.
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